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ABSTRACT
Innovative and Efficient Simulation-Optimization Tools for Successful Groundwater
Management and Conflict Resolution
by
Bassel Timani, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 2015

Major Professor: Dr. Richard C. Peralta
Department: Civil and Environmental Engineering
Decision makers’ conflicts about the validity of a single simulation model and
inefficiencies of existing response matrix methods (RMM) hinder adopting successful
groundwater management plans. We speed up the process by proposing a hybrid RMM
that is most efficient for situations in which optimizable stimuli can vary through
consecutive periods of uniform duration interspersed with periods of different duration.
We use the hybrid RMM within Simulation-Optimization (S-O) models to develop
optimal water management strategies. For the tested problems, the hybrid RMM requires
as much or 63-89% less computation time than other RMMs.
Second, we propose Multi-Conceptual Model Optimization (MCMO) that can
help stakeholders reach a compromise strategy instead of agreeing on the validity of a
single model. MCMO computes optimal strategies that simultaneously satisfy analogous
constraints and bounds in multiple numerical models differing by more than parameter
values. Applying MCMO to Cache Valley (Utah, USA) reveals that protecting local
ecosystem limits the increased groundwater pumping to satisfy only 40% of projected
water demand increase using two models.

iv
To successfully and sustainably manage Cache Valley aquifer, we evaluate
sustained yield strategies (SYS) and quantify the resilience of a computed SYS. We
maximize the number of new residents who can have their indoor and outdoor uses
satisfied, subject to constraints on aquifer-surface waters conditions, and limiting new
residents to projected increases in population (PIiP). Furthermore, we examine the effect
of optimization approach and sequencing, temporally-lagged spatially distributed return
flow that is a function of optimal groundwater use, and the acceptability time evaluation
on the optimal yield strategy. Cache Valley aquifer can sustainably satisfy the outdoor
water demand of 74%-83% and the indoor water demand of 83%-100% of the PIiP. We
quantify deterministic resilience Rd(A,T,SV)=P to evaluate how completely an aquifer
condition (SV) recovers after the end of climatic anomaly (A), by recovery time (T).
Simulation predicts that Cache Valley aquifer system resiliences to a 2-year drought are
Rd(2YD, 3 yrs, Overall) = 93% and Rd (2YD, >8,Overall) > 95%.

Proportionally

reducing pumping rates by 25% through the time horizon of the simulation increases the
overall resilience to 96% within 3 years.
(240 PAGES)
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT
Innovative and Efficient Simulation-Optimization Tools for Successful Groundwater
Management and Conflict Resolution
by
Bassel Timani, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 2015

Major Professor: Dr. Richard C. Peralta
Department: Civil and Environmental Engineering
Simulation-Optimization (S-O) models are exemplary for strategic groundwater
management planning. The two components of an S-O model serve different purposes.
The simulation component models the aquifer and computes state variables resulting
from stimuli such as extraction or diversion while the optimizor computes an optimal set
of stimuli that maximize an objective function and satisfy a set of constraints. With the
increased use of S-O model for larger and more complex real-world study areas, the use
of fast and efficient S-O models has risen. Response matrix methods (RMMs) are
usually used as substitute simulators within an S-O to solve the posed optimization
problem. To increase the chances of a groundwater management plan to be a success
employed S-O models should represent sustainability concepts and quantify the ability of
the aquifer to replenish from a climatic anomaly such as drought. Aquifers are usually
modeled using a single simulation model. However, there exist cases in which
stakeholders’ disagreement about the conceptual model leads to different simulation
models for the same aquifer.
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We propose a hybrid RMM that uses the strengths of existing RMM. The
proposed RMM that is most efficient for situations in which optimizable stimuli can vary
through consecutive periods of uniform duration interspersed with periods of different
duration. Tested scenarios indicate that the hybrid RMM requires as much or 63-89%
less computation time than other RMMs.
Ensuring the acceptability of the aquifer states, including seepage losses to
surface waters, on sub-annual (less than a year) basis (sustained yield) and quantifying
the aquifer’s ability to acceptably recover from an anomaly such as drought are integral
for successful groundwater management. We evaluate sustained yield strategies (SYS)
and quantify the resilience of a computed SYS for Cache Valley, Utah (USA). We
maximize the number of new residents who can have their indoor and outdoor uses
satisfied while maintaining acceptable aquifer-surface waters seepage losses, and limiting
new residents to projected increases in population (PIiP). Because the optimal solution
can be influenced by many factors, we examine the optimal solution as affected by
optimizing: (1) population versus pumped volume; (2) optimizing indoor and outdoor
water demand (traditional housing development) versus optimizing indoor population
(apartment dwellers) then the portion of that population whose outdoor water demand can
be met too; (3) optimizing in the presence of temporally-lagged spatially distributed
return flow that is a function of optimal groundwater use versus optimizing in its absence;
and (4) annual versus quarter-annual time evaluation of acceptability. Results indicate
that Cache Valley aquifer has the capacity to sustain the outdoor water demand of 74%83% and the indoor water demand of 83%-100% of the PIiP. Aquifer conditions can
rebound from a 2-year drought to within 7% and 5% of acceptable levels in three and
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eight years, respectively, after the drought has ceased. Reducing pumping rates by 25%
allows the aquifer conditions to be rebound to 96% of acceptable levels or rates within 3
years.
To circumvent the necessity that stakeholders reach an agreement on a single
simulation model for an aquifer, we propose Multi-Conceptual Model Optimization
(MCMO). Unlike the traditional S-O models, MCMO computes optimal strategies that
simultaneously satisfy analogous constraints and bounds in multiple numerical models
differing by more than parameter values. Applying MCMO to Cache Valley (Utah, USA)
reveals that protecting local ecosystem limits the increased groundwater pumping to
satisfy only 40% of projected water demand increase using both models simultaneously.
Bassel Timani
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CHAPTER 1
Innovative and Efficient Simulation-Optimization Tools for Successful Groundwater
Management and Conflict Resolution
1.1

General Introduction
Relieving the strain on water resources from overexploitation has been tackled

from the supply and demand sides. Developing strategies or practices to reduce water
consumption encapsulates the demand side efforts. Maximizing water supply to narrow
the gap between the available resources and the demand at an acceptable environmental
cost is the driving force from the supply side. This work compiles an efficient surrogate
simulator that can compute groundwater management strategies with acceptable subannual long-term conditions. In this work, we propose and create a tool to reduce
contentions while decision makers try to adopt management strategies for areas with
multiple and conflicting simulation models.
Groundwater is a favorable resource in all climatic regions (Zhu 2013) and
aquifers are better alternatives to above-ground storage facilities (Pyne 1995; Basagaoglu
et al. 1999; Sheng 2005; Uddameri 2007; Annette Hernandez et al. 2014).
Unfortunately, the absence of management plans or mismanagement of aquifers leads to
disastrous outcomes. Aquifer mismanagement stems from: treating aquifers as unlimited
resources; modeling aquifer systems with inaccurate or faulty conceptual models, or
inadequate simulators; solving poorly posed management problems; or not considering
the effect of stimuli on the whole system.
As consequences of mismanaged aquifers become more evident and persistent,
local and regional governments resort to managing groundwater operations (Findikakis

2011).
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Protecting aquifer conditions against over-exploitation and ensuring their

renewability requires establishing management plans because groundwater is a commonpool resource (Brady 2008). Managing water resources as a heritage (European Water
Framework Directive 2000) makes it easier to appreciate the value of preserving
resources. Management plans revolve around the acceptability of increased development
(Frind and Middleton 2014).

Acceptable groundwater exploitation relates to its

ecological, environmental, and hydrological integrity (Loucks 1997).

Groundwater

depletion and ecological destruction have been recognized as the most common problems
resulting from groundwater overexploitation (Srinivasan et al. 2012; Mays 2013).
Depletion (aquifer mining) occurs when water is removed from aquifer storage to
counterbalance its outflows with its inflows. Managed mining operations are sometimes
necessary for economic or hydrologic reasons. Conditions of properly managed aquifers
return to acceptable levels a certain time after mining has been terminated.

When

existing dreadful conditions cannot be reversed, management plans target becomes
prolonging the life of the aquifer mainly for economic stability.
Climate, shifts in agricultural practices, diversions, fires, and forest infestations
affect water resources availability (Julander 2010). After impacting the surface waters,
these factors can lead to a decrease in aquifer recharge or increase in its discharge then
heads (Peters et al. 2005). In general, extraction affects aquifer conditions more harshly
than droughts (Gates 2007; van Loon and van Lanen 2013). Enforcing plans can curtail
extraction, but we can only prepare for droughts. To reduce the likelihood of irreversible
damage from persistent climatic anomalies, estimating the magnitude and duration of a
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stress that a supply system can withstand is helpful for policy makers to better manage
their systems under duress.
Like war that is best prepared for during peace, climatic anomalies are best
prepared for during mild seasons. Climatic phenomena such as drought, floods, and
tornadoes are beyond our control. However, we have to use the best available tools and
scientific data to develop and explore different management options to mitigate their
consequences before they wreak havoc on humans and the environment.
The use of Simulation-Optimization (S-O) modeling in groundwater management
plan development research is increasing. A groundwater S-O model results from coupling
an optimization algorithm with a water flow or contaminant transport simulation model.
Thus, the S-O model can develop mathematically optimal strategies that satisfy
restrictions on simulated system state. S-O models dominantly employ response matrix
methods (RMMs).

RMMs, which are discretized convolution equations, serve as

surrogate simulators because the S-O model uses them in lieu of simulators to calculate
SVs from computed stimuli. As S-O modeling is applied to larger and more complex
groundwater systems, the computational effort required for pumping strategy
optimization has increased. Previously reported compatible RMMs are powerful, but
none is best for all situations. The need has arisen for a new RMM that combines the
strengths of existing RMMs with potentially improved efficiency. We present a hybrid
RMM that is flexibly applicable to a wide range of situations. The new RMM will be
increasingly valuable as optimization is more commonly applied for planning,
management, and operation.

4
A groundwater mathematical optimization problem usually includes an objective
function, decision variables (DVs), state variables (SVs), bounds (upper and lower limits)
on the variables, and constraints linking DVs and SVs and defining management
preferences. When solving a groundwater management optimization problem, an S-O
model computes the optimal set of DV values that produces the best objective function
value while satisfying bounds (upper and lower limits) on variables and constraints.
Common groundwater DVs are rates of extraction from or injection into aquifers.
Sustainability concepts ensure groundwater renewability even with increased
development. Aquifers need to be managed sustainably because they usually require
much more time to recover from large drawdowns than the time of exploitive pumping
that created the drawdowns. Sustainability concepts include sustainability, sustainable
development, safe (perennial) yield, sustained yield, and resilience. Sustainability and
sustainable development allow for utilizing a resource to meet current needs while also
preserving the ability of future generations to meet their aspirations (United Nations
World Commission on Environment and Development 1987). Associating time scale
with acceptability evaluation of these concepts allows computing yield potentials. Yield
potential is the volume of groundwater that can be extracted indefinitely without causing
unacceptable conditions evaluated at sub-annual, annual and equilibrium times. When
evaluating acceptable consequences annually, a strategy is termed perennial (safe) yield
strategy (PYS). A strategy that assures satisfactory consequences on a sub-annual basis is
a sustained yield strategy (SYS) (ASCE 1987).
Successfully implementing yield strategies despite inevitable extreme climatic
conditions requires evaluating and quantifying strategy resilience.

In general, the
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capacity of a system to adapt to and recover from a changed condition represents its
resilience (World Health Organization 2009). Enhancements in computers, simulation
models, and S-O models allow incorporating more details and cause shorter computation
times when determining aquifer sustainability and resilience.
The adoption of groundwater management plans is hindered when experts cannot
agree on a particular simulation model to describe the physical system dynamics.
Disagreement prevents the adoption of strategies that satisfy governmental goals and are
acceptable to local water authorities, and stake-holders. We propose and create a multiconceptual model optimization (MCMO) tool that involves formulating comparable
optimization problems with comparable salient variables, bounds, and constraints to
compute optimal compromise strategies for contentious areas.
1.2

Purpose and Objectives
This study aims to develop efficient and powerful tools for better groundwater

management. The specific objectives of this research are to:
 Create a hybrid RMM that combines the strengths of existing RMMs with
potentially improved efficiency that is also flexibly applicable to a wide range of
situations.
 Evaluate the plausibility of additional groundwater development in Cache Valley,
Utah (USA) on sub-annual basis.
 Propose the development on sustainable management plan in association with
resilience to ensure successful implementation.
 Propose a method to evaluate deterministic resilience to measure the ability of
system states to return from a climatic anomaly.
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 Create a multi-conceptual model optimization (MCMO) tool that involves
formulating comparable optimization problems with comparable salient variables,
bounds, and constraints to compute optimal compromise strategies for contentious
areas to aid policy makers in reaching compromise strategies for areas with
multiple simulation models.
1.3

Dissertation Organization
This dissertation proceeds by detailing the scientific process we follow in

addressing each of the above points in three distinct chapters. In the first of these
chapters, we present a hybrid RMM (termed CGU4) suitable for linear and nonlinear
groundwater flow during multiple periods of the same or different durations or types
(steady state or transient). The Literature Review provides details about two compatible
existing RMMs that are necessary precursors for developing CGU4. The Methodology
section presents CGU4 theoretically and functionally, and describes its features and test
problems. The Results section verifies CGU4 aptness, and the Summary describes its
broad applicability.
After validating CGU4, we use it in Chapter 3 to efficiently compute SYSs for
Cache Valley, Utah (USA). Utah water law requires that areas having potential
groundwater depletion problems develop perennial (or safe) yield management plans.
However, the time period of evaluation is crucial for computing possible optimal
additional aquifer development. We compute SYSs by maximizing the sustainable
population increase of both apartment dwellers and typical homeowners (and their
seasonally varying indoor and outdoor water use), subject to constrained aquifer heads,
net seepage rates to different types of surface waters, and projected water needs.
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Quarterly constraints protect wetlands, springs, rivers and water rights. The optimization
model also accounts for time varying spatially distributed lagged recharge resulting from
use of the optimized groundwater pumping. We also quantify resilience by computing
how completely an individual or set of state variables (SV) recover after the end of an
assumed 2-year drought within 25 years.
Within Cache Valley, different stakeholders subscribe to different simulation
models. The demand for water is increasing with population. The development process
of sustainable management plans is hindered when all involved parties cannot agree on a
single simulation model to represent the aquifer. Thus, we introduce MCMO in Chapter
4. MCMO automatically creates and solves a multi-conceptual model optimization
problem, reducing labor and time costs. Applying MCMO to Cache Valley complex
river-aquifer system fills the void created from lack of consensus on a single simulation
model to employ within a traditional S-O model. We first introduce the concept of
MCMO and give some details about existing similar (but different) notions.

The

Materials and Methods section details MCMO application, including development of
simulation models, optimization model formulations for different optimization problems
(scenarios), optimization problem refinements, and selection of a compromise strategy.
Results and Discussion presents and analyzes the findings of this reconnaissance study.
The Conclusions section highlights the main case study findings and MCMO’s generic
applicability for cases and situations not tested here.

We conclude the dissertation

(Chapter 5) with general conclusions and laying the path forward.
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Some redundancies and repetition may occur, especially study area description
and some of the algorithms used in more than one paper, because this dissertation is in
multiple-paper format.
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CHAPTER 2

Aggregated Surrogate Simulator for Groundwater-Surface Water Management via
Simulation-Optimization Modeling: Theory, Development and Tests

Abstract
We present CGU4 as a flexible surrogate flow simulator. The unified indexing
scheme of CGU4 with existing response matrix methods (RMMs) allows temporally
interspersed use of the RMMs for developing and using coefficients within a single
optimization scenario. Within a model, CGU4 speeds computation by reducing the
number of times that a flow simulation model is invoked to create coefficients. For a
tested hypothetical dynamic stream-aquifer systems, CGU4 requires the same or 63-89%
less computation time than other tested RMMs. For the other demonstrated optimization
problems addressing a large real-world aquifer system having linear, piece-wise, and
nonlinear flows; 20 time periods of varying and steady durations; and optimization
problems employing linear and nonlinear objective functions and constraints on aquifer
head and aquifer-surface water seepage rates, CGU4 requires 15–55% fewer simulations,
and computes objective function values within 0.001–0.003% of the best applicable other
CGUs, per the utilized constraints.

2.1

Introduction
Strategic planning and decision making rely heavily on scenario modelling

[Greiner et al. 2014]. As Simulation-Optimization (S-O) modeling has been applied to
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larger and more complex groundwater systems, the computational effort required for
pumping strategy optimization has increased limiting their practical use [Yazdi and Salehi
Neyshabouri, 2014]. The need has arisen for a Response Matrix Method (RMM) that
combines the strengths of existing RMMs with potentially improved efficiency. RMMs
serve as surrogate (substitute) head and flow simulators in S-O models for optimizing
groundwater pumping and flow management.
Previously reported RMMs are powerful, but none is perfect for all situations.
The first RMM type is attractive if physical system response to pumping is mildly
nonlinear, but requires that periods of pumping be of uniform duration. The second RMM
type is superior if aquifer response might be very nonlinear and if periods of pumping are
of non-uniform duration, but it can require many simulations of an original numerical
model to develop surrogate simulators.
The hybrid RMM introduced here is flexibly applicable to linear and nonlinear
situations. It is as efficient as the above types for their respective ideal situations. For
intermediate situations, it has advantages over both. It requires fewer simulations (has
better computational efficiency) than the above second RMM type for mildly nonlinear
systems if numerous pumping periods of uniform duration are interspersed with periods
of differing duration. Before presenting the new RMM, we review mathematical
optimization and S-O modeling.
A groundwater S-O model couples an optimization algorithm with a physical
process (water flow or contaminant transport) simulation model to develop
mathematically optimal strategies that satisfy restrictions on the simulated physical
system state. A transient groundwater management strategy is a spatially and temporally
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distributed set of groundwater pumping rates. S-O models can perform hydraulic
optimization to provide optimal strategies for controlling aquifer hydraulics, allocating
ground water and surface water resources, and evaluating groundwater policies [Wagner,
1995; Ahlfeld and Mulligan, 2000]. S-O models involving contaminant transport
optimization help remediate and manage contaminated groundwater [Nicklow et al.,
2010; Singh, 2012]. S-O models explore different optimal strategies resulting from
different management decisions or preferences instead of purely simulated alternatives.
This makes S-O models excellent tools for exploring decisions and actions as envisioned
by Hall et al. [2014] to be crucial for decision support systems.
A groundwater mathematical optimization problem usually includes an objective
function, decision variables (DVs), state variables (SVs), upper and lower limits (bounds)
on the variables, and constraints linking DVs and SVs and defining management
preferences. When solving a groundwater management optimization problem, an S-O
model computes the optimal set of DV values that produces the best objective function
value while satisfying bounds on variables and constraints. Common groundwater DVs
(also termed ‘instruments’ [Katic and Grafton 2011]), are rates of extraction from or
injection into aquifers. The use of constraints within an S-O model allows for
incorporating socio-economic and environmental aspects, preferences and concerns into
the model. Properly and carefully formulated S-O models allow them to be decision
support systems as defined by Papathanasiou and Kenward [2014].
The most common approaches for imbuing a groundwater S-O model with
simulation ability (linking simulators and optimizers) are: optimal control [Wanakule et
al., 1986; Chang et al., 1992], embedding [Gorelick, 1983; Gharbi and Peralta, 1994;
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Yazicigil and Rasheedudin, 1987; Ayvaz, 2009; Khadem and Afshar, 2013], response
matrix method [Gorelick, 1983; Morel-Seytoux, 1975; Heidari et al., 1987; Rejani et al.,
2009; Peralta et al., 2011], and other response surface techniques such as neural
networks, power functions, and regression equations [Psilovikos and Tzimopoulos, 2003;
Peralta and Kalwij, 2012].
To address transient groundwater flow management problems, most S-O models
employ RMM with classical optimizers. This pairing requires less computational effort
during solution than S-O models: that use as simulators, embedded flow equations,
statistical learning machines (such as Relevant Vector Machines or Support Vector
Machines), or embedded simulation models; and that use as optimizers, classical (e.g.
simplex, gradient search), or heuristic algorithms (such as genetic algorithms or
simulated annealing).
An S-O model employing RMMs uses linear discretized convolution or
superposition equations as surrogate simulators to compute SVs of linear or nonlinear
aquifers resulting from DV values. Convolution equations are surrogate simulators when
employed in lieu of full finite numerical models. Razavi et al. [2012a, 2012b], and Yazdi
and Salehi Neyshabouri [2014] include such surrogate simulators under the umbrella of
‘metamodelling’. The superposition equations employ the multiplicative and additive
properties of linear systems theory [Maddock, 1974]. Discretized convolution equations
used in groundwater [Morel-Seytoux, 1975; Illangasekare and Morel-Seytoux, 1982;
Peralta et al., 1991, 1992, 2011] have also been referred to as Algebraic Technological
Functions [Maddock, 1972, 1974; Psilovikos, 2006].
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In effect, such equations include summations of the products of selected pumping
stimuli and linear coefficients. A matrix of all the coefficients is termed a response
matrix. A transient coefficient quantifies system response at a particular time to a ‘unit’
stimulus of specified magnitude occurring at a particular, possibly different, time.
RMM employment requires procedures both for coefficient generation
(abbreviated CG), and for subsequent coefficient use (abbreviated CU), within a
convolution equation.
This paper presents a hybrid RMM (termed CGU4) suitable for linear and
nonlinear groundwater flow during multiple periods of the same or different durations or
types (steady state or transient). CGU4 is as effective as previous RMMs for linear and
very nonlinear systems. CGU4 is also more efficient for mildly nonlinear problems
having multiple time periods of equal duration mixed with periods of different duration.
CGU4 will be increasingly valuable as optimization is more commonly applied for
planning, management, and operation.
This chapter proceeds as follows. The Literature Review provides details about
the two previously existing RMMs, and modified versions of them (termed CGU1 and
CGU2), that are necessary precursors for developing CGU4. The Literature Review also
explains the process that enables the CG and CU procedural phases of CGU1 and CGU2
to be accurately applied to nonlinear flow systems. The Methodology section presents
CGU4 theoretically and functionally, and describes its features and test problems. The
Results section verifies CGU4 aptness, and the Summary describes its broad
applicability.
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2.2

Literature Review

2.2.1

Introduction to Previously Available
Response Matrix Methods
Most groundwater flow Simulation-Optimization (S-O) models use RMMs to

develop surrogate simulators for calculating optimal transient groundwater flow
management strategies. Changes in state variable (SV) levels or rates can be expressed in
terms of changes in stimuli using Taylor series expansion. For cases in which SVs
respond linearly to stimuli, the first derivative of a SV with respect to stimuli is a
constant, and higher derivatives equal zero.

A 1st order Taylor series expansion

quantifies an SV value resulting from hydraulic stimulus. Thus, RMMs use linear
systems multiplicative scaling and additive properties to superimpose in space and/or
time, and reduce computational effort.
To develop linear coefficients for heterogeneous systems, most RMMs use finite
element or finite difference (such as MODFLOW [McDonald and Harbaugh, 1988;
Harbaugh et al., 2000; Harbaugh, 2005]) groundwater flow models. The modular finite
difference MODFLOW groundwater flow model discretizes a groundwater flow domain
into layers, rows and columns. Each unique set of (layer, row, column) values defines a
model cell.
Many RMMs utilize functions analogous to the Equation 2.1 that is used in
applying linear systems theory to watershed hydrology. Equation 2.1, a summation form
of

the

convolution

(Duhamel)

integral Q  t   

t t0

0

u t    I    d 

,

applies

multiplicative and additive properties to a unit hydrograph to compute the watershed
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runoff due to a storm of varying intensity [Chow, 1964]. Within the convolution integral,

u  t    is a kernel function, I    is an input function, t   t when t  t0 , and t   t0
when

t  t0 .
n

Q  t    u  t0 , t   i  1 t  I i t
i 1

(2.1)

where,

u  t0 , t   the ordinate at time t of the unit effective rainfall hydrograph having a unit
duration of

t0 , T;

t  any time after the beginning of effective rainfall consisting of n blocks of different
intensity

I i , but all having uniform t0 duration (meaning that each t  t0 ), T;

i = block index number.
Equation 2.1 assumes a time-invariant system, meaning that if a stimulus at time t
produces a particular magnitude response at time t, the same stimulus at time (t+ς)
produces the same magnitude response at time (t+ς). If all periods are of uniform
duration, one can shift the periods of stimulus and response, and re-use kernels in
different periods. One develops kernel functions before using Equation 2.1, usually by
applying stimulus only in the first period of effective rainfall.
When applying Equation 2.1 to modeling groundwater response to pumping at
one well, one replaces effective rainfall stimuli with (un)steady pumping at one well. For
a situation having multiple pumping wells, one modifies the equation by summing each
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of the current summation terms over all pumping locations (inserting a summation over
all pumping locations before (to the left of) the Equation 2.1 summation).
Equation 2.2 depicts a more recent convolution equation applicable for both timeinvariant and time-variant groundwater systems. Before using Equation 2.2, one develops
response coefficients (RCs) by perturbing the system in precisely the same stress period
as the period of computing a SV value (here, a ‘stress period’ is a period of uniform
stimuli and boundary conditions; and we use stress period and period interchangeably).
Thus, Equation 2.2 can handle periods of non-uniform duration, boundary conditions that
change with period, and unsteady pumping [Pulido-Velazquez et al., 2008].
N

hi ,t

n 1

qn

hi ,t  hi0,t  

qn

(2.2)

where,

hi ,t head value at observation location i at end of period t, L;
hi0,t background head value at observation location i at end of period t, L;
N number of physically and temporally distinct pumping locations;

hi ,t
q n

response coefficient, head response at observation location i at end of period t to

perturbation (unit pumping stimulus) at spatial location n (pumping must occur during
3

period t), L/ L

T;

qn pumping rate at physical and temporal location n (pumping period of n equals that of
t),

L3 T .
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To recapitulate, Equation 2.1 is perfectly applicable for unsteady stimuli in linear
time-invariant systems. Equation 2.1 and analogous forms require that all stress periods
be of the same duration. Developing the kernels, also termed coefficients, requires
applying a unit stimulus only at period 1 for each possible stimulus location. Equation 2.2
is applicable for unsteady stimuli in linear and nonlinear time-variant and invariant
systems and situations having stress periods of non-uniform duration. Developing RCs
involves applying unit stimuli at all stress periods and locations that stimuli can occur.
Developing coefficients for Equation 2.2 requires more computer simulations than for
Equation 2.1.
To address nonlinearities due to saturated thickness and transmissivity changes
with time of time-variant systems, RMMs based upon Equations 2.1 and 2.2 have been
used with cycling or successive optimization [Danskin and Gorelick, 1985; Willis and
Yeh, 1987; Peralta et al., 1992; Peralta and Aly, 1993; Takahashi and Peralta, 1995;
Barlow et al., 2003; Ahlfeld et al., 2005; Ahlfeld and Baro-Montes, 2008; Peralta et al.,
2011; Peralta and Kalwij, 2012]. We use cycling to refer to both activities. Cycling has
been acceptably accurate for many transient optimization problems having many stress
periods.
We hypothesize that a hybrid RMM approach combining features of both
Equations 2.1 and 2.2 can be more computationally efficient for linear or slightly to
moderately nonlinear time-(in)variant situations than an RMM using Equation 2.2, and
retain the accuracy of that RMM for very nonlinear systems. Below, to develop a new
RMM having the strengths of both equations, we first present mathematically compatible
analogs to the above RMMs of Equations 2.1 and 2.2. Termed CGU1 and CGU2,
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respectively, these analogs use the same numbers of indices (influence coefficients
indexed by stimulus location, observation location, stimulus period, and observation
period). Influence Coefficients (ICs) differ from RCs used in Equation 2.2 by not
including the unit stimulus magnitude in the denominator. Then, we report the cyclical
optimization process for addressing nonlinear time-variant transmissivity changes.

2.2.2

CGU1
Table 2.1 distinguishes between procedures that generate coefficients (CG#) and

those that utilize coefficients (CU#). The coefficient generation phase of CGU1 is termed
CG1. CU1 is the phase during which the coefficients are used within the convolution
equation of CGU1.

Feature

Table 2.1 General Differences among Response Matrix Algorithms
Phase CGU1
CGU2
CGU4

Stress periods must
be of equal duration
Unit stimulus exerted
at stress period
IC indices

G*

Yes

No

G

1

G/U

Observation
location, stimulus
location, time
index correlating
periods of stress
and observation

All periods
having stimuli
Observation
location,
observation time,
stimulus location
specific to the
same time as the
observation time

IC reuse for multiple U**
Yes
stimulus period
* G = generation; ** U = use

No

Only within
an ME
1 of ME
having stimuli
Observation
location,
stimulus
location, time
index
correlating
periods of
stress and
observation
Within an ME
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For a particular stimulus location, CG1 exerts a unit stimulus only during the first
stress period, observes SVs at the end of each subsequent stress period, and computes an
IC time series. Use of this time series to describe SV response due to pumping during
stress periods other than the first is completely appropriate and very efficient for linear
systems if stress period durations are equal. In a linear system, SV response at a
particular length of time after a hydraulic stimulus of a particular time duration, is
linearly proportional to the stimulus magnitude. However, SV response is not linearly
proportional if the duration of the stimulus or the length of time between stimulus and
observation changes.
Following previous research, Equation 2.3 shows the discretized convolution
equation used within CGU1 [Peralta and Kalwij, 2012] to compute SVs.

 ô,N  

N MP

non
ô,N

 

p
ô,ê,N  k 1

k 1 ê 1

pê,k
(2.3)

pêut

where,

 ô,N state variable value at observation location ô (numerical model cell where a state
variable is defined) at end of period N, units are SV dependent, SV;
non
 ô,N

background (non-optimal) state variable value at observation location ô at end of

period N, units are SV dependent, SV;
p
 ô,ê,N
 k 1

state variable (Ψ) influence coefficient describing Ψ response at location ô

by end of period N to a unit pumping (
SV;

pêut

) at well ê in period k, units are SV dependent,
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𝑃

𝑀 number of managed groundwater extraction locations;

pê,k decision variable, managed pumping rate location ê in period k, L3 T .
The “N-k+1” (coefficient index) in Equation 2.3 correlates the stress periods of
observation and stimulus, allowing a temporal shift in coefficient use. Allowing IC use
with a stimulus that occurs during a different period (also termed coefficient reuse)
requires an unchanging duration between the beginning of the stimulus and the time at
which a SV value is computed. Thus, for Equation 2.3, all periods must be of equal
duration. Other than numerical error, this equation is accurate for linear systems.
An S-O model employing CGU1 needs one Equation 2.3 for each location and
time that it must compute a SV. CGU1 is appropriate for linear systems. Section 2.2.4
discusses application to nonlinear systems.

2.2.3

CGU2
Our intent is to contrast the computational efficacy of CGU1, CGU2 and CGU4

for generating and using ICs to compute SV values. Because some previously published
algorithms and codes have special features for special situations, we do not compare the
three RMMs with published codes.
For situations in which decision variables (DVs) can vary with period, CGU2
applies a unit stimulus at each period and uses resulting ICs only for that period within
the convolution equation. To allow a DV to change with stress period, Equation 2.2
indices the DV by pumping location and period n, and requires that pumping period “n”
be equal to the period “t” of the SV response. To make CGU2 compatible with CGU1,
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CGU2 differs from Equation 2.2 in using different indices for physical and temporal
locations of SVs, DVs, and coefficients.
CGU1 and CGU2 use different: i) expressions relating the time that a unit
stimulus is exerted to the time at which system response is observed, and ii) convolution
equations. For a particular stimulus location, CG2 applies a unit stimulus during each
stress period and observes resulting SV values at the end of that stress period.
CU2 uses Equation 2.4 to compute SV values. Equation 2.4 performs
mathematically the same as Equation 2.2. The background SV value at the end of a
particular period,

non
 ô,k
, includes the impact of all DVs previously occurring until the

end of that period.

 ô ,k  

p
  ô,ê,N,k
   ut

ê 1  pê,k
MP

non
ô,k


 pê,k


fork  1...N

(2.4)

where,

 ô,k

state variable value at observation location ô at end of period k, SV;

non
 ô,k

background or cycle-background (resulting from the managed rates of the

previous cycle occurring through a period k) state variable value at observation location ô
at end of period k, SV;
p
 ô,ê,N,k
state variable (Ψ) influence coefficient describing Ψ response at location ô by end

ut

of period N to a unit pumping ( pê,k ) at well ê in period k (N=k), SV;
p
 ô,ê,N,k
ut
ê,k

p

3
state variable (Ψ) response coefficient, SV L ;
T
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𝑃

𝑀 number of managed groundwater extraction locations.
After using a convolution equation to simulate flow, one checks convolution
equation accuracy. This entails simulating the same pumping strategy in the simulation
model used to develop the coefficients, and comparing the SV values predicted by the
convolution equation versus the respective values computed directly by the flow
simulation model. For completely linear systems, both compute essentially identical SV
values.
In closing, CGU1 and CGU2 are designed to be mutually compatible to allow
both RMM capabilities to be synchronized within a new RMM (CGU4). CGU1 and
CGU2 are perfectly accurate for fully linear systems. CGU2 addresses some
nonlinearities better than CGU1. However, RMMs require additional processing to
accurately handle all nonlinear groundwater flow situations. The next section discusses
procedural modifications to allow accurate RMMs application to nonlinear systems.

2.2.4

Addressing Nonlinear Aquifers &
Cycling

2.2.4.1 Linear
and
Nonlinear
Simulation Models

Flow

A transient numerical groundwater flow model simulation that is linear uses the
same flow equations throughout time. It employs time-invariant aquifer properties,
although heads and flows might change. It does not change transmissivity or conductance
values, or the employed pieces of piece-wise flow equations.
Head and saturated thickness changes resulting in transmissivity changes cause
simulated flow to be nonlinear. Flow described using piece-wise flow equations is also
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nonlinear because the employed segment of a piece-wise flow equation can change
during simulation. Simulation models use piece-wise flow equations to represent some
head dependent flux or Cauchy boundary conditions. Piece-wise equations consist of
multiple segments (each having a different conditionally-applied equation), and are not
continually differentiable. Example piece-wise flow expressions in groundwater models
describe evapotranspiration, vertical seepage between aquifers, and seepage between
aquifers and drains, rivers, streams, and lakes.
To use appropriate transmissivity values when predicting nonlinear aquifer flow,
numerical simulation models have long used Picard iteration. In steady-state unconfined
groundwater flow simulation, Picard iteration is the repeated solution of a set of linear
flow equations until the heads assumed to compute transmissivities values match those of
the finally computed steady-state heads.
For nonlinear flows described by piece-wise equations, numerical models such as
MODFLOW use an expanded Picard iteration [Harbaugh et al., 2000]. At the beginning
of a flow simulation iteration, the model determines which linear segment it will use in
that head-computation iteration for each model cell (by comparing the aquifer head
computed in the previous iteration, with specified boundary condition elevations). The
model also determines the transmissivities to use. The selected segments and values
determine the flows and heads computed by that iteration.
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2.2.4.2 Improving Accuracy of Nonlinear
Simulation-Optimization Models
For nonlinear flow systems, RMM S-O models cannot directly use the Picard
iteration to achieve simulation accuracy. RMM S-O model convolution equations contain
ICs generated using the transmissivities and piece-wise equation segments employed
during the CG phase. Also, the pumping rates to be applied within the convolution
equations are initially unknown.
RMM S-O models use the cycling process explained in this section, to accurately
converge to an optimal solution even for a nonlinear flow system [Peralta and Kalwij,
2012]. Cycling is related to, but differs significantly from, the Picard iteration process by
which numerical flow simulation models address nonlinear flow.
Figure 2.1 shows where the cycling process utilizes Picard iteration. Cycling
differs from Picard iteration because boundary conditions, such as pumping that are being
optimized, are not known a priori. Within an S-O model, cycling assures simultaneous
convergence to pumping rates that are optimal for any specified optimization problem,
and assures that resulting system variables satisfy specified management problem
constraints. In cycling, the magnitudes of assumed pumping values, unit stimuli, ICs,
transmissivity, saturated thickness, and head all change.
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Figure 2.1 Roles of Picard iteration and Cycling to achieve convolution equation
accuracy within CGU1, CGU2, and CGU4
Figure 2.2 depicts a general cycling process employed with compatible RMMs to
solve nonlinear problems. During the first movement (pass) through the process, the
model reads user-input (Step 1): unit stimuli, any unmanaged background hydraulic
stimuli, and optionally provided initial guesses of DV values. It computes system
responses to background stimuli, yielding the first set of background conditions (Step 2).
If initial guesses of the DV values are all zero, these first background conditions are
actually true background conditions. To solve for nonlinear systems, users often input
initial guesses because the closer the initial guesses are to the optimal strategy, the faster
the S-O model converges to the optimal solution.
The S-O model simulates system response to input DV unit stimuli values, to
obtain resulting SV values (Step 3). Step 4i computes ICs, using the results from the
background simulation run and unit-stimuli runs. Step 4ii populates the convolution
equations to be used when solving the optimization problem in Step 5. The optimal
solution is checked (Step 6) to determine whether the model has converged to a stable
optimal solution. Convergence to an optimal solution occurs when the absolute maximum
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change in any DV between consecutive cycles is less than input convergence criteria. For
a nonlinear system, this is unlikely to occur during the first movement through the Figure
2.2 process.
'Pre-cycling' refers to the above steps during the first pass through the
optimization process. Step 7 determines whether another optimal solution will be
computed (i.e. whether cycling should commence). After cycling begins, newly
computed unit stimuli (Step 8.i.) and the optimal DV values (Step 8.ii) of the previous
cycle replace the input unit stimuli and initial guesses, respectively.
The sequence of steps beginning with Step 3 resumes until termination criteria are
satisfied (Steps 6, 7, or 9). As cycling progresses, the convolution-computed SV values
become closer to the respective simulated values. The goal is to terminate cycling when
DVs and/or SVs no longer change with optimization cycles and ICs are accurate for small
pumping changes. At that point, SV values computed via CGU2 are almost as accurate
as if computed via the original numerical simulator (Step 8.iii & 9).
Accuracy difference between CGU1 and CGU2 might be negligible for mild
nonlinearities (especially those involving merely changes in saturated thickness and
transmissivity). Difference can be more pronounced due to the impact of piece-wise
flows on constrained SVs. That difference occurs when background head causes
employment of a different piece-wise flow equation segment during CG phase, than
would be employed during a later period when the coefficient is employed (CU phase).
Cycling increases the fidelity of the optimal solution as the optimization progresses
towards a stable solution.
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A situation having head-dependent stream-aquifer seepage can cause CGU1 error.
For example, assume that during CG phase, groundwater levels are always above a
stream bottom. In that case, stream-aquifer seepage is saturated and linearly dependent
upon the difference between groundwater head and stream stage. CGU1 error results if,
for periods of IC use within a convolution equation, groundwater levels are beneath the
stream bottom. Discrepancy occurs because in that flow regime, seepage depends upon
the difference between stream stage and stream bottom elevations.
In the next section we present the CGU4 RMM that can handle situations that
CGU1 cannot address, and that can handle some situations more efficiently than CGU2.
We report its promising efficiency in using convolution equations to optimize transient
management of linear and nonlinear flow for hypothetical and real problems having
stimulated and unstimulated stress periods of equal or unequal duration.

2.3

Methodology
The goal is a unified method that is as efficient as CGU1 for linear systems and

epochs of uniform stress periods, and at least as efficient as CGU2 for addressing linear
or nonlinear systems and eras of non-uniform stress periods. This paper contrasts CGU1,
CGU2 and the new CGU4 hybrid.
To create a unified method, CGU4's coefficient generation (CG) and coefficient
use (CU) phases differ from those of CGU1 and CGU2. Table 2.1 contrasts CG and CU
phases for the three response matrix methods (RMMs). Below discussion assumes that
DVs can have nonzero values during all stress periods, meaning that appropriate
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influence coefficients (ICs) must be created for that possibility. Of course, subsequent
optimization might prescribe zero pumping in some periods.

Figure 2.2 General Cyclic or Successive Optimization Process for Response
Matrix S-O Models
The left shaded box of Figure 2.1 shows that CG4 differs from CG1 and CG2 in
the stress periods at which unit-stimuli are exerted. CG4 also differs in the stress periods
at which it uses the resulting SVs to compute ICs. The right shaded box of Figure 2.1
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indicates that CU4 uses the ICs within a different convolution equation than the other
RMMs.
After presenting CGU4 below, we discuss the hypothetical modeled System I and
optimization problem to which we apply all three RMM methods. We compare the
processing effort and results of the three RMMs.
Next, we apply CGU4 to the more nonlinear System II, a nonlinear unconfined
single aquifer with dynamic nonlinear stream patterned after System I. Then, we apply
CGU2 and CGU4 to System III, an extensively nonlinear six-layer intermountain basinfill aquifer having unconfined and confined flow, and piece-wise linear flows due to
evapotranspiration, drains, and rivers.
For stream simulation, MODFLOW computes stream stage, flow, and streamaquifer seepage as functions of upstream inflow and aquifer head that is impacted by
pumping. On the other hand, that which is termed MODFLOW river simulation is less
dynamic. Users must input river stage values for all time periods, and groundwater
pumping does not impact river stage. Groundwater pumping impacts seepage between
river and aquifer. Stream-aquifer or river-aquifer seepage is determined by piece-wise
equations. For example, when adjacent aquifer head is beneath the bottom of the stream
or river, the downward seepage rate is determined by surface water head, conductance,
and the stream or river bottom elevation (seepage is independent of aquifer head). When
aquifer head is above the bottom of the stream or river, seepage is determined by the
difference between surface water and aquifer heads, and conductance.
Sample groundwater flow S-O modeling SVs include aquifer head, stream head,
stream flow, stream-aquifer seepage, river-aquifer seepage, drain-aquifer seepage, and
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evapotranspiration. Below, we discuss how CGU4 can compute the response of these
SVs to pumping.

2.3.1

CGU4

2.3.1.1 Overview
RMMs employ 1st order Taylor series expansion and additive and multiplicative
properties to describe SV response at the end of a period N to preceding hydraulic
stimuli. The three compatible RMMs (CGU1, CGU2, and CGU4) differ in how they
organize time, develop ICs, and convolve the ICs and subsequent hydraulic stimuli to
predict transient system responses. CGU4 is novel in all three respects, although it uses
elements of previous methods.

2.3.1.2 CG4
CGU4 employs the temporal discretization concepts of both stress periods and
Management Eras. A management era (ME) consists of one or more stress periods of
equal duration. The set of management eras is Y{MEi}. CG4 applies unit stimuli only
during the first stress period of each MEi. Then, constrained SVs are observed at each
stress period from the first period in the ME (i), through and including i (the last period
in MEi).
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2.3.1.3 CU4
ICs computed during CG4 are utilized in CU4 via Equation 2.5 to compute SVs
due to optimal stimuli rates.

 ô,Τi  
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ô,Τi
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where,

 ô,Τi state variable value at observation location ô at end of period Τi  units are SV
dependent;
non
 ô,Τ
i

background (non-optimal) state variable value at observation location ô at end of

period Τi representing the effect of all stimuli occurring during stress periods in all
preceding management eras, units are SV dependent, SV;
p
 ô,ê,Τ
k  τ
i

s

i

state variable (Ψ) influence coefficient describing state response at location

ut
ôby end of observation period Τi to a unit pumping ( pê,k s ) at well ê in period ks, units

are SV dependent;

k s stimulus stress period index belonging to same management era as Τi ;
τi 1st stress period index of the management era i to which Τi and ksbelong;
𝑀𝑃 number of managed groundwater extraction locations;
MEi Management Era i, each consisting of one or more consecutive transient periods of
equal duration;
Y{MEi} set of Management Eras;
I total number of management eras.
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The

non
 ô,Τ
(state variable) value at the beginning of each ME is the result of all
i

previous background and DV values through that time. During optimization, the values of
all DVs and SVs in all eras are being computed simultaneously. For each addressed SV,
an S-O model uses one Equation 2.5 for each stress period during each ME.
Equation 2.5 is also referred to as an aggregated convolution equation (ACE).
ACE correlates: 1) the stress period (i) at which the state variable is to be computed; 2)
i of the MEi to which i belongs; and 3) managed stimuli rates at each stress period
between i and i. Figure 2.3 shows the steps to be inserted into the Figure 2.2 flowchart
to accomplish this correlation.
CGU4 differs from CGU1 and CGU2 in applying the unit stimulus during the first
period of each ME, and in using ACE to determine system response to all preceding
stimuli (Table 1). Conceptually, Equation 2.5 is derived so that CGU4 employs a series
of analogs of CGU1 and CGU2 as needed for a specified management problem.
For an ME consisting of only one stress period, both CGU1 and CGU2 analogs
compute the same SV values. Assume a transient problem consisting of multiple MEs,
each of which consists of one or more consecutive periods that are equal in duration. In
essence, Equation 2.5 assures that if the ME has just one period, an Equation 2.4 analog
computes system response at the end of the period that coincides with the ME. On the
other hand, if the ME has multiple periods, an Equation 2.3 analog computes system
response at the end of each period belonging to that ME.
ACE can handle as many MEs consisting of as many stress periods as
computationally practical. The length of each ACE depends upon the stress period for
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which it calculates an SV value. After substituting numerical values for Equation 2.5
ICs, the shortest ACE computes an SV value at the end of stress period 1 of ME 1, for
example, to compute the optimal value of a constrained SV at the end of period 1 (period
1 always belongs to ME 1). The longest ACE computes an SV value at the end of the
final stress period of the final ME. ACEs of intermediate length compute SV values for
intermediate stress periods.

Figure 2.3 CGU4 Influence Coefficient Generation Process
Previously unreported CGU4 has an advantage over CGU1 in situations where
piece-wise flows can significantly and adversely impact RMM accuracy in computing SV
values. With CGU4, the user can partition a multi-period ME into multiple MEs
containing fewer stress periods. Using MEs of one period provides the same accuracy as
CGU2 and sometimes yields a better objective function value (optimal solution) than
MEs composed of multiple periods. CGU4 has the computational efficiency of CGU1 for
situations where using multiple periods per management era is acceptably accurate.
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2.3.1.4 Cycling with CGU4
Figure 2.2 shows the general cycling process within CGU1, CGU2, and CGU4.
The number of times each RMM calls or invokes its numerical simulator differs, because
the unit-stimulus exertion stress periods and the stress periods at which constrained SVs
are observed differ. CG4 requires exerting a unit stimulus at each DV location at i of
each MEi element of Y. When using CGU4, the number of simulator calls is the product
of I, the number of MEs, and the number of DVs. During the CG4 phase, at each DV and
for each ME, unit stimulus is added to the period i background rates (that consist of
unmanaged rates plus the optimal rates of the previous cycle). During the CU4 phase,
Equation 2.5 assures that each SV value for the beginning of era MEx reflects the effect
of all stimuli through the end of Ti of MEx-1 (which corresponds to the beginning of i of
MEx). All stimuli in all MEs are optimized simultaneously. As cycling converges to an
optimal solution, changes in managed pumping rates diminish, and the employed
segments of nonlinear or piece-wise SVs also stop changing.

2.3.2

System I (hypothetical confined
aquifer; linear groundwater flow,
nonlinear stream flow, stream stage,
and stream-aquifer seepage; linear
objective function)

2.3.2.1 Introduction
Performance comparison of the three compatible RMMs (CGU1, CGU2, and
CGU4) employs the Figure 2.4 hypothetical study area [Ahlfeld et al. 2005]. The single
MODFLOW-modeled aquifer layer is confined and hydraulically connected to a stream.
The 6,000 ft by 5,000 ft homogeneous and isotropic aquifer is represented using 750 200-
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ft by 200-ft cells in 25 rows and 30 columns. The transmissivity is 5,000 ft /d, and the
2

storage coefficient is 0.05. On the northern and southern sides of the area are constant
head cells that decrease in elevation from west to east. Locations of candidate pumping
and head control coincide. Streamflow control locations exist downstream of candidate
pumping locations.
Table 2.2 shows the temporal recharge variation. The stream that constitutes a
nonlinear boundary condition for the aquifer is represented by three stream segments
using the MODFLOW Stream (STR1) Package [Prudic, 1989]. As a result to the STR1
package employing the Manning Equation that uses an iterative process to solve for the
coupled hydraulic head at the aquifer-stream interface and the stream flow rate, stream
stage, outflow rate, stream-aquifer seepage, even hydraulic head become nonlinearly
impacted by groundwater pumping.

Figure 2.4 Hypothetical Study Area
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Table 2.2 Employed Recharge Rates in Hypothetical Study Area
Stress period
Recharge rate (ft/d)
1, 5, 9

0.0005

2, 6, 10

0.0020

3, 7, 11

0.0000

4, 8, 12

0.0010

2.3.2.2 Simulation-Optimization
Overview

Scenarios

A specific optimization problem is sometimes referred to as a “formulation” or a
“scenario”. Formulations usually differ from each other in the general equations they
use, rather than the coefficients within the equations. Scenarios usually differ from each
other in the coefficients used within the equations.
For System I, three formulations refer to the three RMM alternatives. All
formulations address the same number of stress periods. Each formulation (RMM) is
applied to one or more scenarios that differ in the stress period durations.
All System I optimization problems have 1095 days discretized into 12 transient
stress periods. Scenario Group A (SG A) stress periods have equal duration allowing
comparison of all three RMMs. SG B uses stress period durations that vary slightly. SG C
uses stress period durations that differ substantially from each other. Table 2.3 shows the
stress period durations of each SG.
Because SG C has five subsets of sequential periods of equal duration,
implementing CGU4 employs five MEs. Table 2.4 shows the CG4 ME or Y{MEi} setup
and IC indexing used for each SG. It also shows the stress periods at which unit-stimuli
are exerted, and the periods at which constrained SVs are observed while developing ICs.
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The IC index ( Ti

 k s   i ), whose values are identical to the respective SP( Ti ),

correlates the stress periods of stimulus and SV observation, for use within the ACE.

Table 2.3 Stress Period Duration of the Three Stress Period Arrangement Scenario
Groups
Stress
Scenario Scenario Scenario
period # Group A Group B Group C
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

91.25
91.25
91.25
91.25
91.25
91.25
91.25
91.25
91.25
91.25
91.25
91.25

92
91
91
91
92
91
91
91
92
91
91
91

65
65
79
79
79
118
118
118
118
91
91
74

Individual S-O runs are identified by scenario and formulation using SG-RMM
terminology. 'SG' refers to the scenario group to which that problem belongs. 'RMM'
reflects the employed RMM.

For example, S-O problem B-4 uses stress period

arrangement B and CGU4. Because all three RMMs (CGU1, CGU2 and CGU4) can
address SG A problem, it contains optimization problems that use all three RMMs.
Because SG B and SG C have periods of non-uniform duration, each applies only CGU2
and CGU4.
Before performing an optimization, a background (BG) scenario simulation is
performed. A BG scenario shows the system conditions that would exist through time,
without any newly introduced management practices. Because each SG has different
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stress period durations, it also has different applied recharge time series and different
background SV values (Table 2.2).
2.3.2.3 Optimization Problem
Conceptually, all the SG-RMM optimization problems maximize the total volume
of extracted groundwater while protecting senior water rights via constraints on outflow
through the hydraulically connected stream. In application, each solved optimization
problem consists of an objective function (Equation 2.6) subject to constraints on SVs
(Equations 2.7 and 2.8) and on DVs (Equations 2.9-2.12), and convolution equation
representations of SVs (Equations 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 for CGU1, CGU2, and CGU4,
respectively). Solutions are obtained using MINOS [Murtagh and Saunders, 2003] in
GAMS [Rosenthal, 2012].
K MP

p
max Z  Cê,k
pê,k

(2.6)

k 1 ê 1
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 hô,N  hô,N
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3

Z objective function value, L ;
K total number of periods = 12;
MP number of managed groundwater extraction locations = 3;
p
Cê,k
stress period duration = weighting coefficient for managed groundwater pumping

(injection or extraction) location ê at period k, T;

pê,k extraction rate from well ê at period k, L3 T ;
superscripts L & U denote lower and upper bounds on a variable, respectively;

hô,N aquifer potentiometric surface elevation (head) at observation location ô at end of
period N computed using Equation 2.1, 2.2, or 2.3 per employed RMM, L;
M h total number of head control locations defined = 3;

qûs ,N

stream outflow rate at stream reach û at stress period  computed using Equation
3

2.2 or 2.3 per employed RMM L

T;

M s number of stream outflow rate reach control locations = 4.

Equation 2.6 sums total water volume extracted by using the duration of period k
p
as the value of C ê,k . Equation 2.7 prevents unacceptable groundwater drawdown at three

pumping locations during any stress period. Lower bounds on streamflow Equation 2.8
prevents groundwater pumping from causing unacceptable flow depletion of a
hydraulically connected stream during any stress period. Figure 2.4 shows the location of
each constraint. Table 2.5 shows the allowable aquifer potentiometric surface drawdown
at each head control location in each stress period. It also shows bounds on stream
outflow rates as percentage reductions from background rates. Allowable streamflow
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depletion at the eastern FCL3 control reach is more stringent than at upstream control
reaches to protect water rights that are senior to those upstream. FCL4 protects other
senior water rights to the east of the study area. Because of the constraints on stream
outflow rate, no other constraints or bounds are needed to restrict stream-aquifer seepage.
Equations 2.9-2.12 constrain DVs. Equations 2.9 and 2.10 impose lower bounds
on individual and total pumping rates, respectively. Equation 2.11 forces candidate well 1
(𝑒̂ = 1) pumping to be steady. Equation 2.12 prevents candidate well 3 (𝑒̂ = 3) from
pumping during odd stress periods. Candidate well 2 (𝑒̂ = 2) is free to pump during each
period independent of other periods.
The employed RMM and the stress period arrangement do not affect the forms of
Equations 2.6-2.12. Only because of different stress period durations, SG scenarios differ
in the employed Equation 2.6 weighting coefficient values, and the lower bound values in
Equations 2.7 and 2.8. The utilized optimizer convergence criterion of 0.5 DV units,
allowed the convolution equations to acceptably approximate SVs.

2.3.3

System II (hypothetical unconfined
aquifer; nonlinear groundwater flow,
stream flow, stream stage, and
stream-aquifer
seepage;
linear
objective function)
System II employs the same physical and temporal discretization as System I’s

SG C except that it is an unconfined aquifer with a 0.1 storativity, 200 ft/day hydraulic
conductivity, 100 ft initial saturated thickness, and an initially flat potentiometric surface.
We use CGU4 to solve an optimization problem consisting of Equations 2.6-2.9
and 2.11-2.12. The solved problem differs slightly from Scenario C-4, in that:
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a) Upper limit on pumping (Equation 2.9) is increased to 500,000 ft /day at pumping
3

location one (the limit remains at 50,000 ft3/day at pumping locations two and
three).
b) Lower bounds on head (Equation 2.7) are set to prevent the head resulting from
optimal managed pumping from declining more than 20% of the respective
background head value. This allows up to about 20% reduction in saturated
thickness and transmissivity.
c) Lower bounds on stream outflow rate (Equation 2.8) are posed to prevent the
outflow rate resulting from optimal managed pumping from decreasing more than
20% of the respective background stream outflow rate.

2.3.4

System III (six-layer intermountain
basin fill aquifer; unconfined and
confined layers; nonlinear and linear
groundwater flow, piece-wise linear
flows for evapotranspiration, drain,
river-aquifer seepage; nonlinear
objective function)
System III is the 6-layer, 82-row, 39-column model of the Cache Valley, Utah,

intermountain aquifer system (Figure 2.5) addressed by Peralta et al. [2011] using CGU1.
Here, we use CGU4. The System III optimization problem differs from that of Peralta et
al. [2011] in the number of DVs, the variation in stress period duration, and objective
function. The 120 DVs we employ in this study are pumping rates during 20 periods for
the six (of 18) towns having the largest populations. The five-year planning horizon has
20 transient periods of varying durations. Periods 1 – 16 are of the same duration, periods
17 and 20 have the same duration that differs from other periods, and periods 18 and 19
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Table 2.4 CG4 ME Set (Y) and Influence Coefficient Indexing
Management
Stress periods 1st SP index Unit-stimulus Observation
Era i (MEi)
(SP) per ME
SP (ks)
( )
SP( T )
i

i

Scenario Group A

1

12

1

Scenario Group B
1

1

1

1

1

2

3

2

2

3

1

5

5

4

3

6

6

5

1

9

9

6

3

10

10

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Scenario Group C
1

2

1

1

2

3

3

3

3

4

6

6

4

2

10

10

5

1

12

12

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
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Table 2.5 Allowable Drawdown and Stream Outflow Rate Reduction
Allowable Decline in
Allowable Reduction in Stream Outflow Head from Background
Rates from Background Levels (%)
Levels (ft)
At each Head control
Stress period
FCL1 & FCL2
FCL3 & FCL4
location
1, 5, 9
10
1
2.0
2, 6, 10
7
1
1.5
3, 7, 11
5
1
1.0
4, 8, 12
3
1
0.5
have the same duration that differs from other periods. Thus, periods 1 – 16 constitute
ME#1, period 17 is ME#2, periods 18 and 19 constitute ME#3 and period 20 is ME#4.
The two System III optimization problems are representative of groundwater
planning and management problems. Problems IIIA and IIIB maximize the value of
Equation 2.13, which includes a linear portion (like Equation 2.6) and a nonlinear
portion. Such an objective function is commonly used for maximizing pumped
groundwater volume while minimizing the effect of pumping on hydraulically connected
surface water bodies such as wetlands.

K MP

20

6

Z  C pê,k  0.022 peˆ,k GSELEVeˆ  heˆ,k 
p
ê,k

k 1 ê 1

ˆ 1
k 1 e=

(2.13)

where,

0.022  representative energy cost to lift a flow of 1 cubic-foot/second a height of 1 ft, $ ft 4 sec;

GSELEVeˆ  elevation to which pumped groundwater must be raised for use, ft.
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Within the composite objective function, the left-most (Equation 2.6) linear
(independent) portion of Equation 2.13 maximizes total pumping. The quadratic portion
of Equation 2.13 minimizes the energy cost of pumping the groundwater (similar to
minimizing a weighted drawdown at pumping wells, or maximizing the weighted
resulting head at pumping locations).
Optimization Problem IIIA includes constraint Equations 2.7 and 2.9. Although
the numerical simulation model has 1549 active layer 1 unconfined aquifer cells, 209
evapotranspiration cells, 203 drain flow cells, and 122 river cells, Problem IIIA does not
directly constrain any of the head-dependent or piece-wise seepage flows. The value
substituted in Equation 2.9 prevents pumping at a town from exceeding the town’s
projected year 2020 water demand. Equation 2.7 assures that head decline in layers 1 – 4
at the six candidate pumping locations (row, column) does not exceed 20% of the initial
layer 1 saturated thickness at the respective locations.
Optimization Problem IIIB shows the additional impact of employing piece-wise
linear head-dependent boundary flow constraints. Problem IIIB is identical to IIIA,
except it also constrains head-dependent boundary flows via additional constraint
Equations 2.14-2.16.

qDASûGL  qDASûG  qDASûGL

for û  1 M GDAS

(2.14)

qRASûGL  qRASûG  qRASûGL

for û  1 M GRAS

(2.15)

qGASûGL  qGASûG  qGASûGL

for û  1 M GGAS

(2.16)

where,

qDASûGL net seepage rates between aquifer and groups of drain cells, cfs;
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qRAS

GL
û

net seepage rates between aquifer and groups of river cells, cfs;

qGASûGL net seepage rates between aquifer and groups of GHB cells, cfs;
M GDAS the number of Drain Seepage Groups, here = 1;
M GRAS the number of River Seepage Groups, here = 1;
M GGAS the number of GHB Seepage Groups, here = 2.

Figure 2.5 System III (Cache Valley) Study Area [modified from Peralta et al., 2011]
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The lower bounds on Equations 2.14-2.16 prevent the net seepage of each of the
three seepage groups from decreasing by more than 10% from the respective background
rate. Such bounds and constraints aid in protecting social welfare and ecosystem services
that are critical components in water resource allocation decisions [Gorelick and Zheng,
2015].

Equations 2.14 and 2.15 include all of the 203 drain cells and 122 river cells,

respectively. Equation 2.16 contains 51 general head boundary cells used to represent
Hyrum and Cutler reservoirs.
We solve Problems IIIA and IIIB using both CGU4 and CGU2 to show CGU4
utility and potential computational savings for complex systems having nonlinear and
piece-wise linear flows.
2.4

Results and Discussion
S-O models are valuable for decision makers and stakeholders discussions of

environmental consequences of possible additional development of a system. Solutions
from S-O models are optimal additional development at an acceptable environmental
cost.

2.4.1

System I Optimization Results
Carefully constructed Simulation-Optimization (S-O) models that use surrogate

simulators can approach the accuracy of the original simulation models they employ.
Below performance indicators demonstrate convergence to acceptably accurate state
variable (SV) values while optimizing decision variable (DV) values to achieve the best
objective function value for the management optimization problem.
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2.4.1.1 Performance Indicators
A dual-core HP G72 Notebook PC with an Intel® Core™ i3 CPU M350 @ 2.27
GHz executed the S-O runs. Results of applying S-O models using the three RMMs to
the optimization problems are compared using the indicators:
1. Objective function value or value change with time
2. Number of potential non-zero values within the Response Matrix
(potential number of non-zero influence or response coefficients)
3. Total calls to a finite difference simulator
4. The number of cycles needed to converge to an acceptably accurate
optimal solution
5. Processing time
Above Performance Indicator 2 is useful because some optimizers address sparse
matrices more easily than dense matrices. Another optimization problem descriptor, the
number of rows of constraints (CRs) times the number of columns of DVs (DCs), is less
useful for comparisons here. For System I, all three RMMs require optimization problems
having the same number of CRs times the same number of DCs, where [CRs = 145 =
overall objective function (OF) + linear OF + Kx(Mh + Ms + MPG)+(K – 1)] and

DCs  170  overall OF + linear OF + K   M PB  2  M h  M s  M PG  . CRs contains


one row to bound the overall OF and one row to bound the linear OF. CRs contains

 K  1

constraint rows to force well #1 pumping to be identical for all 12 periods.
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2.4.1.2 Optimal Solution
Because Scenario Groups (SGs) differ in stress period durations, they can yield
different objective function values. The difference in total extracted volume between SG
A and SG B is negligible (less than 0.01% difference) because the corresponding SGA
and SGB period durations are almost identical. The total pumping volume of each is
about 0.13% greater than SG C because of the slight differences of SG A and SGB versus
SG C period lengths. To reiterate, S-O runs are identified using SG-RMM terminology.
'SG' refers to the scenario group to which that problem belongs. 'RMM' reflects the
employed RMM. For example, S-O problem A-2 uses stress period arrangement A and
CGU2.
The total managed pumping volume (objective function value) for SG A is
1.644x107 ft3, for B-4 is 1.645x107 ft3, and for C-4 is 1.642x107 ft3. Within an SG, each
RMM computes virtually identical objective function values (objective function values
differ by less than 1x10-4% or 16 ft3 from each other). The slight difference might be due
to IC reuse, IC accuracy (14 decimal places), or convergence criteria. Probably, the small
error is primarily due to IC reuse. The convergence criteria for CGU2, CGU1, and CGU4
were selected to be as comparable to each other as possible. CGU2 used 0.5 ft3/day DVconvergence criterion and 70 ft3 as objective function value convergence, and CGU1 and
CGU4 used DV-convergence criterion of 0.5 ft3/day.
Despite using different CGUs, optimal pumping strategies for all SGs have the
same wells pumping in the same periods. Below comparisons do not include well 3’s
zero pumping in odd periods (due to Equation 2.12). Comparing the individual pumping
rates prepared using the different CGUs shows that:
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 SGs A-1 and A-4 yield identical individual well pumping rates for all
stress periods.
 Even though SGs A-1 and A-2 yield very similar rates, the widest and
narrowest differences between their respective individual pumping rates
occur at DV #2 (the absolute value of difference (|difference|) in DVs’
pumping rates in any period ranges between 0.00003 and 0.1417 ft3/day
occurring in periods 7 and 9, respectively).
 SGs B-2 and B-4 yield |differences| between 0.0005 and 0.1835 ft3/day for
DV #2 in periods 4 and 5, respectively.
 SGs C-2 and C-4 yield |differences| ranging between 0.0011 and 0.2252
ft3/day for DV #2 in period 7 and DV #3 in period 4, respectively.
Figure 2.6 shows B-4 and C-4 optimal total pumping rates at the end of each
stress period. The greatest DV difference is that the first stress period C-4 total extraction
rate exceeds that of B-4. However, the total extracted groundwater volume of B-4 is more
than that of C-4.
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Figure 2.6 Selected Scenario Optimal Transient Pumping Rates of Total Extracted
Managed Groundwater
Figure 2.7 identifies tight constraint locations for these problems. Except for
stress periods 8 and 12, these optimal solutions have the same tight constraints.
Differences are attributed to different stress period durations. Although SG B optimal
solutions have different tight constraints, SG C optimal solutions have the same tight
constraints.
All SG A scenarios compute same strategy (Figure 2.8), and have the same tight
constraints (Figure 2.9). SG A’s optimal solution has the same tight constraints as B-4
and C-4 except for periods 8 and 12. SG B and SG C strategies computed using CGU2
have the same tight constraints as each other. The improvement in the objective function
value between cycle 1 and the last cycle is similar for all three tested RMMs.
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Figure 2.7 Tight Constraints of Selected Scenario Optimal Solutions

Figure 2.8 A-RMM Optimal Transient Pumping Rates of Total Extracted Managed
Groundwater
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Figure 2.9 Tight Constraints of A-RMM Optimal Solutions
2.4.1.3 Problem Size
In Table 2.6, the number of potential influence coefficients (ICs) represents
optimization problem size. The response matrices of the optimization problems differ in
the number of potentially nonzero ICs. These are brought into the response matrix via
Equations 2.3, 2.4, or 2.5. The number of potentially nonzero ICs is the product of the
number of SVs and DVs used in Equations 2.3, 2.4, or 2.5. Here, because an SV or DV
refers to specific location and time, one pumping location can have as many pumping
DVs as the number of stress periods.
Because all SGs have the same number of stress periods, the CGU2 response
matrices have the same density for all three scenarios (A-2, B-2, and C-2). For these three
scenarios, CGU2 uses a smaller problem size than CGU1 or CGU4.
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Table 2.6 Selected Performance Indicator Results
RMM

CGU1
CGU2
CGU4
CGU2
CGU4
CGU2
CGU4

Run

Potential NonZero Elements in
Response Matrix

Total calls to
MODFLOW

Number of
Cycles

A–1
A–2
A–4
B–2
B–4
C–2
C–4

1,130
294
1,130
294
504
294
532

16
222
16
222
95
222
80

3
5
3
5
4
5
4

% Time
Saving
from
Slowest
18.22
88%
153.75
0%
16.89
89%
154.62
0%
57.34
63%
155.39
0%
54.83
65%
Run
Time
(sec)

CGU4’s optimization problem size varies with stress period arrangement. The
more consecutive periods of uniform duration, the more CGU4 resembles CGU1. Thus,
the problem sizes of A-1 and A-4 (used by CGU1 and CGU4, respectively) are identical,
and are the largest of all problems. For the same number of cycles, if any consecutive
stress periods are of equal duration, and the respective DVs vary, CGU2 has more
simulation calls than CGU4.
Because SG B and SG C have some, but not all, periods of uniform duration,
CGU4 uses a smaller problem size than it needs for SG A. However, it still requires a
larger problem size than CGU2.

2.4.1.4 Accuracy, Total Run Time, and
Number of Cycles to Optimizer
Convergence
As noted previously, CGU1, CGU2, and CGU4 are identical except in how
coefficients are generated, and used within convolution equations. All three RMMs are
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very accurate (SV values are within 10 % of post-optimization MODFLOW simulated
-4

values).
Table 2.6 compares the total run times of the RMMs applied to the three SGs.
CGU4 solves more quickly than the other RMMs for all three SGs. It requires the fewest
total simulator calls, and three or four cycles to achieve acceptably accurate optimal
strategies. The number of executed optimization calls is the number of cycles plus one.
Irrespective of employed RMM, each optimization cycle requires a background
simulation. For each cycle, Figure 2.2 (Step 3) shows that the number of additional
simulation calls equals: the number of DVs for CGU1; the product of the number of DVs
and the number of stress periods for CGU2; and the product of the number of DVs and
the number of MEs for CGU4. CGU4 requires 63-89% less computation time than
CGU2. CGU4’s greatest time advantage over CGU2 occurs in SG A, for which all
periods are of uniform duration. The slight difference between A-4 and A-1 computation
times results from background computer processes rather than RMM procedures. For that
scenario group, CGU4 and CGU1 tie in having the largest number of non-zero elements.
All three compatible RMMs can be made faster by code enhancements. The tested
codes write information (input and output) into files for future reference. Writing only
into arrays would speed processing. Other changes for special situations or for improving
cycling can also speed processing.

2.4.2

System II Optimization Results
Applying CGU4 to hypothetical System II demonstrates its suitability for

dynamic nonlinear stream-unconfined aquifer systems, having nonlinear stream stage and
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stream-aquifer seepage response to pumping. The objective of maximizing total transient
pumping is tightly constrained by:
 Candidate wells 2 and 3 pump at their maximum allowable rate in all
periods (even periods for well 3 because of Equation 2.12).
 Head at well 1 is tight against its lower bound in period 7, causing a 20 %
transmissivity decrease, and preventing more pumping at well 1 through
period 7.
The S-O model converged to the optimal strategy in 5 cycles. Upon analyzing the
optimal strategy, there is no difference between head values calculated with ACE and the
respective head values simulated by MODFLOW. However, some negligible differences
exist between ACE- and MODFLOW-simulated streamflow values. The largest
difference is in period 9 at FCL4 whose simulated outflow rate is 0.1964 ft3/day greater
than the ACE value (1E-05 % difference).
2.4.3

System III Optimization Results
Application to real System III shows CGU4 power for large complex river-aquifer

systems having unconfined and confined aquifers and many piecewise linear flows as
boundary conditions. Whereas System II uses the MODFLOW stream routing package,
System III employs the more commonly employed MODFLOW river package. The
System III problem has a nonlinear objective function, rather than the linear objective
function of Systems I and II.
The Problem IIIA maximum pumping result is tightly constrained by:
 Candidate wells 1, 2, 4, and 6 pump at their maximum allowable rate in all
periods.
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 Well 3 pumps at its maximum throughout the first six periods.
 Head at well 3 is tight against its lower bound during periods 7 – 20.
 Unconfined head at well 5 is tight against its lower bound in all periods.
The CGU4-based S-O model uses 15 cycles to converge to an optimal pumping
strategy while each pumping rate converges to within a maximum of 0.001642 cfs
(ft3/second). Post-optimization analysis reveals that the optimal strategy satisfies all SV
constraints. The largest difference in absolute value between simulated head and the ACE
value is at unconfined layer 1, well 5, in period 17 (the ACE value is 0.1 ft higher).
For Problem IIIA, CGU4 and CGU2 provided virtually identical strategies. The
IIIACGU4 optimal strategy averages 1.52x108 ft3/period extracted groundwater, 0.001%
more than the IIIACGU2 strategy. Both RMMs yield the same locations of pumping
distributions and tight head constraints. Applying CGU4 to Problem IIIA requires 75
MODFLOW simulation calls, versus the 168 calls required by CGU2.
For the mildly nonlinear Problem IIIA, CGU2 computes head with slightly better
but irrelevant accuracy than CGU4. Recall that the slight nonlinearity is due to changes in
head and transmissivities, and that no piece-wise linear constraints are used.
From using CGU4, the Problem IIIB optimal strategy is tightly constrained by:
 Candidate wells 1 and 2 pump at their maximum allowable rate in periods
1-17.
 Candidate well 3 pumps at its maximum throughout the first six periods.
 Candidate well 4 pumps at its maximum in all periods.
 Candidate well 6 pumps at its maximum allowable rate in periods 1-17
and 20.
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 HCL#12 on candidate well#3 is tight against its lower bound during
periods 7 - 20.
 HCL#18 on candidate well#5 is tight against its lower bound during all
periods.
The largest difference in absolute value between head simulated by MODFLOW
versus ACE is 0.018 ft at unconfined layer 1, well 5, in period 17. The largest difference
between MODFLOW- and ACE-computed seepage values is 4.32x10-04 cfs (0.0010% of
the river-aquifer group seepage rate). Other ACE-computed group seepage rates have
smaller differences. Because of aquifer heterogeneity and parameter uncertainty, these
errors are well within the range of predictive errors generally achieved by calibrated
numerical models.
Using CGU4, Strategy IIIBCGU4 pumps less than Strategy IIIACGU4 by 2%, and
has 30% less lift cost because of the additional constraints limiting seepage from groups
of drain cells, river cells, and GHB cells (Equations 2.14-2.16) in Problem IIIB.
Despite the addition of the seepage constraints, CGU4 also provides a Problem
IIIB solution virtually identical to that of CGU2. The IIIBCGU4 optimal strategy averages
1.52x108 ft3/period of extracted groundwater (0.003% more than the Problem IIIBCGU2
strategy). Strategies from both RMMs have the same locations of tight head constraints
and pumping distributions. Applying CGU4, to Problem IIIB requires 160 MODFLOW
simulation calls, versus the 189 calls required by CGU2. For Problem IIIB, CGU4 was
more accurate than CGU2. The maximum difference between the convolution equation
and MODFLOW computed state variables did not violate the imposed bounds.
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System III results show CGU4 suitability for large real-world S-O models for
both of nonlinear river-aquifer systems having many nonlinear flow equations. The
results also show that CGU4 can be used with an optimization problem having a
nonlinear objective function (Equation 2.4).

2.5

Summary and Conclusion
Real-world optimization problems rely heavily on efficient and accurate surrogate

models [Yazdi and Salehi Neyshabouri, 2014]. We present a hybrid deterministic
Response Matrix Method (RMM), CGU4, to help in optimally managing transient
nonlinear stream-aquifer and river-aquifer systems. CGU4:
 is intended primarily for use within flow Simulation-Optimization (S-O)
models that develop optimal management strategies for posed water
problems;
 successfully addresses physical system flows ranging from linear to
extremely nonlinear, and linear and nonlinear objective functions;
 uses different ways of organizing time periods and generating influence
coefficients (ICs) than mutually compatible forms of previous RMMs
(CGU1 and CGU2);
 uses management eras (MEs) to reduce the total processing time by
reducing the number of simulator calls when generating ICs (an ME has
only stress periods of equal duration);
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 uses a new Aggregated Convolution Equation (ACE) that computes state
variable (SV) response to decision variables (DVs) for multiple mixed eras
of periods having uniform and non-uniform durations;
 is computationally more efficient than CGU1 and CGU2 for managing
linear to slightly nonlinear flows in management horizons that have MEs
of time periods having both uniform and non-uniform duration;
 uses cycling to improve its accuracy of computing SVs of nonlinear
systems;
 couples the strengths of CGU1 and CGU2.
 is as broadly applicable as CGU2. As the number of significant piecewise flows or boundary conditions, or the number of consecutive periods
of unequal duration increase and allowing unsteady pumping rates,
CGU4’s resemblance of CGU2 increases, and the advantage of using
CGU4 diminishes.
 requires fewer simulations than CGU2 for linear or slightly nonlinear
problems having multiple consecutive periods of uniform duration, and
allowing unsteady pumping rates. The fewer the number of MEs, the more
CGU4 performs like CGU1.
First, to contrast and compare CGU4’s performance to that of CGU1 and CGU2,
we analyze the results from several constrained optimization problems that maximize
transient groundwater pumping from a hypothetical confined aquifer hydraulically
connected to a dynamic stream. Pumping impacts stream stage and nonlinearly affects
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stream-aquifer seepage. These optimization problems are identical except in the
employed RMM. Results:
 for the group of optimization problems having only stress periods of equal
duration, CGU4 is slightly faster (due to internal computer processes) than
CGU1, but has comparable accuracy.
 for the group of optimization problems having some stress periods of
sequential equal duration and other periods of unequal duration, CGU4
solves with comparable accuracy to CGU2, but more efficiently than
CGU2 (63- 89% time savings).
 for this comparison, reported percentages are relative and reflect use with
developed S-O models. Other S-O models using CGU1 or CGU2 might
have additional attributes allowing them to run more quickly.
To demonstrate CGU4 broad applicability, we also apply it to more challenging
study areas and situations. CGU4 computes optimal strategies that satisfy constraints for
these problems also: (1) System II problems use a linear objective function for a
hypothetical nonlinear unconfined aquifer hydraulically connected to a nonlinear
dynamically modeled stream. (2) System III problems use a nonlinear objective function
for a six-layer unconfined-confined aquifer having many piecewise evapotranspiration,
drain-aquifer seepage, and river-aquifer seepage flows.
For System III, CGU4 computes optimal strategies within 0.001–0.003% of those
computed using CGU2, and with better accuracy. CGU4 uses 45-85% of the simulations
or 24–80% of the time required by CGU2 for the same problem. Sensitivity analysis is
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beyond the scope of this paper as it does not involve the scenario-driven development of
an optimal increase in aquifer development.
Results reveal that CGU4 very easily and accurately addresses systems with
nonlinearity due to horizontal transmissivity changes resulting from head changes. By
using some one-period management eras, CGU4 can accurately address problems having
more nonlinear flows due to temporal changes in 3rd type (mixed or Cauchy) boundary
conditions. Observed errors are well within the range of predictive errors generally
achieved by calibrated numerical simulation models.
ME composition (number of stress periods per ME) affect ACE’s accuracy and
the objective function value. This is especially true for models with many piece-wise
flow equations representing SV constraints that become restrictive or tight during
optimization. For such cases, single-period MEs improve ACE’s accuracy and the
objective function value.
In conclusion, CGU4 is broadly applicable for linear and nonlinear groundwater
flow optimization. CGU4’s computational advantage is greatest for problems where: i)
transmissivity changes cause the major nonlinearity; ii) the management horizon includes
some consecutive periods of equal duration, and iii) DV rates can change with time.
CGU4 has promise for modeling other hydrologic processes as well.
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CHAPTER 3

Groundwater Sustainability and Resilience for Uncertain Future

Abstract
Sustainability and resilience are complementary concepts for successful water
resources management. To demonstrate, we use municipalities having projected
population increases in Cache Valley, Utah (USA). To determine the population increase
that can be supported by groundwater and successfully manage the groundwater, we
compute optimal sustained yield groundwater management strategies (SYSs), and
associated resilience to a 2-year drought. SYSs are spatiotemporal distributions of
transient groundwater pumping and return flows that lead to acceptable intra- and interannual physical system states. Each optimization problem generates an optimal pumping
strategy for 21 periods (20 transient four-month periods, plus a terminal equilibrium
period). The first scenario (SYS1) maximizes the number of new residents who can have
conventional housing units (indoor and outdoor uses), subject to constraints on aquifer
heads and net seepage rates to different types of surface waters, and limiting new
residents to the projected increases in population (PIiP). Then SYS1 maximizes the
number of additional apartment owners that can be supported, subject to the same
constraints. The second scenario (SYS2) differs in first maximizing the apartmentdwellers (no outdoor water use) that can be sustainably added, and then maximizing the
portion of that population that can also have outdoor water use. Except for municipality
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bounds on population required by its sequential nature, SYS2 employs SYS1’s
constraints.
The developed SYSs are the first that simultaneously optimize transient multiyear seasonal groundwater pumping and populations with associated different water use
types to be satisfied, terminal quasi-equilibrium pumping, and temporally-lagged
spatially distributed return flow that is a function of optimal groundwater use. SYS1 can
sustainably provide groundwater to satisfy the indoor and outdoor water demand of 83%
of the PIiP, and the indoor needs of 3,492 additional people. SYS2 can sustainably satisfy
the indoor need of 100% of PIiP (61,530) people, plus outdoor needs of 74% of PIiP.
Omitting the modeling of return flow from optimal pumping underestimates the
sustainable population of SYS1 by 15,873 (26%).
Notably, for Cache Valley, a sustained yield strategy that assures acceptable
system states quarterly, provides less water and can support 3,560 people (5.8%) fewer
people than a perennial yield strategy that ensures acceptable annual system states. In
other words, for Cache Valley, an optimal perennial (safe) yield strategy does not provide
as much ecosystem or water rights protection as a sustained yield strategy, but allows
more groundwater pumping.
To quantify the deterministic resilience of a SYS applied to a physical system, we
evaluate how completely an individual or set of state variables (SV) recover after the end
of climatic anomaly (A), by recovery time (T). Deterministic resilience, Rd(A,T,SV), is
the percentage (P), of acceptable SV level a system rebounds to within T after A ceases.
For example, assume that sometime after granting SYS1 water rights, a 2-year drought
occurs, followed by an extended period of long-term average climatic conditions.
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Simulation predicts that after reaching the quasi-equilibrium conditions of SYS1, Cache
Valley aquifer system resiliences to a 2-year drought are Rd(2YD, 3 yrs, Overall) = 93%
and Rd (2YD, >8,Overall) > 95%.

3.1

Introduction
Aquifers usually require much more time to recover from large drawdowns, than

the time of exploitive pumping that created the drawdowns. This makes it critically
important to manage groundwater in a sustainable fashion [32, 69, 89]. Renewability
allows sustained groundwater availability, enabling continued stability of social and
economic institutions [28, 45]. Aquifer sustainability evaluation involves a wide range of
system responses such as head, flow and water quality, and other local or regional
concerns (e.g. economic, sociologic, legal, or environmental).
Sustaining a healthy ecosystem is important to our well-being [33, 35, 49, 64, 74,
87, 88, 104].

Studying water resources as a part of an ecosystem rather than separate

‘stand-alone’ components allows for sustaining a healthy ecosystem [54]. Thus, it is
crucial to investigate the effect of any stimuli on all hydraulically connected components
[12, 29, 73, 88, 89]. Sustainable management plans are usually developed for long-term
average climatic conditions (LgTACCs).
Sustainability concepts

including sustainability, sustainable development, safe

(perennial) yield, sustained yield, and resilience continue to mature with time [3, 22].
Better protection against depletion and ecological destruction requires clear
understanding and adherence to sustainability concepts when developing or evaluating
management strategies.
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A simple definition of water resources sustainability is the ability to meet current
and future water demands while preserving the ecosystems, environment, and the system
itself at acceptable conditions [4, 37, 56]. Llamas et al. [53] expands the consequences of
concern to include hydrological, ecological, legal, institutional, political, and inter and
intra- generational. Mays [62] defines water resources sustainability in a similar fashion
but includes water supply quality and quantity.

Clark and Gardiner [20] associate

sustainability of a system with renewability, resilience, and recoverability by restricting
the use of a resource at or below the rate of replacement. Involving the main social actors
is essential for devising a sustainable water plan [61]. Pearson et al. [70] assert that
social and environmental concerns are integral components of sustainable groundwater
strategies.
Sustainable water-dependent development is predicated on water resources
sustainability. Sustainable development involves utilizing a resource to meet current
needs while also preserving the ability of future generations to meet their aspirations [93].
Sustainable development permits temporary aquifer depletion before the aquifer adapts to
a new rate of renewable resource [21, 40, 45].
Sustainability and sustainable development consider future water users, but
neither concept specifies the time scale over which to evaluate acceptability [38, 39, 79].
For a particular time horizon and a set of initial and assumed conditions, an aquifer
condition that is acceptable on an annual time scale may not be acceptable on a shorter
time scale. Associating time scale with these concepts allows computing yield potentials.
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3.1.1 Yield Potentials
Yield potential is the volume of groundwater that can be extracted indefinitely
without causing unacceptable conditions evaluated at sub-annual, annual and equilibrium
times. Yield potential implementations have ranged from a single well to an aquifer
system [3, 13]. An implementation is a strategy that has been adopted and initiated in the
field. A spatiotemporal distribution of pumping rates constitutes a strategy.
Annual acceptability of water resources conditions is the dominant time scale of
evaluation [30]. However, intra-annual variations in climatic conditions, water supply,
and water demand may necessitate ensuring the acceptability of conditions throughout a
year and from year to year [5]. Thus, environmentally-themed studies may require threeor six-month time periods (temporal discretization).

When evaluating and assuring

acceptable consequences merely annually, a strategy is termed perennial (safe) yield
strategy (PYS). A strategy that assures satisfactory consequences on a sub-annual basis is
a sustained yield strategy (SYS) [5]. SYSs are alluring because they ensure water
availability despite seasonal increases in water demand or decreases in water supply. SYS
development requires assuming specific transient water availability and water need.
A sustainable yield is the volume of groundwater that can be extracted
indefinitely without causing unacceptable environmental, economic, or social
consequences [4, 21, 88]. SYS is a spatiotemporal distribution of pumping rates that lead
to intra-annually acceptable state variable (SV) conditions. Thus, developing SYSs
requires the ability to simulate response to intra-annual variations in boundary conditions.
Developing SYSs can involve selecting well placement and groundwater extraction and
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recharge rates [5]. For this study, we optimize extraction and resulting recharge at prespecified locations.
We treat PYSs and SYSs as spatial and annual or seasonal pumping distributions
(respectively) that protect local water rights and the ecosystem. Expressing aquifer yield
as a single quantity, and setting it equivalent to long-term recharge has led to dreadful
over-exploitation consequences [87]. Bredehoeft et al. [14] highlighted the error of not
considering changes in pumping-induced recharge and discharge. Recently, Hugman et
al. [39] demonstrate the importance of spatiotemporal distribution of recharge and
abstraction (extraction) on maximum sustainable yield.
Aquifer development causes significant changes in the surface-groundwater
dynamics, and impacts ecological and/or socioeconomic factors [52]. Extraction-induced
alterations in recharge and discharge greatly influence sustainability [7, 13]. Aquifers are
often hydraulically connected to surface waters. The flow vector (direction and
magnitude) between surface waters and groundwater depends on the physical parameters
and relative head levels of the aquifer and surface water bodies. Even slight aquifer
depletion can significantly impact surface waters and ecosystem health [2]. Thus, studies
involving sustainability concepts require incorporating the effect of groundwater
extraction on hydraulically connected surface waters (HCSWs) [3, 23, 74].
Developing SYS that satisfy spatially-distributed sets of desired or minimum
acceptable water-related values (levels, flows, and/or water quality) has advantages and is
encouraged over limiting total water use to be particular proportion of recharge [38, 71].
Such targets allow for quantifying renewable flux, the core of sustainable water resources
management [74].

SYSs provide the means of implementing sustainability and
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sustainable development concepts in real-world situations. Successfully implementing an
SYS despite inevitable extreme climatic conditions requires evaluating strategy
resilience.

3.1.2 Resilience
Benson and Craig [10] accentuate resilience over sustainability of ecologic
governance. They argue that resilience provides a better approach to management
because it places emphasis on developing adaptive strategies to mitigate inclement
climatic conditions such as drought. In general, the capacity of a system to adapt to and
recover from a changed condition represents its resilience [107].
Resilience can take one of three forms: “threshold resilience”, “post disaster
response and recovery”, and “adaptive capacity and management.” The first form is
usually associated with a system crossing into an undesired condition. The second form
indicates the ability of an infrastructure such as water resources systems to reduce
chances of a shock, absorb a shock, and recover from shock [15]. The last form of
resilience mainly used in large social-technical systems and organizations includes active
management of a system to adjust management practices if system conditions are
approaching undesirable levels [36]. Resilience of water resources systems has been
investigated since the 1960s [105]. Resilience studies can help reduce water resources
system (WRS) vulnerability to probable persistent climatic anomalies. Fiering [25] used
resilience to examine the sensitivity of a water supply system to drought.
Within water resources studies, the time it takes a system to recover or reach an
acceptable state is one way of defining resilience [34, 43]. Fiering [26, 27], and Katic and
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Grafton [44] define resilience as the time it takes a system to cross a threshold. Peterson
et al. [75, 76] define resilience as the ‘state variable distance’ between two steady states.
The ‘state variable distance’ is the disturbance the system can sustain before switching
from one steady-state to another. Moy et al. [67] measure resilience as the maximum
duration time of a failure. Miller et al. [65] evaluate drought resilience of California
Central Valley as the average groundwater level (head) at the end of the drought period
divided by the average level at the end of the recovery period. Liu et al. [51] view
resilience of a WRS as its capacity to maintain its essential functions while under duress.
Their quantification embeds the degree of change and system characteristics. All of these
represent resilience deterministically. Others explore stochastic resilience [55, 84, 86,
105]. Dynamic management is required if resilience is the target [68]. All of these
quantifications of resilience are excellent for WRSs. However, we quantify resilience of
individual components of the system for a targeted approach when embracing for
anomalies.
To protect water resources, establishing a unified terminology and glossary for
modelling applications is more beneficial than replacing concepts [81, 82]. Providing a
unified definition can be challenging, as the American Society of Civil Engineers
experienced when unifying the definition of irrigation system efficiency [17].
In the absence of a quantifiable resilience that meets our aspirations, we quantify
resilience in a new way. This paper quantifies the resilience of SYS computed using
Simulation-Optimization (S-O) modeling and the target approach. The next section
discusses S-O modeling.
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3.1.3 Simulation-Optimization Modeling
The presented S-O model couples a finite discretized water flow simulation model
(simulator) with an optimization algorithm. The S-O model solves an optimization
problem that has an objective function and constraints. An example S-O model calculates
an SYS that satisfies hydrologic, legal, and ecological constraints for average climatic
conditions. Then the SYS resilience is evaluated for a drought.
Enhancements in computers, simulation models, and S-O models allow
incorporating more details and cause shorter computation times when determining aquifer
sustainability and resilience. Because S-O models employ constraints on critical system
state variables (heads and flows), the model outputs focus on those values and their
proximity to desired levels or targets. Usually, decision makers can utilize results from SO studies more easily than results from studies that focus on analyzing hydrogeological
conditions and water availability [85].
S-O models have allowed researchers to explore different management strategies
at a fraction of the time required by other methods. The power of S-O models extends
beyond finding an optimal solution to exploring alternative optimal solutions within a
relatively short time [50, 83]. S-O models are efficient in computing sustainable
strategies [24, 18]. Because numerical groundwater models can simulate an aquifer
system response to stimuli relatively quickly, they are ideal for system analysis [19, 45,
46, 58], and are efficient for evaluating and computing groundwater development plans
[13, 45].
S-O models are the backbone of groundwater management and planning. ASCE
[5] encourages the use of computer models in developing yield strategies. There has
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been a spike in the number of studies highlighting usefulness of S-O studies for water
management decisions [1, 6, 8, 82, 92].
Developing an SYS requires using a transient flow simulator within an S-O
model, while developing PYSs can use a steady-state or transient simulator [73].
Transient models are needed to predict intra-annual aquifer safety, and are integral for
developing restoration management plans [103]. Transient models of long enough time
can be used in-lieu of steady-state models.
Computing an SYS requires including sustainability constraints in the addressed
optimization problem. Constraints usually express management, hydrologic, or climatic
concerns. Policy makers and stakeholders usually define and quantify what they consider
to be acceptable consequences. Modelers transpose those acceptable consequences (in
terms of head decline or flow reduction) into constraints. Including stakeholders in the
process of creating a management problem ensures that the results are meaningful,
beneficial, and applicable in real life [82].
S-O models dominantly employ response matrix methods (RMMs). RMMs are
surrogate simulators for calculating aquifer SVs resulting from stimuli. RMMs, which are
discretized convolution equations, serve as surrogate simulators because the S-O model
uses them in lieu of simulators to calculate SVs from computed stimuli. Such surrogate
simulators have been termed Algebraic Technological Functions [59, 60, 80] or
convolution equations [41, 66, 72, 73].
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3.1.4 Cache Valley
The per capita water use in semi-arid Utah is the highest in the USA mainly
because of outdoor water use [102]. The state engineer would like to quantify for Cache
Valley, Utah, the potentially unappropriated groundwater rights volume and timing
within a year [101]. Peralta et al. [73] provide a summary of past Utah Department of
Natural Resources (UDNR) efforts to explore the potential of annual groundwater
pumping increase in Cache Valley. They also develop optimal PYSs (annual) of a UDNR
[101] proposed increase in groundwater pumping using a USGS simulation model [42].
An SYS for Cache Valley must employ a sub-annual time scale. Cache Valley
groundwater levels are highest in summer [57] and seasonal level changes range from
few feet to 20 feet [42]. Annual perennial yield strategies do not necessarily protect the
ecosystem and legal water rights during a year.

3.1.5 Contribution
We use a hybrid RMM (Timani and Peralta, USU), to efficiently compute SYSs
for Cache Valley, Utah (USA). The computed SYSs maximize the sustainable population
increase of both apartment dwellers and typical homeowners (and their seasonally
varying indoor and outdoor water use), subject to constrained aquifer heads, net seepage
rates to different types of surface waters, and projected water needs. Quarterly constraints
protect wetlands, springs, rivers and water rights. In addition to computing groundwater
flows in a 6-layer river-aquifer system, and seepage to surface waters, the optimization
model accounts for the time varying spatially distributed lagged recharge resulting from
use of the optimized groundwater pumping. To provide quarterly intra-year protection
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and provide subsequent sustainability, each simulation addresses a series of transient
stress periods followed by a steady-state (equilibrium) period.
Then, we quantify resilience by computing how completely an individual or set of
state variables (SV) recover after the end of an assumed 2-year drought within 25 years.
Moreover, we examine the aquifer states’ responses to alternative shaving (or
proportional pumping reduction) strategies.

3.2

Methodology
Benefits bestowed by modeling on WRS management are expected to increase

with time [11, 48]. Groundwater management is a multifaceted process [31] complicated
by out-of-date water rights and records, and unreliable groundwater extraction volume
data [28]. S-O modeling helps resolve such complications by developing S-O strategies
that can be treated as best management practices.
To protect groundwater at the local level and senior water rights, we use S-O
modeling to compute Cache Valley’s attainable increase in population and optimal
sustained yield strategies (SYSs) for long-term average climatic conditions (LgTACCs).
To prepare for anomalous climatic conditions, we quantify resilience as the level or rate a
system rebounds to relative to acceptable level or rate, a certain time after a drought spell.

3.2.1 Employed S-O Technique
Convolution Equation

and

Response Matrix Methods (RMMs) have frequently been used to address realworld groundwater management problems. RMMs require developing, and then
employing linear coefficients relating state variables (SVs) with decision variables
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(DVs). A transient coefficient quantifies system response at a particular time to a ‘unit’
stimulus of specified magnitude occurring at a particular previous or identical time. To
our knowledge, this is the first RMM application of an S-O study that simultaneously
optimize transient multi-year seasonal groundwater pumping and populations with
associated different water use types to be satisfied, terminal quasi-equilibrium pumping,
and temporally-lagged spatially distributed return flow that is a function of optimal
groundwater.
The hybrid RMM we employ in this study organizes time, develops coefficients,
and convolves them and subsequent hydraulic stimuli to predict transient and steady-state
system responses in a unique fashion. This RMM capitalizes on the notions of stress
periods and management eras (MEs). Each ME consists of one steady-state, or one or
more transient periods of equal duration. An ME should not contain more than one
steady-state period because such a period does not consider time. At equilibrium, an
aquifer’s total inflows equal its total outflows, and there is no change in storage with
time.
Grouping transient periods of equal duration into an ME allows the RMM to
employ 1st order Taylor series expansion, and additive and multiplicative properties to
describe SV response at the end of a period N to all preceding hydraulic stimuli.
Because linear coefficients are used to relate SV responses to DVs, it is accurate
for linear SV responses (linear physical systems). However, some modeled aquifer
boundary conditions make the system response nonlinear. Cycling allows for the accurate
application of RMMs to nonlinear systems. Appendix A gives details about the employed
RMM algorithm and cycling. Cycling is the repeated process of solving an optimization
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problem using newly computed unit stimuli until the solution does not change between
consecutive cycles. At that point, the convolution equation computes SVs with acceptable
accuracy (as confirmed by comparing with values computed by an original finite flow
simulation model).

3.2.2 Study Area
Cache Valley lies within the Bear River drainage basin of the Great Basin region
of the North American Desert. The valley groundwater system consists of a shallow
unconfined aquifer in the valley center, and a principal aquifer that is generally semi
confined in the valley center and unconfined at the periphery [42]. Snowpack is the
source of most surface water in the valley.

Most valley groundwater derives from

percolation of unconsumed irrigation water, precipitation within or surrounding the
valley, and subsurface inflow from adjacent consolidated rocks and unconsolidated basinfill deposits [9, 77].
Within the valley, groundwater supports irrigation (40%), municipal (37%),
domestic (6%), and industrial use (17%). In 2008, groundwater extraction reached 47.65
cfs (34,500 AF) [16, 90]. For the UDNR, Kariya et al. [42] developed and calibrated the
MODFLOW [63] simulation model for the Cache Valley river-aquifer system (CVRAS).
At the assumed equilibrium conditions of the USGS simulation model used for their
prediction runs, simulated background (BG) pumping consumes 14% of the flows into
the aquifer. Seepage losses from the aquifer to the drains, rivers, evapotranspiration (ET)
and general head boundary (GHB) exhaust 22%, 32%, 20%, and 13% of the flows into
the aquifer, respectively.
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3.2.2.1 Simulation Model
This study employs the spatial distribution and aquifer parameters of the Cache
Valley groundwater flow simulation model (USGS model) as reported by Kariya et al.
[42]. The USGS model discretizes the aquifer into a non-uniform rectangular grid having
6 layers, 82 rows, and 39 columns. Individual cell area ranges from 0.19 to 1 mi 2. Model
Layer 1 is unconfined. Layer 2 is unconfined or confined, depending upon head. Layers
3–6 are confined. Because the top aquifer (MODFLOW Layer 1) is unconfined, the
system is nonlinear (transmissivity, saturated thickness and head change all vary in
response to stimuli). The number of active cells per layer is 1,549 in Layers 1 and 2,
1,423 in Layers 3–5, and 1,129 in Layer 6. Confining layers within the aquifer are
simulated using vertical leakance values. The simulated BG pumping is 10% more than
the groundwater extraction reported by Burden [16] and Thomas et al. [90]. The USGS
model uses the recharge package to simulate the majority of the background (BG)
recharge to the aquifer. River and GHB boundary conditions account for the rest of the
BG recharge flux.
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show Cache Valley’s boundary conditions. Cache Valley’s
surface water and groundwater are hydraulically connected. The USGS simulation model
uses: river boundary conditions to model river segments; drain boundary conditions to
model surface and subsurface drains, and springs; and GHB conditions to model BG
inflows into the aquifer along the margins of the valley and BG outflows in the vicinity of
Cutler and Hyrum reservoirs. Drain and river boundary conditions add to the system nonlinearity because they are modeled using piece-wise equations. Such equations are not
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continuously differentiable and are conditionally applicable per the relative position of
the aquifer head to the boundary condition bottom elevation or to surface water head.
Kariya et al. [42] used 1982-1990 data for calibrating the USGS model and
evaluating potential increase in groundwater pumping into the future. We use average
1982-1990 conditions to simulate LgTACCs when developing optimal yield strategies.
We simulate drought conditions in Cache Valley using the same time discretization, and
assumed boundary and initial conditions as those of the LgTACCs except for climatically
anomalous years. The USGS model simulates 1988 to be the driest year between 1982
and 1990. We use the boundary conditions of 1988 to simulate the anomalous or less than
average climatic conditions (LsTACCs) years.
Because developing SYSs requires the ability to simulate sub-annual conditions
and the USGS model uses annual conditions, we need to quarterly proportion the annual
conditions. We use monthly pumping, evapotranspiration (ET), recharge data [99], and
river flow data [94-98] to prepare quarterly proportions of average annual boundary
conditions of the USGS model. Parameters describing drain and general boundary
conditions are assumed constant throughout the year. Table 3.1 shows the quarterly
proportioning of annual boundary conditions.
proportioning each boundary condition.

Appendix B shows details about
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Figure 3.1 Northern Cache Valley USGS Layer 1 Boundary Conditions

Figure 3.2 Southern Cache Valley USGS Layer 1 Boundary Conditions
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Table 3.1 Cache Valley’s Quarterly Proportioning of Annual Boundary Conditions
Quarter
1
2
3
4
Months of quarter
Apr-Jun
Jul-Sep
Oct-Dec Jan-Mar
Well
Irrigation
1.559695 2.440305 0.000000 0.000000
Municipal
1.880103 1.745776 0.211145 0.162977
River
Bear
1.318059 0.887663 0.854391 0.939887
Little Bear
2.217105 0.581496 0.495406 0.705993
Blacksmith Fork
1.784190 0.850552 0.678978 0.686280
Logan
2.071533 0.912211 0.529158 0.487098
Cub
2.711211 0.727362 0.292229 0.269199
Recharge

1.657199

1.097467

0.352866

0.892467

Evapotranspiration

1.539870

2.383875

0.064737

0.011519

3.2.3 S-O Scenarios Overview
To reduce the computational burden of traditional RMMs, we compute sustained
yield strategies (SYSs) for LgTACCs using a hybrid RMM. We evaluate resilience
assuming the same time discretization and initial and LgTACCS boundary conditions,
except we apply dry-year boundary conditions for two anomalous years. We address 17
Cache Valley municipalities having population increase between 2000 and 2010.
Appendix C details computation of the projections.
Table 3.2 summarizes addressed scenarios. A scenario resembles an approach
method or a management practice. Scenarios are split into three scenario groups (SYS#,
PYS#, and Sm#), where ‘#’ identifies a scenario of that group. SYS# and PYS# scenarios
are optimization problems having LgTACCs and posed for S-O model solution. An Sm#
scenario involves only simulation of aquifer recovery resulting from implementing an
optimal or modified SYS after a two-year drought.
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Each S-O scenario addresses 21 periods-- 20 transient 3-month periods plus one
terminal equilibrium period. To improve the representation of reality, this study models
time-varying return flow from managed pumping (unknown apriori) for most S-O
scenarios addressed in this study.

3.2.3.1 Background Scenario
A background (BG) scenario shows the conditions that will exist if stimuli do not
change. Such scenarios are the spinal cord of S-O studies. Acceptable conditions are
modeled as bounds on constraints that are often set as a percentage or in relation to the
BG conditions. Managed (optimizable) pumping and population are reported in addition
to BG values, and results are analyzed with respect to the BG scenario.
The BG and subsequent S-O scenarios use average 1982-1990 conditions, 1990
pumping, and simulated 2016 heads as initial heads. To obtain initial heads, we simulate
average 1982-1990 conditions and 1990 pumping for an extended time. The 1990
pumping rates are used because they have been those used in recent Cache Valley studies
[73].

3.2.3.2 Yield Strategies (SYS# & PYS# Groups)
We compute SYSs assuming LgTACCs. The employed S-O model uses candidate
pumping blocks (CPBs) or managed pumping locations (Figures 3.1&3.2) preferred by
local water managers at municipalities of interest, seepage constraints requested by state
water managers, and head drawdown constraints considered reasonable by both. All 203
drain cells are included in one group (DASG1) of DAS reaches (cells). One group of river
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cells (RASG1) includes all 122 river cells. The 51 GHB cells that model Hyrum and
Cutler reservoirs are included in GASG1.
Four scenarios constitute SYS# group. The first two scenarios each use different
sequences of sub-optimization problems to maximize additional town-by-town
populations whose water needs can be satisfied by groundwater. SYS1 emphasizes
supporting new population in traditional housing that have both indoor and outdoor water
needs, but also considers condominium dwellers that have only indoor water use. First,
SYS1 stage 1 (SYS1-1) maximizes population whose indoor and outdoor seasonal water
demand can simultaneously be met from managed extraction. Then SYS1 stage 2 (SYS12) optimizes the additional population whose indoor water demand can be met from
groundwater. The additional SYS1 indoor population approximates extra condominium
or apartment dwellers.
SYS2 emphasizes supporting new population in ‘water-wise’ or condominium
developments. First, SYS2-1 optimizes the town-by-town populations whose indoor
water demand can be met. Then, of the optimal SYS2-1 town-by-town indoor
populations, SYS2-2 maximizes the population whose quarterly outdoor water needs can
also be satisfied.

These individuals represent the part of the SYS2-1 that can be

supported in traditional housing instead of condominiums.
Except for Scenario 4, all SYS# and PYS# scenarios objective function have the
general form of Equation (3.1) subject to constraints on DVs [Equations (3.2) – (3.5)] and
on SVs [Equations (3.6) – (3.9)]. Constraints on DVs vary with scenario while those on
SVs do not.

Table 3.2 Pertinent Information of Addressed Scenarios
Optimized
RF of
Maximize
Percent reduction
Opt.
or
managed
Run Seq. simulated
Q
BG
BG
SYS1
period(s)
rates
Scenario Type
Pop. Q
modeled irrig. muni.
Q
types
Climatic conditions
IaOI
SYS1
S-O
TbT
Yes No Yes
0
0
0 20TR+1SS LgTA
ItO
SYS2
S-O
TbT
Yes No Yes
0
0
0 20TR+1SS LgTA
SYS3
S-O IaO TbT
Yes No No
0
0
0 20TR+1SS LgTA
SYS4
S-O IaO TbT
No
Yes Yes
0
0
0 20TR+1SS LgTA
PYS1
S-O IaO TbT
Yes No Yes
0
0
0 1SS
LgTA
IaO
PYS2
S-O
TbT
Yes No No
0
0
0 1SS
LgTA
N/A
Sm1
S
TbT
N/A N/A Yes
0
0
0 100 TR
2-YrLsTA + 23-YrLgTA
N/A TbT
Sm2
S
N/A N/A Yes
25
25
25 100 TR
2-YrLsTA + 23-YrLgTA
N/A TbT
Sm3
S
N/A N/A Yes
50
50
50 100 TR
2-YrLsTA + 23-YrLgTA
N/A TbT
Sm4
S
N/A N/A Yes
75
75
75 100 TR
2-YrLsTA + 23-YrLgTA
N/A BG
Sm5
S
N/A N/A N/A
0
0
100 100 TR
2-YrLsTA + 23-YrLgTA
N/A
Sm6
S
BG
N/A N/A N/A
25
25
100 100 TR
2-YrLsTA + 23-YrLgTA
N/A BG
Sm7
S
N/A N/A N/A
50
50
100 100 TR
2-YrLsTA + 23-YrLgTA
N/A BG
Sm8
S
N/A N/A N/A
75
75
100 100 TR
2-YrLsTA + 23-YrLgTA
N/A Deficit
Sm9
S
N/A N/A Yes
0
0
100 100 TR
2-YrLsTA + 23-YrLgTA
Opt. Seq. = optimization sequence; IaOI = Indoor and outdoor then indoor; IaO = Indoor and outdoor; ItO = Indoor then outdoor; TbT
= town-by-town; deficit = difference in recharge from infiltration of precipitation and unconsumed irrigation water, and seepage from
canals during the 2-year 'drought' pumping rate equally distributed to assign pumping rate at each of the managed pumping locations
and corresponding return flow at respective managed return flow locations; Pop. = population; Q = pumping; RF = return flow; BG =
background; irrig. = irrigation; muni. = municipal; 4 periods per year; TR = transient (each period is 3-month long); SS = steady-state
(equilibrium, 1-second long); LgTA = long-term average; LsTA = less than average.
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qDASG1G  DASG1G LB  0.9  DASG1G BG

(3.7)

qRASG1G  RASG1G LB  0.9  RASG1G BG

(3.8)

qGASG1G  GASG1G LB  0.9  GASG1G BG

(3.9)

k

where,
Z550 = objective function  population  value,  person ;

K  total number of periods, here 21;

M p  total number of municipalities, here 17;
Cê,Pop
k  population weighting coefficient for municipality ê at period k, here 1;

superscript LB indicates lower bound;
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superscript UB indicates lower bound;

superscript BG indicates value in background sceario;

Popê,k  municipality ê population at period k,  person
Otdr
= Popê,Indr
k  Popê, k

for F1-Sc1, 3, 5 & 6

= Popê,Indr
k

for F1-Sc2 Stage 1

= Popê,Otdr
k

for F1-Sc2 Stage 2;

PopêIndr
, k  town ê population whose indoor water need in period k can be met,  person  ;
PopêOt,kdr  town ê population whose outdoor water need in period k can be met,  person  ;

PrCpêO,ktdr = town ê quarterly per capita outdoor water demand during period k,
[ L3 T person ];

hô,k  head at location ô at time k,  L  ;

hô,nonk  background  non-optimal  head at observation location ô at end of period k ,  L  ;
hp
 ô,ê,
k  k  τ  head influence coefficient describing state response at location ô by
s

i

end of observation period k to a unit pumping (pêut,ks ) at well

 municipality 

ê in period k s ,  L  ;

hr
hp
ut
 ô,ê,
k  k  τ  same as  ô,ê, k  k  τ except it described state response to a unit recharge (rˆi, k ),  L  ;
s

pê,ks

i

s

i

 managed pumping at town ê in period k s ,  L3 T 

rî,k  managed return flow at location ˆi in period k s ,  L3 T 
s

k s = stimulus stress period index belonging to same management era as τ i ;
τ i = 1st stress period index of the management era i to which k and ksbelong;
𝑀𝑃 = number of managed groundwater extraction locations, here 17;
𝑀𝑟 = number of managed return flow locations, here 17;

s
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MEi = Management Era i, each consisting of one or more consecutive transient periods of
equal duration;
I = total number of management eras;
qDAS1G  net seepage rates between aquifer and groups of drain cells,  L3 T  ;

qRAS1G  net seepage rates between aquifer and groups of river cells,  L3 T  ; and
qGAS1G  net seepage rates between aquifer and groups of GHB cells,  L3 T  .

Population monotonicity constraints, Equations (3.4) and (3.5), ensure that
computed populations do not fluctuate seasonally. Equation (3.4) prevents the indoor
population from ever decreasing with time. Equation (3.5) accomplishes the same thing
for the ‘outdoor’ population in quarters when outdoor water use exists.
We refer to each constrained head location (ô) of Equation (3.6) as a head control
location (HCL). We pose HCLs on layers 1 through 4 of (row, column) of pumping
(CPB) locations, except for cells in layers that are dry or inactive in the background
simulation. Referred to as HCLs on CPBs, these are numbered 1-64. HCLs 65-237 are on
drain cells, and those on river cells are numbered 238-350. A drain cell is not assigned a
HCL if it is dry in any stress period in the BG scenario. A river cell is not assigned an
HCL if it lacks a saturated hydraulic connection with the aquifer at any period in the BG
scenario. Table 3.3 summarizes the criteria used to impose lower bounds on HCLs.

To assign top and bottom elevation for layers 3-6 cells, we use the layer 1 bottom
elevation as layer 2 top elevation and the assumed aquifer saturated thicknesses [42]. For
each HCL, we extract the corrected cell top and bottom elevations and the background
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head from a background simulation run. The bottom elevations of some drain and river
cells place them deeper than Layer 1. We assign the lower bound on such cells to be
0.25’ above the layer 1 bottom elevation. This prevents the cell from becoming devoid of
water.

Table 3.3 General Rules for imposing lower bounds on aquifer head at cells of concerns
Lower bound criteria
HCLs on
Lower bound
Condition
applied to HCL#
CPBs
BG head – 30’
BG head – 30’ > cell BE
1-33, 35-64
CPBs
Cell BE + 0.25’ BG head – 30’ < cell BE
34
DBCs
Drain BE
Drain BE > cell BE
65-197; 201-204; 209213; 216-238
DBCs
Cell BE + 0.25’ Drain BE < cell BE
198-200; 205-208; 214215
RBCs
River BE
River BE > cell BE
262-291; 293-351
RBCs
Cell BE + 0.25’ River BE < cell BE
239-261; 292
All units are feet; BG = background; BE = bottom elevation; CPBs = managed pumping
locations; DBC = drain boundary condition; RBC = river boundary condition.
The general rules we use to pose lower bounds on SVs are similar to those of
Peralta et al. [73]. Their optimal town-by-town strategies were not possible without
relaxing lower bounds at three locations. Here, we relax the lower bounds at one of those
locations plus one other location. Utilization of optimization models, and by extension SO models, is most beneficial when bounds are not close to being tight in the background
case. In some cases, simulation model or optimization problem characteristics justify
relaxations.
Thus, because the background head on HCL#140 at (1,65,22) is only 1.18’ above
drain bottom, we relax the lower bound by 2’ below the ‘general rules’ lower bound.
With the proposed relaxation, the aquifer saturated thickness is 107’. We relax the lower
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bound on the HCL#330 at (1,64,28) by an additional 3’. Even though the river bottom is
at ground surface and stage is 10’ above ground, the background head is only 0.43’ above
river bottom. We tighten the lower bound on HCL#35 at (3,60,9) by 4.25’ to prevent its
switch from confined to unconfined. Seepage constraints bounds ensure that senior water
rights are not infringed upon.
Equations (3.7) – (3.9) are analogous forms of Equation (3.6). They compute net
seepage rates of DASG1, RASG1, and GASG1, and prevent the managed seepage rates
from decreasing by more than 10% from their respective unmanaged rates.
Scenarios SYS1 and SYS2 are subject to identical SV constraints. SYS1 DVs are
subject to Equations (3.2) – (3.5) simultaneously. For SYS-2, when maximizing the
additional ‘indoor’ population (only the ‘indoor’ population is optimized), the lower
bound of Equation (3.2) ensures that the ‘indoor’ population does not decrease below the
SYS1-1 optimal level. Of course, the additional population is subject to Equation (3.4).
SYS2-1 DVs are subject to only Equations (3.2) and (3.4). SYS2-2 DVs are subject to
constraint equations (3.3), (3.5), and (3.10).
Indr
Popê,Otdr
k  S1 Popê, k

for PrCpêOt,kdr  0

(3.10)

where,
S1 Popê,Indr
k  municipality ê population, computed in Stage 1, whose quarter k indoor
water demand can be met,  person 
SYS3 omits the recharge caused by return flow from managed pumping in
Equation (3.6) of SYS1. The intent is to demonstrate the impact of that omission on
computed supportable population (by comparing SYS1-1 and SYS3 results). SYS4
replaces the Equation (3.1) objective function of SYS1, SYS2, and SYS3 with Equation
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(3.11), and supports Equations (3.12 – 3.15). The intent is to show the importance of
maximizing population rather than groundwater extraction (by comparing SYS1-1 and
SYS4 results).
K Mp

max Z1 = Cê,pk pê,k
k 1 ê 1

(3.11)

where,
Z1 = objective function  managed pumping  value,  person ;

Cê,pk  managed pumping weighting coefficient for municipality ê at period k, here 1;

pê,k  municipality ê managed pumping at period k,  L3 T  .

We use Equations (3.12) and (3.13) to establish a connection between populations
and managed pumping DVs. Appendix D gives details about computing indoor and
outdoor quarterly per capita water consumption for each of Cache Valley’s 17 towns.
Indr
ê,k

WB



Indr
PopêIndr
, k  PrCpê , k

Dur  k 

(3.12)

where,
PopêIndr
, k  town ê population whose indoor water need in period k can be met,  people  ;

 3

PrCpêIndr
, k  Town ê per capita indoor water use in period k,  L period person  ;
Dur  k   7,889, 400 seconds  stress period k duration, T  .
r
PopêOtd
,k  PrCp ê ,k

Otdr

WBê,k 
Otdr

Dur  k 

(3.13)

where,
PopêOt,kdr  town ê population whose outdoor water need in period k can be met,  people  ;
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PrCp ê ,k  Town ê per capita outdoor water use in period k,  L period person  .
Otdr

3

We distribute the manage pumping between indoor and outdoor water uses with
Equations (3.14) – (3.15).

WBêIndr
 WBê ,k  PorkIndr
,k

(3.14)

where,

WBêI,kdr  managed pumping at town ê in period k to be used indoors,  L3 T  ;
PorkIndr = proportion of managed pumping in period k assigned for indoor use,   .

WBêOtdr
 WBê,k  PorkOtdr
,k

(3.15)

where,

 3 
WBêOtdr
, k  managed pumping at town ê in period k to be used outdoors,  L T  ;
PorkOtdr = proportion of managed pumping in period k assigned for outdoor use,    .

UDNR [102] assumes that, annually, 0.35 of water reaching homes is used
indoors while the other 0.65 is used outdoors. We assume indoor water demand constant
throughout the year, while outdoor water demand varies quarterly mimicking reference
alfalfa ET variation. We use quarterly alfalfa ET proportions to distribute the annual 0.65
into quarters.

Because alfalfa ET does not exist in January-March and October-

December quarters, outdoor water use is assumed absent  PorkOtdr = 0  and  PorkIndr = 1
in these quarters. About a quarter  PorkIndr = 0.2566  of the water reaching homes in
April-June quarter is used indoors and 0.7434 is used outdoors  PorkOtdr = 0.7434  . As
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for the water reaching homes in the July-September quarter, 0.1808 is to be used indoors

 Por

Indr
k

= 0.1808 while the rest is used outdoors  PorkOtdr = 0.8192  .

PYS1 and PYS2 are perennial (safe) yield strategies computed by using Equations
(3.1) – (3.3) and (3.6) – (3.9) by setting K = 1. The intent of PYS1 is to show the effect
of omitting seasonal constraints (by comparison with SYS1-1). The intent of PYS2 is to
show the impact of omitting return flow recharge (by comparison with PYS1 results).

3.2.3.2.1

Return Flow of Managed Pumping

Most of the water used indoors does not return to the Cache Valley aquifer
because it is conveyed first by pipeline to the wastewater treatment facility and lagoons,
before being discharged to Cutler Reservoir (I. Hamud, personal communication via
email, May 07, 2013) that is modeled as GHB. On the other hand, some of the water
used outdoors is not consumed and recharges the aquifer. Of the groundwater extracted
by CPBs, the unconsumed portion is modeled as additional aquifer recharge (managed
return flow, MRF).

UDNR [100] estimates that, annually, 0.67 of the water used

outdoors recharges the aquifer.
The USGS model reasonably simulates the return flow from BG conditions. We
model the MRF using candidate injection blocks (CIBs). Although termed injection
blocks, the CIBs provide recharge only to aquifer layer 1, and the recharge is lagged in
time.
Each CIB is composed of cells spread over the area to be serviced by a
corresponding CPB. Extraction CPB cells differ from the respective CIB injection cells.
Within each injection block, the portion of injection at individual cells belonging to that
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block is predetermined as the ratio of the cell area to the block area. However, the
managed extraction and injection volumes are unknown apriori. In summary, to include
MRF in S-O models, we must calculate the number and location of cells constituting each
CIB, and specify the proportional time-lagged recharge resulting from extracted
groundwater.

3.2.3.2.2

Timing of Return Flow

In the absence of storage facilities for extracted groundwater water, we assume
that extracted groundwater is used within the same period as extraction. Three quarters
(0.75) of the unconsumed managed pumped groundwater (67% of the water used
outdoors) recharges the aquifer in the same period as extraction while the rest (0.25)
reaches the aquifer in the subsequent period.

3.2.3.2.3

Quantifying Return
Managed Pumping

Flow

of

We use Equation (3.16) to quantify MRF to the aquifer.
T

riˆ,kr   CkrRF ke 1  peˆ,ke 

for 1  kr  ke  1  Lag Max  1

ke 1

where,

riˆ,kr = return flow at managed return flow location, ˆi, during quarter kr ,
units are Peˆ dependent [ L3 T ];
ke = managed extraction stress period;

kr  stress period during which recharge is taking place;

(3.16)
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T = total number of stress periods;

CkrRFke1 = multiplier quantifying return flow occuring at stress period kr due to
managed extraction occuring at stress period ke,   ;

peˆ,ke = managed extraction at location, eˆ, during quarter ke, [ L3 T ];

Lag Max  maximum number of stress periods after the period of groundwater extraction,
during which recharge from use of extracted water occurs, here =1,    .

The values of CkrRF-ke1 are computed using Equation (3.17).
C

RF
kr - ke 1



ET
OU
Cqrt
 Cann

C

IU
qrt

C

OU
ann

C

ET
qrt

 C ROU  CkrRFAq

(3.17)

where,
IU
Cqrt
 proportion of average quarterly groundwater pumping used for indoors, [];

C ROU = 0.67 = the portion of water used outdoors that recharges the aquifer,    ;

CkrRFAq = the portion of the recharge (return flow) occurring during stress period kr ,    .
IU
Because indoor water demand is assumed constant through the year, C qrt
is set

equal to the portion of annual water that is used indoors (0.35). The majority (0.75) of
unconsumed outdoor water reaches the aquifer in the same period of application ( CkrRFAq =
0.75 for kr = 1), the rest (0.25) reaches the aquifer in the subsequent period ( CkrRFAq = 0.25
for kr = 2).
Of groundwater extracted in April-June, 37.35% recharges the aquifer during that
quarter and 12.45% replenishes the aquifer during the next quarter. As for the extraction
during July-September quarter, 41.17% and 13.72% of the extracted groundwater
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replenishes the aquifer in that quarter and subsequent quarter, respectively. Assuming
groundwater extracted in the other two quarters is used indoors, none of that water
recharges the aquifer.

3.2.3.2.4

Injection Blocks Creation

Each municipality is associated with a pair of CPB and CIB. Each CIB consists of
at least one cell and models MRF from a single CPB. A cell location can belong to
multiple CIBs and receive MRF from different CPBs.
We assume that city (municipality) expansion is necessary to accommodate its
projected increase in population (PIiP). The area needed to accommodate the PIiP
determines the number of cells belonging to the CIB of that municipality. Each CIB is
populated with injection cells, one cell at a time, until the area of the block is closest (+
100% of CIB area) to the area necessary to accommodate the projected increase in
population. Appendix C details the process for computing the area of each managed
return flow domain (CIB).

3.2.3.3 Resilience (Sm# Group)
We quantify deterministic resilience to evaluate how completely an individual or
set of state variables (SV) recover after the end of climatic anomaly (A), by recovery time
(T). Our quantification differs from that of Miller et al. [65] in two ways. First, our
quantification evaluates recoverability with respect to acceptable levels rather than an
assumed condition that can be reached in some time after the anomaly ceases. Aquifer
conditions at or above acceptable levels have the same resiliency as the condition being at
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the acceptable level. Second, we explicitly associate resilience with a particular anomaly,
recovery time horizon, and a single SV, a set (type), or overall condition. Miller et al.
[65] evaluated recoverability using only average head.
Our approach allows computing weighted average resilience. Weight averaging of
individual resiliences to compute Rd(A,T,Overall) for a particular A and T allows
computing an overall resilience for all SVs of concern and highlighting the important
SVs. Such quantification allows water managers to evaluate individual conditions or
weighted overall average condition of an aquifer under different management options. It
also allows comparing the effect of a management option on multiple aquifers.
To quantify CVRAS’s resilience, we use 1988 quarter-annual boundary
conditions to simulate a drought year. Scenarios Sm1 through Sm8 simulate two drought
years followed by many years of average climatic conditions, and specified groundwater
extraction rates. Sm1 – Sm4 and Sm5 – Sm8 measure the resilience of SYS1-1 and the
background scenario, respectively, in response to various levels of proportional reduction
(shaving). Shaving is a common proportion by which some or all pumping rates are
reduced. Because we cannot foretell the time when all the system states recover from an
anomaly, we shave pumping rates in all periods. Sm1 and Sm5 measure the resilience of
SYS1-1 and the background scenario, respectively, without any shaving.
Sm9 examines the effect of a common drought-mitigation practice on the aquifer
conditions, in the absence of junior water rights. Communities respond to drought in
different manners. Some revert to groundwater (increase in pumping) to counterbalance
the deficit while others cut back pumping to preserve acceptable aquifer SV conditions.
Sm9 assumes that the amount of recharge deficit (deviation from LgTACCs) is countered
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by an increase in groundwater pumping for the duration of the deficit. The deficit is
distributed equally among the 17 CPBs.

3.3

Results and Discussion
We use an S-O model to compute optimal sustained yield strategies (SYS) for 4

scenarios having both transient and steady-state periods. We use the S-O model to
compute optimal perennial yield strategies (PYS) for two equilibrium scenarios. All
computed pumping strategies are in addition to the assumed background pumping rates.
We use MODFLOW to simulate the results of: nine Sm simulation scenarios. Scenarios
Sm1 – Sm4 evaluate SYS1-1 resilience as a function of shaving, Sm5 – Sm8 evaluate the
BG scenario resilience as a function of shaving, and Sm9 evaluates the resilience of
increased pumping to satisfy the deficit of the LsTACC years.

3.3.1 Yield Strategies (SYS# & PYS# Groups)
The per capita water use in semi-arid Utah is the highest in the USA mainly
because of outdoor water use [102]. Based upon historic per capita water use, optimal
additional populations supportable sustainably by groundwater are as follow: SYS1-1
computes the population with indoor and outdoor demands that can be satisfied from
increased groundwater pumping. SYS1-2 computes the additional population whose
indoor water demand can also be satisfied. SYS2-1 computes the population whose
indoor water demand can be satisfied while SYS2-2 computes the population whose
outdoor water demand can also be satisfied.
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SYS1-1 indicates that Cache Valley aquifer system can sustainably satisfy the
indoor and outdoor water demand of 83% of Cache Valley’s town-by-town water demand
plus the indoor water demand of 3,492 more people (SYS1-2). On the other hand, SYS2
indicates that prioritizing indoor water demand (meeting as much indoor water demand as
possible before allocating any for outdoor water demand) allows for meeting all of Cache
Valley’s town-by-town indoor water demand (SYS2-1) and the outdoor water demand of
74% of the population (SYS2-2). The difference between SYS1 and SYS2 population
originates at seven municipalities (College Ward, Hyrum, Logan, Mendon, Nibley,
Richmond, and Trenton).
The other four scenarios optimize indoor and outdoor populations simultaneously.
Because SYS1 models return flow from managed pumping, it allows 49% (158.74 cfs)
more pumping and satisfies the demand of 15,873 more people than SYS3. Maximizing
the withdrawal volume or pumping rate is the most common objective function used in
groundwater studies.

SYS4 results show that maximizing the volume of extracted

groundwater satisfies the water needs of 1,805 fewer people than maximizing population
(SYS1). PYS1 and PYS2 employ annual boundary conditions. With managed return
flow, PYS1 allows satisfying the demand of 3,560 more people than SYS1 that uses subannual time scale. PYS2, under equilibrium conditions, allows 29% less pumping than
PYS1 because it does not consider return flow.
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3.3.2 Resilience (Sm# Group)
To evaluate resilience, all Sm# scenarios use 100 transient periods to represent a
total of 25 years. The initial 8 periods (2 years) of drought employ LsTACCs. The
following 92 periods (23 years) use LgTACCs.
We use ‘violation’ or ‘unacceptable’ to strictly and mathematically describe
certain conditions. For example, we term as unacceptable an aquifer head that is 0.0001 ft
or a seepage rate that is 0.01% beyond acceptable levels or rates (bound). Recognizing
the endemic lack of precision in models, decision makers are often comfortable allowing
exceptions to initially set conditions of acceptability.

3.3.2.1 Background Strategy Resilience
Table 3.4 shows the resilience of the background (BG) scenario to a 2-year
drought and the effect of shaving on its resilience. The averaged resilience of a particular
SV type accounts for only the individual SVs belonging to that type with imperfect
resilience in any period. Water authorities can use this table to select the level of shaving
that leads to the outcome that fits their aspirations. While tabulated resilience values
provide a snap shot of the aquifer conditions at select times, resilience charts are more
detailed.
Aquifer head at any of the HCLs recovers to acceptable levels in a maximum of 3
years after drought has ceased (Figures 3.3 & 3.4). In other words, R(2YD,3,HCLs) =
100 where 2YD=2-year drought. The HCL-on-rivers averaged resilience remains 100%
after year 10. Within the drought years, Figure 3.5 indicates that HCL #230 at (1, 43, 24)
levels have the minimum R(2YD,T,HCLs on drains). As for the HCL-on-rivers
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resilience, HCL #330 (1,64,28) levels cause the minimum resilience (Figure 3.6). Both
resiliences (Figures 3.5 and 3.6) are 100% after year 5.
Net drain-aquifer seepage rate remains above acceptable levels after drought. If
time, T, aligns with the start of drought, the minimum R(2YD,T,DASG1) = 90.5% occurs
1.25 years after the drought has initiated (Figure 3.7). The resilience (Figure 3.7) remains
at 100% starting one year after the drought has ceased. Assuming T is measured from the
start of drought, drought reduces R(2YD,T,RASG1) to a minimum value of 73%
occurring 1.25 years after drought has ensued (Figure 3.8). Three years after drought
ceases, the BG resilience with respect to RASG1 drops below 100% in one season every
five years. The resilience approaches the maximum level with time. Net seepage rates to
Hyrum and Cutler reservoirs recover to acceptable levels as soon as the drought ceases
(Figure 3.9).

3.3.2.2 SYS1-1 Proposed Strategy Resiliency
We quantify the resilience for the traditional housing development portion of
SYS1-1. The increase in pumping prolongs the time the aquifer conditions need to return
to acceptable levels after drought. The variation in simulated sub-annual boundary
conditions introduces some complexity to the recovery.

For Cache Valley water

authority, protecting higher priority water rights of connected surface waters and of
previous groundwater rights and preventing excessive drawdowns are major components
in evaluating and granting or rejecting requests for junior groundwater pumping rights
[101]. The maximum declines from previous increases in groundwater extraction and
periods of drought have been reported in the center of the valley [90]. We employ
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constraints resembling these concerns and protecting more than only these areas from
unacceptable consequences. Table 3.5 shows the two-year drought resilience of the
reported SYS1 and the effect of shaving on resilience.
SYS1-1 rates and a 2-year drought (2YD) forces HCL-on-CPBs averaged
resilience [90 < Rd (2YD,T,HCLs on CPBs) < 100%] to be less than 100% only in the
fourth quarter of each year (Figure 3.10). Such levels start occurring chronologically at
HCLs# 10, 20 and 32, HCL# 54, HCL# 36, and then at HCL# 35 (Figure 3.11).
Compared to the violations of the BG case, SYS1-1 pumping introduces a
violation at HCLs #90 and 315 to the list. SYS1-1 rates cause the minimum BG two-year
drought HCL-on-Drains averaged resilience to decrease by 14% at the end of the drought
spell (Figure 3.5). After the drought spell, SYS1-1’s two-year drought HCL-on-Drains
averaged resilience starts increasing. Starting 4.25 years after drought cessation, the
resilience is at its maximum during two quarters followed by less-than-perfect resilience
(94% < Rd < 100) during the other two quarters of the year. The oscillation of SYS1-1
two-year drought HCL-on-drains averaged resilience (Figure 3.3) is due to the managed
pumping locations with respect to the drain cells.
Aquifer head at 67% of the violated HCLs on drain cells at any period recovers to
acceptable levels 2 years after drought cessation (Figure 3.12A). The decline at HCL#126
below acceptable levels occurs periodically in a quarter once every year, and is less than
0.5’ starting 3.75 after drought terminates, and stops occurring 13.75 years after drought
cessation. Figure 3.12B shows the two-year drought HCL-on-drains resilience that never
fully recover. Rd (2YD,7.25, HCLs on rivers)=100%. In other words, the HCLs on river
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cells return to acceptable conditions 7.25 years after drought has ceased (Figures 3.4 &
3.13).
Compared to the resilience of the BG case, SYS1-1 barely influences the DASG1
and GASG1 net seepage rate resiliences (Figures 3.7 & 3.9). If we are to compute
resilience within the drought era, minimum Rd(2YD,T,DASG1) = 90%. SYS1-1 forces
the minimum SYS1-1 RASG1 net seepage resilience to be 4% less than that of the BG
case (Figure 3.8).

The maximum difference between BG and SYS1-1 RASG1 net

seepage resilience is 10%. Thirteen years after drought ceases, the minimum SYS1-1
RASG1 net seepage resilience of 88% occurs once every five years followed by minimum
resilience of 96-97% occurring once (in one quarter) every year.
In an effort to expedite the recovery process or prevent irreversible damage after a
drought, water authorities often shave water rights. Shaving is a common proportion by
which pumping is reduced and is often enforced per pumping purposes (irrigation,
municipal, etc.). Authorities can use Table 3.5 to evaluate the aquifer response to various
levels of shaving for the assumed climatic anomaly. The averaged resilience of a SV type
accounts for individual SVs belonging to that type with imperfect resilience in any
period. Overall, reducing the pumping rates of SYS1-1 and background irrigation and
municipal wells by 25% leads to a 98% overall aquifer resilience eight years after
drought has ceased.
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Table 3.4 Drought and Proportional Reduction (Shaving) of Pumping Rates of Municipal
and Irrigation Wells Effect on Resilience [Rd(A,T,SV)=P] of Background Strategy
Time (Years)*
State Variable
Shaving % Scenario
3
8 13 18
23
0
Sm5
100 100 100 100 100
25
Sm6
100 100 100 100 100
CPBs
50
Sm7
100 100 100 100 100
75
Sm8
100 100 100 100 100
0
Sm5
100 100 100 100 100
25
Sm6
100 100 100 100 100
HCLs on DBC
50
Sm7
100 100 100 100 100
75
Sm8
100 100 100 100 100
0
Sm5
99 100 100 100 100
25
Sm6
100 100 100 100 100
RBC
50
Sm7
100 100 100 100 100
75
Sm8
100 100 100 100 100
0
Sm5
100 100 100 100 100
25
Sm6
100 100 100 100 100
DASG1
50
Sm7
100 100 100 100 100
75
Sm8
100 100 100 100 100
0
Sm5
91^ 96^ 97^ 98^ 99^
25
Sm6
94^ 100 100 100 100
RASG1
50
Sm7
97^ 100 100 100 100
75
Sm8
100 100 100 100 100
0
Sm5
100 100 100 100 100
25
Sm6
100 100 100 100 100
GASG1
50
Sm7
100 100 100 100 100
75
Sm8
100 100 100 100 100
0
Sm5
98 99 100 100 100
25
Sm6
99 100 100 100 100
Overall
50
Sm7
100 100 100 100 100
75
Sm8
100 100 100 100 100
* Time is from the end of drought; ^ resilience is reported for Time+0.25 years; CPBs =
managed pumping locations; DBC = drain boundary conditions; RBC = river boundary
conditions; When shaving > 0%, it is imposed on rates of background irrigation and
municipal wells.
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Figure 3.3 Background and SYS1-1 Two-Year Drought HCL-on-Drains Averaged
Resilience

Figure 3.4 Background and SYS1-1 Two-Year Drought HCL-on-Rivers Averaged
Resilience
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Figure 3.5 Background Strategy Two-Year-Drought HCL-on-Drains Resilience

Figure 3.6 Background Strategy Two-Year-Drought HCL-on-Rivers Resilience
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Figure 3.7 Background and SYS1-1 Two-Year-Drought DASG1 Seepage Rate Resilience

Figure 3.8 Background and SYS1-1 Two-Year-Drought RASG1 Seepage Rate Resilience
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Figure 3.9 Background and SYS1-1 Two-Year-Drought GASG1 Seepage Rate Resilience
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Table 3.5 Drought and Proportional Reduction (Shaving) of Pumping Rates of SYS1-1,
Municipal, and Irrigation Wells Effect on SYS1-1 Resilience [Rd(A,T,SV) =P]
Time* (Years)
State Variable
Shaving % Scenario
3
8 13 18 23
$
0
Sm1
87 86$ 85$ 84$ 100
25
Sm2
92$ 95$ 96$ 97$ 100
50
Sm3
100 100 100 100 100
CPBs
75
Sm4
100 100 100 100 100
0
Sm1
95 98 99 99 99
25
Sm2
100 100 100 100 100
HCLs on
50
Sm3
100 100 100 100 100
DBC
75
Sm4
100 100 100 100 100
0
Sm1
88 100 100 100 100
25
Sm2
97 100 100 100 100
50
Sm3
100 100 100 100 100
RBC
75
Sm4
100 100 100 100 100
0
Sm1
100 100 100 100 100
25
Sm2
100 100 100 100 100
DASG1
50
Sm3
100 100 100 100 100
75
Sm4
100 100 100 100 100
0
Sm1
85^ 87^ 88^ 88^ 100
25
Sm2
89^ 93^ 95^ 95^ 100
RASG1
50
Sm3
94^ 99^ 100 100 100
75
Sm4
98^ 100 100 100 100
0
Sm1
100 100 100 100 100
25
Sm2
100 100 100 100 100
GASG1
50
Sm3
100 100 100 100 100
75
Sm4
100 100 100 100 100
0
Sm1
93 95 95 95 100
25
Sm2
96 98 99 99 100
Overall
50
Sm3
99 100 100 100 100
75
Sm4
100 100 100 100 100
* Time is from the end of drought; $ resilience is reported for Time+0.50 years; ^
resilience is reported for Time+0.25 years; CPBs = managed pumping locations; DBC =
drain boundary conditions; RBC = river boundary conditions; When shaving > 0%, it
imposed on rates of managed, background irrigation, and background municipal wells.
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Figure 3.10 SYS1-1 Two-Year-Drought HCL-on-CPBs Averaged Resilience

Figure 3.11 SYS1-1 Two-Year-Drought HCL-on-CPBs Resilience
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Figure 3.12A SYS1-1 Two-Year-Drought HCL-on-Fully-Recovered-Drains Resilience

Figure 3.12B SYS1-1 Two-Year-Drought HCL-on-Partially-Recovered-Drains
Resilience
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Figure 3.13 SYS1-1 Two-Year-Drought HCL-on-Rivers Resilience
3.3.2.3 Groundwater Increase to Amend
Drought Shortage
In some situations, communities revert to aquifer mining to amend their water
supply that dwindles during a drought spell. Aquifer conditions deteriorate from the
increase in pumping and reduction in recharge rate. Distributing the increase in the
groundwater extraction equally among the CPBs during the two-year drought period
increases the time the aquifer conditions need to recover to acceptable conditions to 2.5
and 18.25 years, after drought ceases, for head and seepage rates, respectively.

3.4

Summary and Conclusions
We use S-O models and a newly compiled RMM (Timani and Peralta, USU) to

efficiently compute sustained yield strategies (SYSs) for Cache Valley river-aquifer
system (CVRAS). Optimal SYSs represent the optimal balance between groundwater use
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and micro-ecosystem conservation evaluated sub-annually. We quantify deterministic
resilience, Rd(A,T,SV)=P, as the percentage (P), of acceptable SV

level a system

rebounds to within time T after A ceases for the background case and one of the optimal
sustained yield strategies.
CVRAS can, on quarter annual basis, withstand drought and provide sustainable
increase in groundwater pumping:


Computed SYS for “traditional” homeowners (SYS1) provides water for

83% of the projected increase in population (PIiP). Additionally, Cache Valley aquifer
system can sustainably provide water to satisfy the indoor water demand of 3,492
additional people.


Computed SYS for “water-wise” homeowners or condominiums (SYS2)

provides water for indoor purposes of all of the PIiP and water for outdoor purposes of
74% of the PIiP.


Modeling MRF allows for providing 158.74 cfs (49%) more groundwater

to quench the demand of 15,873 more people than if managed recharge is not modeled.
The presence, lag time, and areal distribution of managed-pumping recharge play a great
effect in determining the attainable increase in population.


PYSs being less detailed than SYSs provide water to satisfy the demand of

3,560 more people than the optimal SYS. Yet, the increased details of SYSs are crucial
for environmentally themed studies and necessary for increased protection during critical
periods within a year.
CVRAS can withstand a 2-year drought and provide water for 83% of the
projected increase in population. Rd(2YD, 3, Overall) = 93%, Rd(2YD, 23, Overall) =
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100%, and SYS1 2-year drought overall resilience 8, 13, and 18 years after the drought
stops is 95%.
It is prudent to consider the following remarks affecting the above conclusions:


The USGS model [42] is highly sensitive to changes in boundary

conditions because of the short time it takes SVs to display symptoms of simulated
drought. Thus, bounds might be unreasonably tight for other than long-term average
climatic conditions.


Varying river flow depth within a year plays a major role in determining

the resilience of the aquifer with time. Constant GHB levels within a year might have
played a role in the fast recovery of resilience with respect to net GHB-aquifer seepage
rates.


Cache Valley policy makers may want to investigate spatial optimization

if studies show that pumping and conveyance costs vary spatially in Cache Valley.


Moreover, they might want to investigate the system resilience or capacity

to sustain dams potentially built in or around Cache Valley to provide water for Wasatch
Front population increase [78].
Cache valley authorities have been exemplary in water resources management
because of abiding by a management plan. It is prudent for them to:


Advocate for treating water rights similar to speed limits that are posted

for normal conditions. Each water-right holder has access to their full water right as long
as drought is absent.


Make use of similar studies to establish conditions and criteria that

warrant initiation or termination of drought-mitigation management practices.
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Groundwater management plans should be frequently reviewed to incorporate
better understanding of the system and better tools that have become available since the
last revision [106]. The accuracy and validity of the results from S-O modeling closely
approach the accuracy and validity of the employed simulation model. The simulation
model used herein is based on 20-year old data. In light of changes that occurred in the
last 20 years, time is ripe to update CVRAS’s simulation model. Such update can make
use of recent Cache Valley studies [47, 90, 91].
Updating the model allows for better and more valid predictions, and can be used
to investigate the effect of shifting from passive to active management of boundary
conditions on the resilience of the aquifer system.
The possibility of optimizing resilience using S-O modeling looks promising.
Allowing resilience greater than 100% can help focusing on increasing the buffers of SVs
with the smallest chance to survive an anomaly. The ability to optimize shaving allows
for computing the optimal level and duration of shaving.
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CHAPTER 4

Multi-model Groundwater Management Optimization: Reconciling Disparate Conceptual
Modelsa

Abstract
Disagreement among policymakers often involves policy issues and differences
between the decision makers’ implicit utility functions. Significant disagreement can also
exist concerning conceptual models of the physical system. Disagreement on the validity
of a single simulation model delays discussion on policy issues and prevents the adoption
of consensus management strategies. For such a contentious situation, the proposed
multi-conceptual model optimization (MCMO) can help stakeholders reach a
compromise strategy.

MCMO computes mathematically optimal strategies that

simultaneously satisfy analogous constraints and bounds in multiple numerical models
that differ in boundary conditions, hydrogeologic stratigraphy, and discretization.
Shadow prices and trade-offs guide the process of refining an originally-developed multimodel strategy into a realistic compromise management strategy. By employing
automated cycling, MCMO is practical for linear and nonlinear aquifer systems. In this
reconnaissance study, MCMO application to the multilayer Cache Valley (Utah and
Idaho, USA) river-aquifer system employs two simulation models with analogous
background conditions but different vertical discretization and boundary conditions. The
objective is to maximize additional safe pumping (beyond current pumping), subject to
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constraints on groundwater head and seepage from the aquifer to surface waters. MCMO
application reveals that in order to protect the local ecosystem, increased groundwater
pumping can satisfy only 40 % of projected water demand increase. To explore the
possibility of increasing that pumping while protecting the ecosystem, MCMO clearly
identifies localities requiring additional field data. MCMO is applicable to other areas
and optimization problems than used here. Steps to prepare comparable sub-models for
MCMO use are area-dependent.

4.1

Introduction
The adoption of groundwater management plans is hindered when experts cannot

agree on a particular simulation model to describe the physical system dynamics.
Disagreement prevents the adoption of strategies that satisfy governmental goals and are
also acceptable to local water authorities, share-holders, and stake-holders. The proposed
method helps in resolving such situations.
Disparities among conceptual models lead to different simulation models that, in
turn, lead to different optimal strategies reported for the same management problem.
Adopting water policy strategies is less difficult when all involved parties agree on the
validity of the same conceptual model, numerical model, and optimization problem
(objective function and constraints). A tool has been needed to aid in bringing the
different points of view closer to each other and resolving disagreements.
a

Reprinted from Hydrogeology Journal, DOI 10.1007/s10040-015-1259-9, Bassel Timani and Richard Peralta, Multimodel groundwater-management optimization: reconciling disparate conceptual models. Copyright (2015), with
permission from Springer
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Trial-and-error is one approach to help smooth such disagreements. A modeler
begins by optimizing for each model independently. Then, the modeler modifies one or
more strategies until a single resulting strategy satisfies the set of respective bounds and
constraints in all models. This process can be labor intensive and time consuming even
for linear aquifer systems.
The multi-conceptual model optimization (MCMO) method presented here
automatically creates and solves a multi-conceptual model optimization problem,
reducing labor and time costs. MCMO provides a time- and cost-effective way to avoid
the necessity that all stakeholders agree on a single conceptual and numerical model.
MCMO is applicable for physical systems ranging from linear to extremely non-linear.
MCMO develops an optimal strategy for a common management optimization
problem by simultaneously using multiple deterministic simulation models – each
referred to as a sub-model. Each sub-model can be a significantly different realization
(representation of reality) of the same study area. This differs from traditional
deterministic simulation-optimization (S-O) modeling that might include simulation
models for different processes (such as for flow and transport). MCMO also differs from
stochastic S-O models that might employ multiple identically discretized models of the
same process that differ in employed parameter values.
MCMO involves formulating comparable optimization problems for each submodel, and requires that each sub-model have comparable salient variables, bounds, and
constraints. Initial conditions and background (unmanaged, non-optimal) hydraulic
stresses (stimuli) should be reasonably analogous.
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A decision variable (DV) in one sub-model located at a particular layer, row, and
column can have a different DV identifier (#) than a DV with corresponding layer-rowcolumn indices in another sub-model. DV#10 modeled at a particular model cell in one
sub-model, might correspond to DV#23 in a cell having different layer-row-column
indices in another sub-model. The two cells might not have identical layer-row-column
indices in the two models but they must represent the same geographic location.
MCMO identifies physical locations where optimal strategy variables are tight
against bounds and have the largest shadow prices (constrained derivatives or marginals).
Such locations can require either a) reconsideration of the optimization problem
formulation, or b) further field investigation to fine tune the simulation models.
For example, it might be acceptable to lower the lower bound on the average
aquifer groundwater head in a 1 km x 1 km model cell to compensate for spatial
variability. Alternatively, further field investigation might show the reasonableness of
lowering a drain bottom elevation assumed in the sub-models. If the simulators are not
too distinctly different, this process could lead to merging the sub-models into a single
simulator acceptable by all parties. If, as in this paper, the simulators are more distinctly
different, making prioritized optimization problem changes, and evaluating trade-offs
leads to a compromise optimal strategy.
To demonstrate utility for real-life problems, this paper applies MCMO to Cache
Valley, Utah (USA) (Figure 4.1). Cache Valley is attractive because: (1) different
stakeholders subscribe to different conceptual and numerical models; and (2) there is
potential

for

increasing

groundwater

pumping

environmental consequences or violating legal rights.

without

causing

unacceptable
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Sub-models of this MCMO application employ: (1) a well package with
equivalent pumping rates to simulate analogous background pumping; and (2) vertically
corresponding candidate managed well locations and constraints. The vertical
correspondence is necessary because a particular subsurface elevation exists within
different numerical layers in the sub-models.

Figure 4.1 Cache Valley study area (adapted from Kariya at al. 1994)
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Here, MCMO employs the response matrix method (RMM), detailed below, to
quantify state variable (SV) response to pumping during optimization. MCMO also
automatically integrates RMM with cycling (successive optimization) to enable RMM
convolution equations to accurately compute SV values of nonlinear systems.

4.1.1

Traditional
SimulationOptimization Modeling
Coupling a flow simulation model (simulator) with an optimizer yields a

traditional flow S-O model. Traditional S-O models have long been used for developing
transient groundwater management strategies, sustained-yield strategies, and perennial
(safe) yield strategies.

Sustained-yield strategies should be protective of aquifer

conditions during a year, as well as from year to year. Perennial-yield strategies generally
are designed to be protective from year to year without much consideration of issues
during a year (ASCE 1987). For perennial-yield planning, modelers often employ steadystate simulation models that compute the same equilibrium aquifer conditions as SVs
computed by transient models simulated for a very long time (Peralta et al. 2011). If one
is simulating transient monthly pumping rates that are in harmony with a perennial-yield
annual pumping strategy, heads and stored groundwater volume change during the year,
but net annual storage change is virtually nil.
Outside of groundwater management, Godding’s (2008) operation management
work resembles traditional S-O modeling. Godding’s ‘knowledge interchange broker’
combines supply chain network planning systems and manufacturing processes into a
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coherent multi-model. The compatible combination allows manufacturing processes to
receive commands from planning systems.

4.1.2

Response Matrix Methods
Within groundwater flow S-O models, the most common technique for simulating

SV response to stimuli (pumping) is the response matrix method (RMM). Within RMM
S-O models, linear convolution equations consisting of constants, coefficients, and DVs
serve as surrogates (substitutes) for full numerical flow simulators. A convolution
equation is a concise 1st order Taylor series expansion (Ahlfeld and Mulligan 2000).
Convolution equations also use the additive and multiplicative properties of linear
systems (Maddock 1974) to superimpose in space and/or time.
Rather than using numerical flow simulators to calculate optimal SVs, RMMs use
convolution equations to compute the SVs. This substitution causes convolution
equations to be termed surrogate simulators.
Developing convolution equations involves two automated procedural phases,
namely coefficient generation (CG) and coefficient use (CU). The CG phase uses a
simulator such as a numerical flow simulation model to compute system response to unit
stimuli for each pair of DV and SV. System responses to unit stimuli are often, as here,
termed influence coefficients (ICs).

An IC quantifies system response (observation

location and time) to a ‘unit’ stimulus of specified magnitude (stimulus location and
time). For steady state situations, unit-stimulus time and time of system response
observations are the same.
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The CU phase populates the convolution equations with ICs. One convolution
equation can compute one SV value. By using convolution equations to estimate SV
response to pumping during optimization, RMM S-O models are much smaller than S-O
models that embed an entire flow simulation model.
MODFLOW (McDonald and Harbaugh 1988; Harbaugh et al. 2000; Harbaugh
2005) is often the finite difference model of choice in RMM to develop ICs for
heterogeneous systems. MODFLOW discretizes a groundwater flow domain into layers,
rows and columns. A model cell represents a unique set of (layer, row, column) or
(L,R,C). MODMAN (Greenwald 1998), SOMO1CS (SSOL 2009) module of SOMOS,
and GWM-2005 (Ahlfeld et al. 2009) are S-O models that use an RMM and MODFLOW
as simulators. Many others used other simulators within groundwater flow S-O models
(Morel-Seytoux 1975; Gorelick 1982; Heidari 1982).
CGU1, CGU2, and CGU4 are compatible RMMs (Peralta with Kalwij 2012).
Their coefficients are indexed by stimulus location and time, and observation location
and time. For steady state applications, the times of stimulus and SV observations are the
same, no temporal index is needed, and the RMMs compute the same SV values. Here,
CGU1 is the RMM of choice.
In steady-state applications, for a particular stimulus location, CGU1 exerts a unit
stimulus at a DV location, then observes SVs, and computes an IC. After executing a
steady-state simulation of the background conditions (for assumed unmanaged stimuli
and conditions, and maybe initial guess), a unit stimulus, at one DV at a time, is
appended to the background conditions and another steady-state simulation is performed
to compute an IC value for each pair of DV and SV.
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Eqn (4.1) shows a simplified form of CGU1’s discretized convolution equation
(Peralta with Kalwij 2012) to compute SVs of a steady-state model. In Eqn (4.1), ô is
the SV value at observation location ô (numerical model cell where a state variable is
defined) at equilibrium (units are SV dependent),  ô

non

is the background (non-optimal)

SV value at observation location ô at equilibrium (units are SV dependent),

 ô,êp

is the

SV (Ψ) influence coefficient describing Ψ response at location ô at equilibrium to a unit
pumping (

pêut )

at well ê (units are SV dependent), 𝑀P is the number of candidate

managed-groundwater-extraction locations or pumping locations, and

pê

is the DV

managed pumping rate at location ê ( L3 T ):

 ô 

MP

non
ô

  ô,êp
ê 1

pê
pêut

(4.1)

One distinct Eqn (4.1) is required for each location at which an aquifer condition
is necessary within the steady-state optimization problem. To achieve small optimization
problem size and reduce computational burden, RMM models usually include
convolution equations only for SV values that must satisfy user-specified upper or lower
limits (such as a lower bound on aquifer head), or that are necessary to satisfy other
management constraints (such as a requirement to avoid excessive reduction in seepage
from aquifer to river).
CGU1 employs linear systems theory and is clearly suitable for linear systems
such as confined aquifers. The next section discusses its application to nonlinear systems.
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To address nonlinear aquifer problems with acceptable accuracy, an S-O model
employing CGU1 uses cycling (Peralta with Kalwij 2012).

4.1.3

Addressing Nonlinear Aquifers
by Cycling
The Cache Valley aquifer system (Figure 4.1) is nonlinear because its upper unit

is unconfined and because piecewise equations describe some boundary condition flows
(evapotranspiration, and seepage between aquifer and drains, rivers, and other aquifers or
external sources). A piecewise linear equation consists of multiple linear segments and is
not continuously differentiable.

Each of these segments uses a different conditionally-

applicable equation.
Because RMMs use linear convolution equations to approximate SVs even for
nonlinear systems, computing nonlinear system SV values with acceptable accuracy
involves using cycling (also termed successive optimization) (Peralta with Kalwij 2012).
Cycling begins by applying linear surrogate simulators to compute an optimal solution
for a nonlinear system. Then, a suitable simulator (usually using Picard iteration)
computes the nonlinear system response to the optimal solution. These two steps repeat
until neither optimal solution nor system response changes. In other words, cycling
simultaneously converges to DV values that are optimal for a particular optimization
problem and prevents the resulting system variables from violating specified management
problem constraints and bounds.
Such convergence to an optimal solution is referred to as DV-convergence, which
is achieved when the change in individual DVs between two consecutive cycles is
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negligible. This cycling method has been applied to a wide range of S-O studies
involving nonlinear aquifer systems and the reported optimal strategies have accurately
satisfied SV constraints (Takahashi and Peralta 1995; Peralta et al. 2011).
Most S-O models link a single simulation model with an optimization algorithm.
Some S-O modeling cases benefit from using more than one simulation model. Other
purely simulation modeling situations require using multiple simulators or running many
simulations.

4.1.4

Existing Multi-Modeling Practices
The ‘multi-modeling’ notion applies to various procedures in numerous fields.

Terms such as multi-model simulation, framework, or approach appear in bioinformatics,
business, construction, cybernetics, hydrology, meteorology, and robotics. Identified
literature in those fields uses ‘multi-modeling’ to refer to: linking models together
(Fishwick et al. 1994; Izaguire et al. 2004; Berard et al. 2007; Scherer and Schapke 2011;
Faure et al. 2012), using multiple simulation models to predict a particular response and
comparing predictions (Ajami et al. 2006; Eyring et al. 2007; Slater et al. 2007; Guber et
al. 2009; Miao et al. 2013; Yakirevich et al. 2013; Zhu et al. 2013), calibrating models
(Halford 2006; Poeter and Hill 2007; Haimes 2012), and increasing reliability via the use
of Monte Carlo analysis (Gorelick 1990; Mishra et al. 2009; Enzenhoefer et al. 2012;
Rajabi and Ataie-Ashtiani 2014; Sepúlveda and Doherty 2014).
Previous multi-models that include both simulation and optimization models
(simulators and optimizers) perform decomposition and hierarchical modeling
(partitioning a large problem into multiple smaller problems and solving in a particular
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order), or increase strategy reliability (simultaneously using multiple equally likely
realizations that differ in employed parameter sets).
When addressing very large and complex systems, modelers often decompose the
problem into smaller components, and then determine a solution for these components in
a specific hierarchy. Decomposition and hierarchical modeling has a role both in normal
simulation modeling and in S-O modeling (Ranjha et al. 1990; Peralta with Kalwij 2012).
Renard et al. (2011) used decomposition to identify sources of predictive uncertainty in
hydrologic modeling and increase the reliability of their predictions.

Das Gupta et al.

(1996) report using a hierarchical approach with multilevel decomposition to solve an
economic objective for Bangkok’s multi-aquifer system. De Paly et al. (2013) present a
dynamic stack-ordering procedure that combines heuristic global optimization and multirealization simulations to reduce computational costs of reliability optimization problems
by exploiting a subset of model realizations when computing the objective function.
The earliest multi-model method for increasing the reliability of an optimal
strategy is multiple realization optimization.

This entails solving an optimization

problem simultaneously for multiple realizations having equal statistical probability of
existence (Wagner and Gorelick 1989; Aly and Peralta 1999).

More recently, the

patented Robustness Enhancing Optimizer S-O technique maximizes the robustness of a
computed optimal strategy without degrading the value of the primary economic or
volumetric objective function (Kalwij and Peralta 2006).
MCMO is a new, previously unreported, application that differs from the above
in simultaneously optimizing for multiple realizations based upon different conceptual
models of the physical system.
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4.1.5

Study Area: Cache Valley, Utah
and Idaho
Underlying the intermountain Cache Valley (Figure 4.1) is a multi-layer basin-fill

aquifer system hydraulically connected to surface waters and discharging to rivers,
drains, and springs. Residents have long used groundwater for irrigation and domestic
uses (Peterson 1946), and it is now the major source for municipalities.
Concern about aquifer dewatering has led to calibrating groundwater flow models
to conduct predictive simulations, and then to S-O modeling. Kariya et al. (1994)
calibrated MODFLOW for the Cache Valley aquifer system. Their quasi-threedimensional (quasi-3D) flow model is referred to as the US Geological Survey (USGS)
simulation model herein and is used as the simulator within one of the presented
MCMO’s sub-models. The USGS model discretizes the 1,709 km2 (660 square miles)
aquifer area into 82 rows, 39 columns and 6 layers. The model represents aquifer/surfacewater seepage using drain, river and general head (GHB) boundary conditions, and uses
feet and seconds as units of length and time, respectively. It is the most widely accepted
numerical Cache Valley groundwater flow model.
Myers (2003) and Lachmar et al. (2004) evaluated the USGS model, and the
underlying conceptual model. Disagreeing on some points, Myers and Lachmar prepared
a different conceptual model and calibrated a different MODFLOW implementation.
Referred to as the MM model, their fully 3D flow model has the same numbers of rows
and columns as the USGS model but has 11 numerical layers, two describing confining
strata. MM uses drain and GHB boundary conditions to represent aquifer/surface-water
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seepage. Units are feet and days. They used their model to evaluate the model response
to 83,184 m3/day (34 cfs) increase in pumping.
Currently, different stakeholders support the two different simulation models. The
demand for water is increasing with population. Groundwater is the major source of
municipal and domestic water. The Utah portion of Cache Valley (Cache County)
contains 18 municipalities (Figure 4.1). Population has increased between years 2000 and
2010 in all but one of those municipalities.
Utah water law requires that areas having potential groundwater depletion
problems develop perennial (or safe) yield management plans. A perennial-yield plan
includes the volume of groundwater annually extractable without causing undesirable
consequences from year to year. Applying MCMO to Cache Valley complex riveraquifer system fills the void created from lack of consensus on a single simulation model
to employ within a traditional S-O model. MCMO can provide a compromise yield
strategy that satisfies comparable constraints in multiple simulation models
simultaneously.
This manuscript proceeds as follows. The Materials and Methods section details
MCMO application, including development of sub-models, optimization model
formulations for different optimization problems (scenarios), optimization problem
refinements, and selection of a compromise strategy. Results and Discussion presents and
analyzes the findings of this reconnaissance study. The Conclusions section highlights the
main case study findings and MCMO’s generic applicability for cases and situations not
tested here. Acronyms and terms are defined in Appendix E.
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4.2

Materials and Methods

4.2.1

Overview
Stakeholder disagreement concerning whether the USGS or the MM MODFLOW

implementation is a better representation of reality causes public uncertainty. An optimal
perennial-yield strategy produced using the MM model as simulator differs from an
optimal strategy (for comparable optimization problem) reported using the USGS model
as simulator. Using the proposed multi-conceptual model optimization (MCMO) allows
decision makers to reach a compromise optimal strategy without having to agree on the
validity of either model. The MCMO approach smoothes the sharp consequences of
differences in stakeholders’ opinions concerning conceptual and simulation models.
For situations in which stakeholders cannot agree on which simulator is
appropriate, Figure 4.2 shows the generic nature of MCMO and the logic train to follow
in order to reach and provide an acceptable compromise strategy. Step 1 requires
ensuring some comparability between MCMO simulation sub-models, so that posed submodel optimization problems (Step 2) are reasonably similar. After solving the
optimization problems (Step 3) and selecting a compromise strategy from created
tradeoff curves (Step 4), the compromise strategy is evaluated (Step 5). If the candidate
compromise strategy is reasonably acceptable, it is considered a valid compromise
strategy and the process halts (Step 7a). If the strategy is unacceptable, critical areas and
parameters needing further investigation are identified (Step 7b), and field data are
collected (Step 8). After revising the sub-models with new input data (Step 9), the
process repeats and Step 7a is accomplished.
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Figure 4.2 Using MCMO to reach a compromise strategy
Here, MCMO uses response matrix method (RMM) to solve a single optimization
problem automatically created from multi-simulation models (sub-models). Assuming
‘SM’ expresses the total number of sub-models, and ‘sm’ is the index number of an
individual sub-model, Figure 4.3 shows the general automated steps MCMO undergoes
to address SM sub-models before being able to report a compromise strategy. After
posing the optimization problem for each sub-model individually, the automated steps
include: using sub-model simulators, perform background (BG) simulations and unitstimuli simulations; calculating ICs; populating convolution equations; organizing and
solving the overall optimization problem that simultaneously considers all sub-model
optimization problems; testing the predictive accuracy of the convolution equations by
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simulating the optimal strategy of each sub-model using its respective numerical
simulation model; and confirming strategy acceptability.
To recapitulate, MCMO requires that flow simulators of all sub-models utilize
analogous background simulations and apply equivalent pumping rates in the same
geographic locations. It also requires that all sub-model optimizers handle equivalent
optimization problems in terms of objective functions, variables, bounds, and constraints.
For Cache Valley, employed constraints are on heads at pumping locations, flowing drain
cells, and at hydraulically connected river cells, and on seepage rates from groups of
drain cells, river cells and GHB cells.
The below section details the process of modifying the MM model to make it
suitable for developing a unified MCMO optimal strategy, the MCMO process, and the
general optimization problem addressed.

4.2.2

NDM
Simulation
Creation and Calibration

Model

This MCMO application requires solving equivalent optimization problems for
both sub-models. This section discusses actions needed to prepare a new simulation
model (NDM), based upon the MM model, that is sufficiently comparable to the USGS
model for MCMO. The USGS and NDM sub-models of this MCMO application differ in
boundary conditions and vertical discretization (number of numerical layers used to
model the aquifer strata). Ideally, carefully posed optimization problems for comparable
simulation models are equivalent.
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Figure 4.3 MCMO general steps
4.2.2.1 Creating Layer Correspondence
Creating layer correspondence between the NDM and USGS model layers is
crucial for applying comparable hydraulic stimuli and constraints in both sub-models.
For equilibrium optimization, spatial discretization correspondence is sufficient--no
temporal correspondence is necessary. The USGS, MM, and NDM horizontal
discretizations are identical. Vertical (model layer) correspondence is required to extract
groundwater appropriately.
To determine corresponding strata pumping in the USGS and MM simulation
models, input elevations of the bottom of unconfined Layer 1 are analyzed. Figure 4.4
shows that both models use uniform but different depths of each lower model layer
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beneath the ground surface (Das 2002; Myers 2003). Table 4.1 shows the correspondence
of the USGS, MM, and NDM layers based on Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4 USGS and NDM model layer correspondence

Table 4.1 USGS and NDM model layer correspondence
NDM layer
Analogous USGS layer
1
1
2, 3
2
4, 5
3
6
4
7, 8
5
9, 10, 11
6

Note that the MM model simulates full 3D flow and computes head in semiconfining layers 2 and 4. The USGS sub-model simulates quasi-3D flow and does not
compute head in those layers. It uses a ‘vertical leakance’ term to represent the semiconfining layer vertical conductivity.
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4.2.2.2 Creating Equivalent Well Packages
To attain comparable background (BG) conditions and constraints among MCMO
sub-models, each sub-model requires an equivalent spatially distributed (L,R,C) set of
background pumping rates. Below is the process for preparing those background
pumping rates.
The USGS and MM MODFLOW simulation models use different inputs in terms
of spatial distribution, screened layers and pumping rates. USGS model pumping inputs
represent 1990 conditions and 128,249 m3/day (52.42 cfs) of unmanaged pumping
(Kariya et al. 1994; Das 2002). The MM model inputs represent 1999 conditions and
129,375 m3/day (52.88 cfs) of unmanaged pumping (Myers 2003; Lachmar et al. 2004).
The more recent MM background pumping rates are assumed more valid. Table 4.1 is
used to assign equivalent rates to appropriate layers in the USGS model. As a result, the
USGS and NDM well packages place equivalent pumping rates at the same model
horizontal (row, column) location, and the same elevation, but in different model layers.
General MCMO application does not require that comparable SVs or DVs use
identical (layer, row, column) locations in different simulation sub-models. MCMO
merely requires that SVs and DVs represent the same actual locations in the field.

4.2.2.3 Converting Some Drain Cells
into River Cells
Figure 4.1 shows the rivers that the MM model uses drain cells to represent,
instead of using river cells as the USGS model does. When river cells are in saturated
hydraulic connection with an aquifer, seepage between the aquifer and the river can be in
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either direction. That is not the case with drain cells, where seepage can only discharge
from the aquifer. In other words, river cells can act as aquifer water sources or sinks, but
drain cells can act only as sinks.
To increase resemblance to the physical system and sub-model comparability, and
to allow using equivalent river-seepage constraints in both the USGS and the new NDM
model, the MM model drain cells representing the Bear, Blacksmith Fork, Cub, Little
Bear, and Logan rivers are converted into river cells. This entails modifying the MM
MODFLOW drain inputs to produce NDM MODFLOW drain inputs, and creating NDM
MODFLOW river inputs. These changes did not cause any reversals in seepage flow
direction.
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the spatial distribution of NDM Layer 1 boundary
conditions. Groundwater flow is simulated in white cells. General head boundaries
(GHB) exist in layers 2-4 along the eastern and western edges of the active study area
from row 28 through 67. In Layers 5-8 GHB boundaries are only along the eastern edge
of the active cells.

4.2.2.4 NDM Model Calibration
Numerical (simulation) models require calibration to adequate fidelity before they
can acceptably depict system response to changed stimuli and boundary conditions.
Visual MODFLOW (version 4.3.0.154) and the accompanying WinPEST (Version 4.2.0
Build 152) (Waterloo 2008) are used to calibrate the NDM model to match the 19992002 measured heads at 55 observation locations. Calibration employed MODFLOW
2000 (Harbaugh et al. 2000) as the flow simulator. The selected calibration parameters
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yield a 0.06 m (0.2’) mean of residual (residual = calculated minus observed), a 0.15 m
(0.5’) standard error of the estimate, and an 84 % correlation coefficient making the
model suitable for this demonstration study. NDM hydraulic conductivity maps (Timani
and Peralta 2009) show no evidences of poor calibration practice such as spots of
significant and abrupt conductivity changes.

Figure 4.5 Northern Cache Valley NDM layer 1 boundary conditions
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Figure 4.6 Southern Cache Valley NDM layer 1 boundary conditions
ASTM Standard D 5981-96 (ASTM 2007) suggests calibrating against head and
flow measured values. Calibrated NDM inflows and outflows are between those of the
USGS and MM models (Kariya et al. 1994; Robinson 1999; Myers 2003; Lachmar et al.
2004). Compared to the most significant non-pumping MM flows, the NDM model has
20 % more GHB inflow and 29 % more evapotranspiration (ET) outflow. NDM volume
balance error is insignificant.
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By the above activities, the USGS and NDM models are sufficiently comparable
that one can pose equivalent optimization problems for both. The models differ in
employed dimensional units, model architecture, hydraulic properties, and boundary
conditions.

4.2.3

MCMO
MCMO automates information processing and transmittal between numerical

groundwater flow simulators, surrogate convolution simulators, optimization problem
formulator, and optimizer. To accomplish Step 3 in Figure 4.2, Figure 4.7 shows MCMO
processing details, including employment of cycling to accurately address nonlinear
systems.
The MCMO process begins by performing the same actions for each sub-model.
1a) MCMO conducts an initial background simulation by simulating system
response to unmanaged stimuli and other boundary conditions. The set of background
stimuli and system response are termed the background (BG) scenario.
1b) It then stresses the system by applying a stimulus at one DV location per
simulation, and simulating system response.
After these steps, MCMO conducts other steps.
2) MCMO computes ICs as the difference between the BG SV values and
those resulting from the unit-stimulus simulations.
3) It populates convolution equations to be surrogate simulators of system
response to pumping.
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4) MCMO organizes an overall optimization problem that has SM sets of
surrogate simulators, constraints, and bounds, an appropriate objective function, and
MCMO constraints ensuring that different sub-model systems are stressed equivalently
by any tested strategy.
5) MCMO solves the overall optimization problem.
After the first pass through the process (cycle), MCMO uses the optimal strategy
of the previous cycle as its initial-guess strategy, prepares new unit stimuli, ICs, and
optimization problem formulation, and computes a new optimal strategy.
The process halts when MCMO converges to an optimal solution or reaches the
user-specified maximum number of cycles. This application utilizes decision variable
(DV)-convergence to an optimal solution.

The next section describes the addressed

optimization problem and scenarios.
The time needed for MCMO to reach an optimal solution is situation-specific, and
depends heavily upon the time required for each sub-model to complete one simulation.
The time per single steady-state or transient simulation varies with site, situation, submodel, and developer. The time required to complete steps 1a and 1b when using CGU1,
can be approximated using Eqn (4.2). In Eqn (4.2), sm represents a sub-model; SM the
total number of sub-models; SimTimesm the time to finish a single call to a simulation
sub-model; and
time 

NDVsm the number of decision variables for sub-model sm.

SM

 1  NDV  SimTime 

sm 1

sm

sm

(4.2)
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4.2.4

Optimization Problem Formulations
For this application, the DV components of the objective functions are

optimizable groundwater extraction pumping at candidate managed wells. Because of the
discretization in the xy direction of the USGS and NDM sub-models, corresponding DVs
of each sub-model and unmanaged wells are located at the same (row, column) location
but pump from different sub-model layers. The optimization model of each sub-model
has an identical number of DVs.

Figure 4.7 MCMO automated cycling process
This study employs three simulation-optimization (S-O) model formulations.
Formulations differ in the employed simulation model, and in the details of the solved
optimization problem. Formulation 1 (F1) uses the USGS simulator and an optimization
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problem tailored for the USGS model discretization in terms of DVs and state variables
(SVs) similar to parts of the perennial study Peralta et al. (2011) present. F1 uses a
different background well package than that used in the perennial study. Formulation 2
(F2) uses the NDM simulator, and analogous optimization problem to that of F1. Each
sub-model uses a comparable objective equation that maximizes groundwater pumping
subject to constraints on DVs and SVs. Formulation 3 (F3) applies the MCMO
methodology and employs both USGS and NDM simulators to solve a larger
optimization problem that combines the problems of both F1 and F2.
For F1 and F2, the S-O model computes an optimal perennial-yield strategy by
maximizing the value of objective function Eqn (4.3), subject to Eqn (4.4) constraint on
DVs, and SV constraint Eqns (4.5) – (4.8). For F3, the solved optimization problem has
Eqns (4.3) – (4.9) as objective function and constraints.
P

In Eqn (4.3), Z is the objective function value ( L3 T ), M sm is the number of
managed groundwater pumping locations (wells) in sub-model sm (here = 18 per submodel), sm = 1, USGS; sm = 2, NDM; p
is the extraction rate from well ê
ê, sm
belonging to sub-model sm (L3/T), SM is the total number of sub-models used within
MCMO (F1 and F2, SM = 1; F3, SM = 2), and convsm is the DV units conversion
coefficient applied to sub-model sm flows (for F1 and F2, conv1  1 ; for F3, 1 cfd =
86400 cfs; conv1  86400 ; conv2  1 ):
SM

P
M sm

  convsm   pê,sm

max Z = sm 1

ê =1

SM

(4.3)

In Eqn (4.4), 

demand ê2020
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is the projected increase in water demand by year

2020.

pê,sm   demandê2020

(4.4)

In Eqns (4.5) – (4.8), superscripts L and U denote lower and upper bounds on a
variable value, respectively. In Eqn (4.5), hô,sm is the aquifer potentiometric surface
elevation (head) at observation location ô belonging to sub-model sm at equilibrium (L)
h

and M sm is the total number of head control locations defined in sub-model sm:

hôL,sm  hô ,sm  hôU,sm

h
for hô ,sm  1, M sm

In Eqns (4.6) – (4.8),

qDASûGL,sm , qRASûGL,sm , and qGASûGL,sm

(4.5)
are net seepage

GDAS
rates between aquifer and groups of drain, river, and GHB cells (L3/T), and M sm
,

GRAS
GGAS
M sm
, and M sm
are the numbers of drain seepage groups, river seepage groups, and

GHB seepage groups (respectively equaling 1, 1, and 2).

qDASûGL,sm  qDASûG,sm  qDASûGL,sm

GDAS
for û  1,, M sm

qRASûGL,sm  qRASûG,sm  qRASûGL,sm

GRAS
for û  1, , M sm

qGASûGL,sm  qGASûG,sm  qGASûGL,sm

GGAS
for û  1,, M sm

(4.6)
(4.7)
(4.8)

Constraint Eqns (4.5) – (4.8) include versions of Eqn (4.1) to describe SV (head
and seepage) response to managed (optimal) pumping. When solving the optimization
problem, each computed SV is represented by a different substituted Eqn (4.1).
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The upper bound on managed pumping from each municipality -Eqn (4.4)- is the
increase in expected water needed for a projected 2020 population (Table 4.2). The
population rate of change between 2000 and 2010 is used to project the 2020 population.
Applying reported per-capita water consumption values, the change in water demand is
estimated and posed as the upper bound on pumping for respective municipalities. This
study employs some bounds that differ from those Peralta et al. (2011) use.
Eqn (4.5) applies bounds on groundwater head at head control locations (HCLs).
Lower bounds on head at candidate managed well locations avoid excessive drawdowns.
Constraints posed on heads at river and drain cells protect micro-ecosystems and prevent
cells from losing saturated hydraulic connection (if they have saturated connection in the
background case). Eqns (4.6) – (4.8) protect the senior water rights of downstream water
users by preventing unacceptable reductions in net surface water gains from defined
groups of drain cells, river cells and GHB cells, respectively.
In addition to Eqns (4.3) – (4.8), F3 optimization problem includes Eqn (4.9)
forcing individual optimal pumping rates to be identical in both sub-models. Manageable
(candidate) USGS wells (DVs) have numbers 1-18 and NDM wells (DVs) have numbers
19-36. In Eqn (4.9), pê,NDM and pê,USGS are town ê pumping rate in sub-models NDM
and USGS, respectively;

 ê, NDM  and  ê, USGS are

the DV index numbers in the

NDM and USGS sub-models, respectively:
pê,NDM  86400  pê,USGS

such that,  ê, NDM    ê, USGS   18

(4.9)
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4.2.5

Simulation and SimulationOptimization Scenarios

4.2.5.1 Background Scenario
The BG scenario is a baseline for reporting and analyzing S-O modeling results.
A “BG” scenario is the result of executing a simulation run with the unmanaged pumping
rates and boundary conditions. As a result of steps detailed in Section ‘NDM simulation
model creation and calibration’ above, the USGS and NDM sub-model BG scenarios are
comparable and use equivalent BG pumping rates and DV and SV locations.

Table 4.2 Cache Valley projected town-by-town 2020 increase in water demand
2020 increase in water demand
3
Town (Municipality) m /day (cfs)
% of total
Cornish
159 (0.065)
0.23
Lewiston
732 (0.299)
1.07
Trenton
37 (0.015)
0.05
Richmond
2,295 (0.938)
3.37
Amalga
964 (0.394)
1.41
Smithfield
8,991 (3.675)
13.18
Hyde Park
1,691 (0.691)
2.48
North Logan
5,869 (2.399)
8.61
Logan
16,003 (6.541)
23.47
Mendon
2,114 (0.864)
3.10
Providence
5,930 (2.424)
8.70
Millville
939 (0.384)
1.38
Wellsville
3,063 (1.252)
4.49
College Ward
2,332 (0.953)
3.42
Hyrum
5,223 (2.135)
7.66
Paradise
1,196 (0.489)
1.75
Nibley
9,268 (3.788)
13.59
River Heights
1,392 (0.569)
2.04
Total
68,198 (27.875)
100.00
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Each sub-model possesses its own SVs or groups of SVs of the same type. For
each sub-model, all drain-seepage cells are grouped into one DAS group (DASG1). All
river-seepage cells are included in one RAS group (RASG1). GHB-seepage cells or
reaches defining Hyrum and Cutler reservoirs are included within group GASG1. All
other GHB cells of each sub-model are included within group GASG2 of each sub-model.
The next section describes the process to pose optimization problem constraints
and bounds as functions of BG SV values.

4.2.5.2 Original Managed Scenarios
The different formulations illustrate the usefulness of MCMO in contentious
situations concerning simulation models rather than policy issues. Table 4.3 shows the
bounds employed in Eqns (4.5) – (4.8). Peralta et al. (2011) employ similar constraints
using solely the USGS simulation to compute several optimal perennial yield strategies.
The criteria to pose bounds on each constraint type are similar in F1, F2 and F3. Because
the BG
SV levels or rates are different for each sub-model, the actual values of the bounds differ
between F1 and F2. MCMO formulation (F3) appends F1 and F2 bounds prior to solving
the overall optimization problem. Below bounds are common to all formulations.
Head at the (row, column) locations of managed pumping is prevented from
declining more than 9.14 m (30’) from the background value in each sub-model. The
head at flowing drain cells and hydraulically connected river cells is not allowed to drop
below the drain or river bottom, respectively. Such head bounds on drain cells preserve
small ecosystem habitats via maintaining flowing springs. As Table 4.3 shows,
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unconfined heads are allowed to drop an additional 0.3 m (1 foot) below the bottom
elevation of the drain cells at: a) (1,43,24)-USGS HCL #189, NDM HCL #272 NDM; b)
(1,44,24)-USGS HCL #292, dry in NDM; and c) (1,68,25)-USGS HCL #278, not a
seepage cell in NDM. Peralta et al. (2011) employ similar bounds and relaxations to
reach some of the strategies they report.
Seepage rates RASG1, DASG1, and GASG1 are net sinks to the aquifer. Their
optimal seepage rates are not allowed to be less than 95 % of the respective model
background BG rate. These constraints and bounds protect downstream surface water
senior rights.

4.2.5.3 Additional Scenarios
To present stakeholders with alternative strategies, two sets of additional
optimization runs are conducted. Set 1 uses mathematical marginal values to identify
tight SV bounds for relaxation in consecutive optimizations. Set 2 disables all lower
bounds on head at HCL locations, and methodically varies the acceptable decrease in
DASG1, RASG1 and GASG1 flows. Then resulting pumping and seepage rates are
contrasted.

Set 1: Marginal Use. One set of additional optimization scenario runs, referred to as
F3(R#), provides multiple increased perennial yield strategies. First, the tight SV bound
having the greatest marginal in the F3 optimization results [F3R(0)], is relaxed by 1 foot
(if HCL) or by 1cfs (if seepage constraint) creating F3(R1), and the new optimization
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problem is solved. Relaxing the tight bound with largest marginal in F3(R1) creates
F3(R2), etc. After repeating this process twice more, four strategies result in all.
Set 2: Absent-HCL Runs. Another set of six optimization runs, termed RO3-R#, employs
the legal surface-water protection and micro-ecosystem preservation constraint Eqns (4.6)
– (4.8) of the F3 optimization problem, but disables all HCL constraints. This set protects
legal surface-water rights by employing constraints on seepage from similar boundary
condition groupings [Eqns (4.6) – (4.8)], but does not employ Eqn (4.5) HCL constraints
and does not protect small ecosystems. Disabling the HCL constraints [Eqn (4.5)] causes
otherwise flowing springs (represented by drain cells) to cease flowing.
Scenario RO3-R0 is similar to F3(R0) except that it does not employ HCLs on
aquifer head at candidate managed wells, drain cells or river cells. BG seepage rates from
each of DASG1, RASG1, and GASG1 are not allowed to drop by more than 5 % for RO3R0. The bound on seepage rates from each of DASG1, RASG1, and GASG1 is relaxed by
an additional 1 % in each subsequent run (RO3-R1 through RO3-R5). The first scenario
of this set, RO3-R0, employs the original allowable 5 % maximum reduction in seepage
from the BG rates. Subsequent scenarios (RO3-R1 through RO3-R5) relax group seepage
constraints by additional 1 % beyond the bound of the previous run.

Table 4.3 State-Variable (SV) constraints summarya
Constrained state variable (SV) group
Formulation

Model

Head lower
bound at
drain cells
having
discharge

Information
category

DASG1

DASG2

GASG1

GASG2

202,08
4
(82.60)

-

113,847
(46.53)

163,931
(67.00)

-

273,869
(111.94)

-

-5 % of
F1BG
flow

-

-5 % of
F1BG
flow

Loose

-

-

-5 % of
F1BG flow

-

203

-

51

57

-

-

122

-

57,282
(23.41)

-

1,140
(0.47)

17,407
(7.11)

-

-

217,885
(89.06)

-

F1BG

USGS

-

Background
flow, m3/day
(cfs)b

F1

USGS

RELAXDB1c

Upper bound
Number of
cells in SV
group
Background
flow, m3/day
(cfs)

GASG3

GASG4 RASG1

RASG2

F1

USGS

-

F2BG

NDM

-

F2

NDM

RELAXDB2d

Upper bound

-5 % of
F2BG
flow

-

-5 % of
F2BG
flow

Loose

-

-

-5 % of
F2BG flow

-

F2

NDM

-

Number of
cells in SV
group

234

-

36

811

-

-

143

-
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USGS
Background
202,08
217,88
57,282 113,847 163,931 1,140
17,407 273,869
3
F3BG
&
flow, m /day 4
5
(23.41) (46.53)
(67.00) (0.47)
(7.11)
(111.94)
NDM
(cfs)
(82.60)
(89.06)
USGS
-5 % of -5 % of -5 % of
-5 % of
-5 % of
-5 % of
F3
&
RELAXDB3e
Upper bound F1BG
F2BG
F1BG
Loose
F2BG
loose
F2BG
F1BG flow
NDM
flow
flow
flow
flow
flow
USGS
Number of
F3
&
cells in SV
203
234
51
57
36
811
122
143
NDM
group
a = Head at corresponding layer of managed well (R,C) locations is not allowed to drop by more than 9.14 m (30 ft). Head at river
cells having saturated flow is not allowed to drop below river bottom.
b = Values in parenthesis are cubic feet per second (cfs)
c = RELAXDB1 implies the drain-cell head lower bound is the drain bottom, except for a 0.3-m (1-ft) relaxation to the lower bound
on USGS drain cells (1,43,24), (1,44,24), and (1,68,25).
d = RELAXDB2 implies the drain-cell head lower bound is the drain bottom, except for a 0.3-m (1-ft) relaxation to the lower bound
on NDM drain cell (1,43,24).
e = RELAXDB3 implies RELAXDB1 on USGS sub-model and RELAXDB2 on NDM sub-model.
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4.3

Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Overview
This study develops the multi-conceptual model optimization (MCMO) approach and
applies it to the Cache Valley river-aquifer system, modeled using two substantially different
simulation models. The intent is to validate MCMO’s applicability and to provide Cache
Valley’s stakeholders the opportunity to select a compromise optimal perennial groundwater
yield strategy that calms concerns while providing the maximum allowable perennial
increase in groundwater pumping. Unless otherwise indicated, reported spatially distributed
optimal pumping rates are amounts in addition to previously existing background (BG)
pumping rates.
The array of presented strategies and trade-off curves result from three phases. In the
first phase (“originally developed perennial yield strategies”), strategies result from solving
F1, F2, or F3, also termed F3R(0). In the second phase, curves relating reduction in net
seepage (from groundwater to surface waters), versus increase in groundwater pumping are
created. In the second phase, a new scenario is formulated by relaxing the most tight SV
(head or seepage) bound (existing in a non-critical location), of the previous scenario. In the
third phase, lower bounds on groundwater head are omitted to develop strategies that satisfy
legal water rights and protect small ecosystems around springs. These are termed absentHCL scenarios. Curves developed in this stage are considered trade-off curves because they
are developed by systematically relaxing bounds on seepage between the aquifer and surface
waters.
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4.3.2 Originally Developed
Yield Strategies

Perennial-

The optimal town-by-town increases in groundwater extraction (abstraction) are
computed by solving F1, F2 and F3 optimization problems. Because F3 simultaneously
solves an S-O model using both the USGS and NDM sub-models, F3–USGS and F3–NDM
refer to USGS-related results and NDM-related results, respectively, of the F3 run. Recall
that F3 is also termed F3R(0) in subsequent optimization sets.
All three formulations fully satisfy the 2020 water demand increases of Cornish,
Lewiston, Trenton, Richmond, Amalga, Providence, and Millville, equaling 16 % of the total
demand increase. Figure 4.8 identifies the remaining municipalities, for which satisfaction of
their 2020 demand increase varies with formulation. The three formulations satisfy from 40
% to 66 % of the total predicted 2020 demand increase. These values ignore the possibility of
conveyance away from pumping locations to other towns. In the optimization runs, no town
can pump more than needed to satisfy its 2020 demand increase.

4.3.2.1 F1 and F2
The USGS simulation-optimization (S-O) model (F1) optimal pumping increase of
27,464 m3/day (11.23 cfs) satisfies 40.27 % of the predicted water demand increase. The
NDM S-O model (F2) satisfies 66 % of the water demand increase, a 45,301 m3/day (18.52
cfs) pumping increase.
Noticing the discrepancy between F1 and F2 optimal solutions, the sensitivity of the
F2 optimal solution to seepage through the NDM GASG2 group of peripheral GHB cells is
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tested. Allowing a maximum 10 % increase in the net BG GASG2 seepage, reduces the
optimal pumping increase from 45,301 m3/day (18.52 cfs) to 5,106 m3/day (2.09 cfs).

4.3.2.2 F3(R0)
F3(R0), which simultaneously uses the USGS and NDM sub-models, computes an
optimal 27,402 m3/day (11.20 cfs) perennial-yield pumping increase. Table 4.4 shows the
optimal strategy water budget components (inflow to and outflow from the aquifer). Total
pumping is the sum of the optimal 27,402 m3/day (11.20 cfs) increase plus the ‘existing’
(background, unmanaged) pumping. Ninety one percent of F3(R0)–USGS increase in
pumping is provided by reductions in seepage to sinks (drains, rivers, GHB). On the other
hand, 82 % of F3(R0)–NDM increase in pumping is provided by increased GHB inflow
(GASG2) to the aquifer. Reductions in NDM outflows provide the rest of the pumping
increase.
The employed optimization decision variable (DV) convergence criterion is 4.25x1002

m3/day (1.74x10–05 cfs). Without using an initial guess of the optimal solution, MCMO

automatically performs 33 cycles (pre-cycle 1 plus 32 subsequent cycles) to achieve a
3.88x10–02 m3/day (1.60x10-05 cfs) greatest-DV-difference between cycles. The time MCMO
utilized to complete the CG phase accounts for 86 % of the time it spent in a cycle.
Because the employed convolution equations are linear approximations of the
nonlinear system, it is illustrative to examine convolution equation accuracy in computing
SV levels and rates. Table 4.5 reports convolution equation accuracy in computing heads at
head control locations (HCLs) and group seepage rates resulting from F3(R0)’s optimal
27,402 m3/day (11.20 cfs) pumping increase. Because convolution-equation-computed
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(CEC) SV values can be smaller than, equal to, or larger than respective numerical simulatorcomputed (SC) SV values, Table 4.5 shows the maximum and minimum differences between
CEC and SC HCL values (CEC error). A negative magnitude indicates that the CEC value is
greater than the respective SC value. The differences between CEC and respective SC heads
do not cause any bound violation in either model. The difference between CEC and SC F3–
USGS DASG1 seepage rates causes an insignificant-7.34x10–03 m3/day (3.00x10–06 cfs)-upper
bound violation (SC rate > CEC rate).

Figure 4.8 Municipalities having varied unsatisfied 2020 demand in formulations F1, F2,
F3(R0)
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Table 4.4 Cache Valley equilibrium fluxes resulting from F3(R0)-computed optimal
pumping increase
Model
USGS
NDM
3
Flux Component
m /day
m3/day
%  from BG
%  from
a
(cfs)
(cfs)
BG
Into aquifer
River
7,912
29.03
0.00
Leakage
(3.23)
(0.00)
GHB
164,850 0.40
205,453 12.26
(67.38)
(83.98)
Recharge
736,038 0.00
657,504 0.00
(300.84)
(268.74)
Subtotal (into
908,800 0.27
862,957 2.67
aquifer)
(371.46)
(352.72)
Out of aquifer Wells
156,777 21.19
156,777 21.19
(64.08)
(64.08)
Drains
191,983 -5.00
56,572
-1.24
(78.47)
(23.12)
River
268,465 -4.12
215,547 -1.11
Leakage
(109.73)
(88.10)
ET
180,668 -0.07
268,086 -0.40
(73.85)
(109.58)
GHB
110,904 -2.81
166,000 -0.44
(45.33)
(67.85)
Subtotal (out
908,796 0.27
862,981 2.67
of aquifer)
(371.46)
(352.73)
Into - Out of
-3.43
23.97
aquifer
(0.00)
(0.01)
a Values in parenthesis are cubic feet per second (cfs)

F3(R0) results indicate that small-ecosystem preservation (tight lower bounds on
head at drains representing springs) prevents the optimizer from providing more pumping.
Optimal solution tight constraints or bounds (and non-zero marginal values) are:
 head control location (HCL) numbers
 F3(R0) -USGS HCL #40, marginal 56.78 m3/day/m (7.07x10–03 cfs/ft),
Mendon’s managed pumping location simulated at (4,60,9).
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 F3(R0) -USGS HCL #292, marginal 4,716 m /day/m (0.588 cfs/ft), on
3

aquifer head at drain cell located at (1,44,24).
 F3(R0) -NDM HCL #311, marginal 148,200 m3/day/m (18.5 cfs/ft), on
aquifer head at drain cell located at (1,61,28).
 F3(R0) -USGS DASG1 group seepage rate, marginal 0.18 m3/day/ m3/day
(1.96 cfs/cfs).

4.3.3 Curves of Seepage Decrease Vs.
Pumping Increase via Marginal Use
(Set 1)
Because in Set 1 tight bounds of different types are relaxed, the curves relating
increase in pumping to seepage reduction are not termed “trade-off curves.”
A marginal or shadow price predicts the linear rate of change in objective function
value (managed pumping here) resulting from relaxing a tight bound. Here, the larger a
positive marginal of a lower head bound, the more beneficial it is to relax (lower) the bound.
Similarly, the larger the absolute value of a marginal on the upper bound of a negative
seepage bound, the more beneficial it is to relax that upper bound. If re-optimization is
performed after relaxing a tight bound and the relaxed bound becomes tight again in the new
optimization, the new optimization realizes the full predicted increase of that relaxation. On
the other hand, if in a new optimization, other bounds become tight before the relaxed bound
becomes tight, the new optimization does not achieve the full predicted increase.
Assuming stakeholders can be flexible in the values of some of the bounds, one can
systematically relax non-critical bounds to refine an optimal strategy. For example, sorting
F3(R0)’s marginal values in descending order assigns the highest priority to relaxing the
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lower bound for head at F3–NDM HCL #311. For demonstration, lowering the bound on
head at a river or drain cell is assumed acceptable because of cell size, spatial variability, and
data collection inaccuracy.
For illustration now, some relaxations in lower bounds on head, and bounds on
seepage are assumed acceptable. Beginning with strategy F3(R0), one ultimately obtains an
improved objective function value of 32,378 m3/day (13.23 cfs) by relaxing one bound
(having the largest marginal of the previous run) at a time, and re-optimizing in the following
order:
 F3(R1): Relaxing the NDM HCL #311 head lower bound by 0.3 m (1 foot);
 F3(R2): Relaxing the USGS DASG1 seepage upper bound by 2,447 m3/day (1
cfs);
 F3(R3): Relaxing the USGS HCL #292 head lower bound by 0.3 m (1 foot);
 F3(R4): Relaxing the USGS RASG1 seepage upper bound by 2,447 m3/day (1
cfs).
For both sub-models, Figure 4.9 depicts curves of pumping increase versus the
absolute value of net change in seepage losses to surface waters. Letters A-E on Figure 4.9
highlight the pumping increase for F3(R0) through F3(R4), respectively.

4.3.4 Seepage Decrease vs. Pumping
Increase Tradeoff Curves via Runs
without head bounds (Set 2):
The absence of head constraints in Set 2 allows approximately 20,000 m3/day more
extracted groundwater than the maximum allowable Set 1 extraction.
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The Set 2 curve shows the trade-off between increasing pumping and the change in
seepage from aquifer to surface water bodies. The curve results from systematically relaxing
bounds on seepage between aquifer and surface water. No head bounds are relaxed or
tightened. Figure 4.10a and 4.10b display curves of RO3-R# pumping increase versus the
percent net change in seepage losses to surface waters for the USGS and NDM sub-model,
respectively. Letters F-K in Figure 4.10a and 4.10b correspond to optimizations RO3-R0
through RO3-R5, respectively. For example, the letter H in Figure 4.10a shows the pumping
increase and seepage decrease for optimization RO3-R2.
Figure 4.10a indicates that the DASG1 constraint is tight for every scenario. To aid
comparing scenario strategies, Figure 4.10c shows the range of head declines for these runs.
Because RO3-R0 thru RO3-R5 did not use head constraints, Figure 4.10c quantifies the Set 2
head declines below F3(R0) lower bounds on head. This figure is a valuable tool to negotiate
for additional pumping allowance.
For Set 2 results, Table 4.6 shows the number of occurrences of head decline below
the lower bound used in F3(R0). Neither sub-model causes heads below F3(R0) bounds at
HCLs within river cells. The NDM sub-model also does not cause head declines below
F3(R0) bounds at HCLs in drain cells.

4.4 Conclusions
The proposed multi-conceptual model optimization (MCMO) methodology is
extremely useful for addressing and easing decision maker conflict resulting from
disagreement about the site conceptual model. MCMO does not directly address
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disagreement concerning over-arching policy issues or the implicit utility functions of the
decision makers.

Table 4.5 State variable accuracy of reported F3(R0) optimal strategy
F3 Submodel
ID

(L,R,C)
Location

HCL
USGS
37
(1,60,9)
127
(1,33,21)
NDM
15 different
HCLs
7 different
HCLs
Groups of Seepage Reaches
USGS
DASG1
NDM
DASG1
USGS
RASG1
NDM
RASG1
-

Text Location

│SC value│ –
│CEC value│a

Mendon (R,C)
pumping location
river cell

1.16x10–04 (3.80x10–04)
–2.07x10–05 (–6.80x10–05)

13 CPBsb, 2 river cells
1 CPB, 2 river cells, 4
drain cells

3.05 x10–07 (1.00x10–06)
–3.05 x10–07 (–1.00x10–06)

All 203 drain cells
7.34 x10–03 (3.00 x10–06)
All 234 drain cells
–6.42 x10–03 (–2.62x10–06)
All 122 river cells
–2.94 x10–02 (–1.20x10–05)
All 143 river cells
–3.80 x10–03 (–1.56x10–06)
51 GHB cells modelling
USGS
GASG1
Cutler and Hyrum
Reservoir
7.34 x10–03 (3.00x10–06)
36 GHB cells modelling
NDM
Cutler and Hyrum
GASG1
Reservoir
–2.29 x10–05 (–9.34x10–09)
USGS
GASG2
All other 57 GHB cells
–1.71 x10–02 (–7.00x10–06)
NDM
GASG2
All other 811 GHB cells –5.28 x10–04 (–2.16x10–07)
a = SV units for an HCL is m and SV units for groups of seepage reaches is m3/day; values in
parenthesis are feet (ft) and cfs, respectively.
b = CPB expresses candidate pumping location (candidate well)
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Figure 4.9 Set 1 seepage reductions vs. groundwater pumping increase. (A, B, C, D and E
indicate relaxations referenced in the text).
The proper use of MCMO, leading to meaningful results, requires a combination of
manual and automated steps. Because modelers often do not emphasize the compatibility of
a simulation model they are creating with existing models, specific manual steps are required
for MCMO application to have consequential results:
 establishing model cell correspondence;
 ensuring comparable background conditions via the use of equivalent well
packages;
 posing similar individual optimization problems for each sub-model (same
objective function type subject to similar constraints);
 ensuring realism of sub-model optimal solution (equivalent pumping rates at
same locations of decision variables).
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Automated steps leading to computation of an optimal compromise strategy with
acceptable accuracy in computing state variables of nonlinear systems include:
 using RMM to construct an overall optimization model from individual submodels
 performing background and unit-stimuli simulations for each sub-model;
 calculating ICs;
 populating convolution equations;
 organizing and solving the overall optimization problem;
 cycling and conducting convolution equation accuracy analysis;
 evaluating compromise strategy;
 deciding whether refinement is required.
Additional steps requiring some user interaction may be required after the automated
steps. For example, selecting a compromise strategy from a trade-off curve requires iterative
interactions with multiple stakeholders. Other manual steps include data collection and
updating sub-model(s) with the updated data. Case-by-case result analysis dictates the
necessity of these two steps.
MCMO is alluring for groundwater development of the complex nonlinear Cache
Valley, Utah (USA) river-aquifer system because local and state entities disagree upon which
of two existing models (USGS or NDM) is more appropriate for perennial yield planning.
MCMO has been applied to circumvent the necessity of reaching agreement concerning the
validity of either model. The USGS differs from the NDM sub-model in its boundary
conditions and vertical discretization. Required actions to prepare comparable sub-models
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Figure 4.10 Set 2 optimization results (due to 1 % incremental relaxations of group seepage
rates, and without using head bounds at HCLs): a and b) Tradeoff curves of
groundwater pumping increase versus aquifer-to-surface-water-seepage using
the USGS sub-model (a) and the NDM sub-model (b); c) Range (minimum and
maximum) head declines below original head lower bounds. (F, G, H, I, J and K
indicate relaxations referenced in the text.)

Table 4.6 HCL count of original head lower bounds that would be violated in RO3 runs
RO3R0
R1
R2
R3
R4
Model
USGS NDM USGS NDM USGS NDM USGS NDM
USGS
NDM
Count of HCLs at CPBs
3
0
3
0
3
1
3
2
3
2
Count of HCLs at drains
3
0
3
0
4
0
4
0
6
0

R5
USGS
3
6

NDM
11
0
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include: creating hydro-stratigraphic layer correspondence and converting some
simulation drain boundary conditions to river boundary conditions in one sub-model.
All but one set of solved optimization problems employ constraints on head
drawdown to protect connected micro-ecosystems. To protect downstream legal water
rights, all addressed optimization problems contain constraints on net changes in seepage
through groups of drains, river reaches, and general head boundaries.
Maximum perennial-yield pumping strategies developed using the USGS and
NDM independently yield strategies that satisfy 40.27 % and 66 %, respectively, of
projected town-by-town increase in water demand. The uneasiness emerging from
NDM’s capability of satisfying 17,837 m3/day (7.29 cfs) more than the USGS model
compelled the use of MCMO. The computed bi-model optimal strategy can satisfy 40.18
% of the increase in demand projected to occur between 2000 and 2020.
The study demonstrates two approaches to increase municipal demand
satisfaction although other consequences might be unacceptable to some stakeholders. An
approach involving systematically relaxing the tightest SV results in satisfying 47 % of
increased water demand. Another approach that removes all lower bounds on head
would satisfy 77 % of increased water demand.
Applying the MCMO procedure to Cache Valley also identifies the field data
most important for developing a refined compromise perennial yield strategy. For
example, MCMO results raise a concern about the NDM simulation sub-model peripheral
GHB assumptions. There probably should be limits on how much water can be induced
to enter the aquifer through those boundaries. Quantifying the limits requires additional
field study. The MCMO process also identifies locations where more precise topographic
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and spring bottom elevation data are needed. These are places where bounds on head
should be especially accurate to protect small ecosystems while enabling more pumping.
To recap, this paper presents a new methodology and demonstrates significant
automation of the methodology. The reconnaissance application highlights opportunities
for further automation that can facilitate MCMO use for a wide range of study areas and
management problems. MCMO is structured to handle transient simulation sub-models,
and to address as many conceptual models (sub-models) as exist.
Steady-state or transient MCMO solution speed is significantly impacted by the
time needed for the coefficient generation (CG) phase to be completed. When using
CGU1, the time needed to complete the CG phase of each sub-model depends upon the
number of DVs and the time for one sub-model simulation to converge. CG-phase
completion time is site dependent and varies with sub-model simulation. The number of
cycles required for convergence increases with system nonlinearity. The time MCMO SO models need to converge to an optimal solution can be reduced by reducing the time
needed for each simulation, and by improving RMM efficiency.
Depending upon the differences among multiple models of other aquifer systems,
steps necessary to make sub-models sufficiently comparable for a meaningful MCMO
application might differ from those applied to the Cache Valley, Utah (USA). The
demonstrated strategy refinement process is applicable for other sites and optimization
problems.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1

Summary and Conclusions
Real-world optimization problems rely heavily on efficient and accurate surrogate

models (Yazdi and Salehi Neyshabouri, 2014). We present a hybrid deterministic
Response Matrix Method (RMM), CGU4, to help in computing optimal groundwater
management strategies of transient nonlinear stream-aquifer and river-aquifer systems.
Contrasting CGU4 with two compatible RMMs using a hypothetical system reveals that
CGU4 is as fast as one of the RMMs or 63 % – 84 % faster than the other RMM.
To demonstrate CGU4 broad applicability, we also apply it to more challenging
study areas and situations. CGU4 computes optimal strategies that satisfy constraints for:
(1) problems use a linear objective function for a hypothetical nonlinear unconfined
aquifer hydraulically connected to a nonlinear dynamically modeled stream; and (2) realworld scale problems using a nonlinear objective function for a six-layer unconfinedconfined aquifer having many piecewise evapotranspiration, drain-aquifer seepage, and
river-aquifer seepage flows.
For the real-world scale problem, CGU4 computes optimal strategies within 0.001
– 0.003 % of those computed using CGU2, and with better accuracy. CGU4 uses 45 – 85
% of the simulations or 24 – 80 % of the time required by CGU2 for the same problem.
In general, CGU4 is broadly applicable for linear and nonlinear groundwater flow
optimization. CGU4’s computational advantage is greatest for problems where the
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management horizon includes some consecutive periods of equal duration, and DV rates
can change with time.
We use S-O models and CGU4 to efficiently compute sustained yield strategies
(SYSs) for Cache Valley river-aquifer system (CVRAS). Optimal SYSs represent the
optimal balance between groundwater use and micro-ecosystem conservation evaluated
sub-annually. We quantify deterministic resilience, Rd(A,T,SV)=P, as the percentage (P),
of acceptable SV level a system rebounds to within time T after anomaly A ceases for
the background case and one of the optimal sustained yield strategies.
The main findings of that chapter are:


CVRAS can, on quarter-annual basis, provide sustainable increase in
groundwater pumping to satisfy the indoor and outdoor water demand of
83 % of the projected increase in population (PIiP) and the indoor water
demand of 6 % of PIiP, or



It can satisfy the indoor water demand of 100 % of the PIiP and the
outdoor water demand of 74 % of the PIiP.



Managed return flow allows for providing 158.74 cfs (49 %) more
groundwater to supply 45 % (15,873) more people than if managed
recharge is not modeled.



The presence, lag time, and areal distribution of managed-pumping
recharge greatly affect the sustainable population increase.



Because PYSs constrain flows and heads only once per year, they are less
detailed than SYSs, and so can numerically satisfy the demand of 6 %
(3,560) more people than the optimal SYS.
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The increased details of SYSs are crucial for environmentally themed
studies and are necessary for protection during critical periods within a
year.



CVRAS can withstand a 2-year drought and provide water for 83 % of the
expected increase in population. Rd(2YD, 3, Overall) = 93 %, Rd(2YD, 23,
Overall) = 100 %, and the 2-year drought overall resilience 8, 13, and 18
years after the drought stops is 95 %.

The proposed multi-conceptual model optimization (MCMO) methodology is
extremely useful for addressing and easing decision maker conflict resulting from
disagreement about the site conceptual model. MCMO does not directly address
disagreement concerning over-arching policy issues or the implicit utility functions of the
decision makers.
MCMO is alluring for groundwater development of the complex nonlinear Cache
Valley, Utah (USA) river-aquifer system because local and state entities disagree upon
which of two existing models is more appropriate for perennial yield planning. MCMO
has been applied to circumvent the necessity of reaching agreement concerning the
validity of either model.
Maximum perennial-yield pumping strategies developed using individual models
(independently) yield strategies that satisfy 40 % – 66 % of projected town-by-town
increase in water demand. The computed bi-model optimal strategy can satisfy 40 % of
the increase in demand projected to occur between 2000 and 2020.
The study demonstrates two approaches to increase municipal demand
satisfaction although other consequences might be unacceptable to some stakeholders.
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The approach that systematically relaxes the tightest SV results in satisfying 47 % of
increased water demand. Another approach that removes all lower bounds on head
would satisfy 77 % of increased water demand.
MCMO use for a wide range of study areas and management problems. MCMO is
structured to handle transient simulation sub-models, and to address as many conceptual
models (sub-models) as exist.
Depending upon the differences among multiple models of other aquifer systems,
steps necessary to make sub-models sufficiently comparable for a meaningful MCMO
application might differ from those applied to the Cache Valley, Utah (USA). The
demonstrated strategy refinement process is applicable for other sites and optimization
problems.
5.2

Recommendations for Future Work
As we indicate in Chapter 2, further code changes can improve the efficiency of

CGU4 and other compatible RMMs equally. Moreover, CGU4 has promise for modeling
other hydrologic processes as well.
An important lesson from Chapter 3 is that it is prudent for Cache Valley decision
makers and water authorities to:


investigate the conveyance of water from other towns or sources to satisfy
the water demand that local groundwater could not satisfy.



advocate for treating water rights similarly to speed limits posted for
normal versus unusual conditions. Each water-right holder has access to
their full water right as long as drought is absent.
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use studies similar to this one to establish conditions and criteria
warranting initiation or termination of drought-mitigation management
practices.

Ever-changing environment and climate add complexity to water management.
Intermountain West water resource sustainability is greatly influenced by heavy winter
snowpack. The form of precipitation and depth of snow cover greatly influence water
resources in the Intermountain West. Over the past 50 years, the significant increase in
rainfall and slight decrease in snowfall have led to 9 % reduction in the snow portion of
January – March precipitation (Gillies et al. 2012). Wang et al. (2009) indicate the
possibility of predicting the intermountain climate (‘wet’ or ‘dry’) for up to four years in
advance. Such findings and changes in trends are important factors to consider when
evaluating the shift to active management. Active management of boundary conditions is
important for preserving the snow pack and prolonging its melting process giving the
aquifer enough time to replenish.
Groundwater management plans should be frequently reviewed to incorporate
better understanding of the system and better tools that have become available since the
last revision (Werner et al. 2013). The accuracy and validity of the results from S-O
modeling closely approach the accuracy and validity of the employed simulation model.
The simulation model used herein is based on 20-year old data. Because of changes that
occurred in the last 20 years, the time is ripe to update CVRAS’s simulation model. Such
update can make use of recent Cache Valley studies (Lachmar et al. 2004; Thomas et al.
2011; Timani and Peralta 2015).
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The possibility of optimizing resilience using S-O modeling looks promising.
Allowing resilience greater than 100 % can help with increasing the buffers of SVs with
the smallest chance to recover from an anomaly. The ability to optimize shaving allows
for computing the optimal level and duration of shaving.
Chapter 4 identifies the following as necessary to reach a compromise strategy:


areas where field data is most important for developing a refined
compromise perennial yield strategy



the need to investigate allowable or reasonable increase in aquifer inflows
via peripheral GHBs.



locations where more precise topographic and spring bottom elevation
data are needed.
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APPENDIX A
Hybrid RMM
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Like any RMM, the employed hybrid RMM (H-RMM) consists of a coefficient
generation (CG) phase and a coefficient utilization (CU) phase. The coefficients
generated in the CG phase establishing a relationship between SVs and DVs are utilized
in the CU phase to compute an optimal solution.
A.1. Coefficient Generation Phase
The use of H-RMM requires the use management eras. Y{MEi} is the set of MEs
containing all the stress periods of an S-O application. For each element (MEi) of Y: 1)
H-RMM applies unit stimuli only during the first stress period of MEi ; 2) constrained
SVs are observed at each stress period from the first period (i) in the MEi, through and
including i (the last period in the MEi).
A.2. Coefficient Utilization Phase
Equation (A.1) uses the coefficients computed in the CG phase to compute SVs
resulting from stimuli.
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where,

 ô,Τi = state variable value at observation location ô at end of period Τi  units are SV
dependent;
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= background (non-optimal) state variable value at observation location ô at end
of period Τi representing the effect of all stimuli occurring during stress periods
in all preceding management eras, units are SV dependent, SV;
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location ôby end of observation period Τi to a unit pumping ( pê,k s ) at

well (municipality) ê in period ks, units are SV dependent;
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= state variable (Ψ) influence coefficient describing state response at
ut

location ôby end of observation period Τi to a unit recharge ( rî,k ) at
s

injection location î in period ks, units are SV dependent;

k s = stimulus stress period index belonging to same management era as Τi ;
τi = 1st stress period index of the management era i to which Τi and ksbelong;
𝑀𝑃 = number of managed groundwater extraction locations;
𝑀𝑟 = number of managed groundwater injection locations;
MEi = Management Era i, each consisting of one or more consecutive transient periods
of equal duration;
Y{MEi} = set of Management Eras;
I = total number of management eras.





non
term at the beginning of each MEi is the result of all
The background SV  ô,Τ
i

previous background and DV values through that time. During optimization, the values of
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all DVs and SVs in all eras are computed simultaneously. For each addressed SV, an SO model uses one Equation (A.1) for each stress period of each ME.
Equation (A.1) is also referred to as an aggregated convolution equation (ACE).
ACE correlates: 1) the stress period (i) at which the SV is to be computed; 2) i of the
MEi to which i belongs; and 3) managed stimuli rates at each stress period between i
and i.
ACE can handle as many MEs consisting of as many stress periods as
computationally practical. The length of each ACE depends upon the stress period for
which it calculates an SV value. After substituting numerical values for Equation (A.1)
ICs, the shortest ACE computes an SV value at the end of stress period 1 of ME 1. The
longest ACE computes an SV value at the end of the final stress period of the final ME.
ACEs of intermediate length compute SV values for intermediate stress periods.
Figure A.1 shows the general cycling process used with H-RMM. For each cycle,
the number of simulator calls is one (‘background run’) plus the number of MEs
multiplied by the number of DVs (‘unit-stimuli runs’). During the CG4 phase and upon
the completion of the ‘background run’, at each DV and for each MEi, unit stimulus is
added to the period i background rates (that consist of unmanaged rates plus the optimal
rates of the previous cycle). During the CU4 phase, Equation (A.1) assures that each SV
value for the beginning of MEi reflects the effect of all stimuli through the end of Ti of
MEi-1 (which corresponds to the beginning of i of MEi). All stimuli in all MEs are
optimized simultaneously. As cycling converges to an optimal solution, changes in
managed pumping diminish, and the employed segments of nonlinear or piece-wise
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(source of non-linearity) SVs also stop changing. Figure A.2 shows the details of
completing Step 4i of Figure A.1.

Figure A.1 General Cyclic Process for Hybrid RMM
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Figure A.2 Hybrid RMM Influence Coefficient Generation Process
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APPENDIX B
Quarterly Proportioning of Annual Boundary Conditions
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Simulations using sub-annual periods require the use of sub-annual boundary
conditions. Because the USGS simulation model uses annual boundary conditions, we
use monthly boundary condition data to quarterly proportion annual boundary conditions.
B.1 Evapotranspiration (ET)
We calculate total (alfalfa and lake) ET’s rates quarterly average from monthly
ET rates. We use Equation (B.1) to compute ET’s scale factors (Table B.1). To obtain the
areal distribution of maximum ET flux for a particular quarter, we multiply the annual
distribution with the respective scale factor.
i  m3
ET
qrt

C



 ET

i  m1

i

ETquarterly average

(B.1)

where,
ET
Cqrt
= quarterly proportion = proportion of the average quarter ET that occurs during quarter qrt

 ET

quarterly average

 ,   ;

ETi = ET during month i, in  ;

m1 = first month of quarter qrt;

m3 = third month of quarter qrt ;
qrt  quarter  Apr-Jun, Jul-Sep, Oct-Dec, or Jan-Mar  .

B.2 Wells (extraction)
Wells are divided into three categories (UDNR 1995): irrigation, municipal and
other (non-irrigation or non-municipal > 30 gpm). Rates of irrigation and municipal
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wells vary from month to month (Table B.1) while the rates of the third group remain
constant through the year. We compute municipal well’s scale factors and irrigation
well’s scale factors similar to that of ET’s. We multiply annual pumping rates by the
respective quarterly proportion to obtain the boundary condition of that quarter.

Table B.1 Monthly Distribution of Boundary Conditions
ET (in)
Pumpage (AF)
Recharge (AF)
Month
Alfalfa Lake Municipal Irrigation PUI
CS
Volume
January
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 4,948
0
4,948
February
0.00
0.00
1.39
0.00 19,456 0
19,456
March
0.00
0.13
4.71
0.00 26,623 0
26,623
April
0.53
1.33
15.03
0.53 24,316 6,920
31,237
May
4.29
2.97
23.01
4.29 6,944
27,181 34,125
June
4.39
4.27
32.29
4.39 1,488
27,899 29,387
July
5.99
5.58
39.91
5.99 0
18,219 18,219
August
5.82
5.03
14.37
5.82 3,075
13,576 16,651
September
2.6
2.51
11.03
2.60 18,352 9,524
27,876
October
0.00
0.73
5.12
0.00 5,828
0
5,828
November
0.00
0.00
1.13
0.00 6,820
0
6,820
December
0.00
0.00
1.65
0.00 8,638
0
7,527
PUI = precipitation and unconsumed irrigation; CS = canal seepage
B.3 Recharge
Precipitation, unconsumed irrigation, and canal seepage (PUIC) account for
approximately 80% of Cache Valley aquifer recharge. We use the 1982-1990 averaged
recharge rate of 300 cfs to simulate LgTACCs. Because 1988 is the driest year between
1982 and 1990, we use its recharge rate distribution (after changing to quarter annual) to
simulate drought conditions (LsTACCs) that recharge the aquifer at a rate of 204 cfs.
Monthly recharge value (volume) is the sum of recharge from: (1) precipitation
and unconsumed irrigation; and (2) canal seepage. Total quarterly average recharge is
calculated from monthly rates of both sources (Table B.1). Quarterly recharge scale
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factors are the summation of total recharge volume in a quarter divided by the quarterly
average of recharge.
B.4 Rivers
There are five modeled rivers in Cache Valley: Bear, Blacksmith Fork, Cub, Little
Bear and Logan. Because UDNR (1995) does not contain monthly river data and to
obtain a better sub-annual distribution of river flows, we use the monthly flow data of
each river (USGS 2012 a-e) to compute scale factors for each of them by dividing the
quarter total by quarter average. Table B.2 shows the time span of available complete
monthly data for each river. Assuming a linear relationship between the flow rate and
flow depth, we use the computed scale factor to scale annual flow depth at each reach of
the respective river.

Table B.2 Time Span of Complete Monthly Data for Cache Valley Rivers
River
Complete Monthly Data Available
Bear
1960-1992
Little Bear
1960-1992
Blacksmith Fork 1914-2011
Logan
1970-2011
Cub
1940-1951; 1956-1985; 2006-2009
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APPENDIX C
Cache Valley Population Projections
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This study considers only the municipalities with projected increase in their
population. Table C.1 shows the 2000 and 2010 [Economic Report to the Governor (Jon
M. Huntsman, Jr.) 2007 & 2012(Gary R. Herbert)], and the projected 2020 populations,
and the rate of growth for each town (municipality). After using 2000 and 2010 census
data to establish a linear relationship (calculate rate of growth and offset) between
population and time, we use Equation (C.1) to project the 2020 population for each
municipality.

PopêYr  ROGê  Yr  Offset

(C.1)

where,
PopêYr  municipality ê population in year Yr,  person  ;

Popêt  Popês
ROG ê =
 municipality ê rate of growth,  person year  ;
ts
Pop êt & Popsê = municipality ê population in year t and s, respectively,  person  ;
offset  shift in population at year 0, [].

We compute the increase in area to accommodate the projected 2020 population
increase using Equations (C.2) – (C.4). The model locations of cells constituting CIBs are
shown in Figures 3.1-3.2.

ê 

Popê
Areaê

(C.2)

where,

ê  town ê population density,  person


Popê  town ê population,  person  ;

;
L2 
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Areaê  town ê area,  L  .
2

Areaê2020  ê  Popê2020

(C.3)

where,

Areaê2020  town ê area to accomodate the expected 2020 population,  L2  ;

Popê2020  town ê expected 2020 population,  person .

CIB Areaê  Areaê2020  Areaê1990

(C.4)

where,

CIB Areaê  town ê managed return flow area = area necessary to accomodate the expected
increase in population,  L2  ;
Areaê1990  town ê area in the background case,  L2  ;

Table C.1 Cache Valley Municipalities Population and Water Consumption Information
Population
ID

Municipality
2000

2010

2010
rate of
water
population
growth
consumption
density
2020 (person/year) (person/mi2) (cfs/person)

1 Cornish
259
288
317
2 Trenton
449
464
479
3 Richmond
2,051 2,470 2,889
4 Amalga
427
488
549
5 Smithfield
7,261 9,495 11,729
6 Hyde Park
2,955 3,833 4,711
7 North Logan
6,163 8,269 10,375
8 Logan
42,670 48,174 53,678
9 Mendon
898 1,282 1,666
10 Providence
4,377 7,075 9,773
11 Millville
1,507 1,829 2,151
12 Wellsville
2,728 3,432 4,136
13 College Ward
1,947 2,246 2,545
14 Hyrum
6,316 7,609 8,902
15 Paradise
759
904 1,049
16 Nibley
2,045 5,438 8,831
17 River Heights
1,496 1,734 1,972
*MRF = managed return flow

3
2
42
6
223
88
211
550
38
270
32
70
30
129
15
339
24

53
56
711
138
1,906
884
1,202
2,622
931
1,883
791
477
2,744
1,604
647
1,317
2,539

5.79E-04
1.00E-03
1.00E-03
2.15E-03
5.96E-04
2.74E-04
3.63E-04
3.13E-04
8.80E-04
3.77E-04
4.05E-04
6.49E-04
1.00E-03
5.24E-04
1.00E-03
4.99E-04
8.16E-04

area of
MRF*
(mi2)
0.54
0.27
0.59
0.44
1.17
0.99
1.75
2.10
0.41
1.43
0.41
1.48
0.11
0.81
0.22
2.58
0.09

# of cells at
which MRF
occurs
1
1
2
2
6
5
9
11
2
8
2
6
1
4
1
14
1
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APPENDIX D
Cache Valley Quarterly Indoor and Outdoor Per Capita Water Uses
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We use existing water consumption trends to compute the per capita water
consumption, on annual basis, at each municipality.

Table D.1 shows the indoor per

capita water consumption. We use Equation (D.1) to compute quarterly per capita water
consumption (Table D.2).
ET
OU
Otdr
PrCpêOtdr
, k  Cqrt  Cann  PrCpê , Ann

(D.1)

where,
PrCpêOt,kdr = quarterly per capita outdoor water demand during period k, [ L3 T person ];
OU
Cann
= 0.65 = the portion of annual groundwater extracted that is used outdoors,    ;

PrCpêO,tAdnrn = annual average per capita outdoor water demand,  L3 T person  .

Table D.1 Cache Valley Town-by-Town Indoor Per Capita Water Use
(ft3/quarter/person)
Town
Per Capita Water Use (ft3/quarter/person)
Cornish
1,599
Trenton
2,767
Richmond
2,773
Amalga
5,949
Smithfield
1,647
Hyde Park
757
North Logan
1,004
Logan
864
Mendon
2,429
Providence
1,041
Millville
1,118
Wellsville
1,792
College Ward
2,766
Hyrum
1,447
Paradise
2,765
Nibley
1,377
River Heights
2,252
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Table D.2 Cache Valley Town-by-Town Outdoor Per Capita Water Use
(ft3/quarter/person)
quarter
Town
Jan-Mar
Apr-Jun Jul-Sep Oct-Dec
Annual average
2,970
Cornish
0.00
4,632
7,248
0.00
5,140
Trenton
0.00
8,016
12,542
0.00
5,151
Richmond
0.00
8,033
12,569
0.00
11,049
Amalga
0.00
17,233
26,963
0.00
3,058
Smithfield
0.00
4,770
7,463
0.00
1,406
Hyde Park
0.00
2,192
3,430
0.00
1,864
North Logan
0.00
2,907
4,548
0.00
1,604
Logan
0.00
2,502
3,915
0.00
4,511
Mendon
0.00
7,036
11,009
0.00
1,933
Providence
0.00
3,015
4,717
0.00
2,076
Millville
0.00
3,238
5,065
0.00
3,327
Wellsville
0.00
5,190
8,120
0.00
5,136
College Ward
0.00
8,011
12,533
0.00
2,687
Hyrum
0.00
4,192
6,558
0.00
5,135
Paradise
0.00
8,009
12,531
0.00
2,558
Nibley
0.00
3,989
6,242
0.00
4,182
River Heights
0.00
6,523
10,205
0.00
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APPENDIX E
Chapter 4 Acronymns and defined terms
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ASTM = American Standards of Testing and Materials
BG = Background
CEC = Convolution-equation computed (state variable)
CG = Coefficient generation

convsm = DV units conversion coefficient applied to sub-model sm flows
CPB = Candidate pumping block
CU = Coefficient utilization
DASG = Drain-aquifer seepage group
DV = Decision variable
F = Formulation
GASG = GHB-aquifer seepage group
GASG1 = GHB cells representing surface waters inside the study area
GASG2 = GHB cells at the periphery of the study area
GHB = General head boundary (conditions)

hô ,sm = Aquifer potentiometric surface elevation (head) at observation location ô
belonging to sub-model sm at equilibrium
HCL = Head control location
IC = Influence coefficient
(L,R,C) = A particular location (layer, row, column) combination used to identify a cell
within the finite difference grid of a simulation model
h
M sm
= Total number of head control locations defined in sub-model sm

GDAS
M sm
= Number of drain seepage groups
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M

GRAS
sm

= Number of river seepage groups

GGAS
M sm
= Number of GHB seepage groups

𝑀𝑃 = Number of candidate managed groundwater extraction locations or pumping
locations
P
M sm
= Number of managed groundwater pumping locations in sub-model sm

MCMO = Multi-conceptual model optimization

pê = Managed DV pumping rate at location ê
pê,NDM = Town ê pumping rate in sub-model NDM
pê ,sm = Extraction rate from well ê belonging to sub-model sm
pê,USGS = Town ê pumping rate in sub-model USGS

qDASûGL,sm

= Net seepage rate between aquifer and groups of drain cells

qRASûGL,sm = Net seepage rate between aquifer and groups of river cells
qGASûGL,sm

= Net seepage rate between aquifer and groups of GHB cells

RASG = River-aquifer seepage group
RMM = Response matrix method
SC = Simulator-computed state variable value
sm = Sub-model (component of an MCMO model)
SM = Total number of sub-models used within MCMO
S-O = Simulation-optimization
superscripts L and U = Lower and upper bounds on a variable value, respectively.
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SV = State variable
USGS = United States Geological Survey
Z = Objective function value

 ê, NDM  = DV index numbers in the NDM sub-model

 ê, USGS = DV index numbers in the USGS sub-model
 demand ê2020 = Projected increase in water demand by year 2020

 ô,êp

= SV (Ψ) influence coefficient describing Ψ response at location ô at equilibrium to
a unit pumping ( pêut ) at well ê

 ô = SV value at observation location ô at equilibrium
 ônon = Background (non-optimal) SV value at observation location ô at equilibrium
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